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CLASSICAL TACHYONS 

<<Quone vides c i t i u s debere e t longius i r e 

Multiplexque loc i spatium transcurrere eodem 

! empure mm Sons pervoiUÒTI* lüíiiirtü ccCiüm *~- ^ t 

Lucretius (50 B.C., ca. ) 

<< .should be thoughts, 

Which ten times faster g l ide than the Sun's beams 

Driv ing back shadows over low ' r ing h i l l s . » 

Shakespeare (1597) 

1 = INTRODUCTION 

Uee next page) 

(•} «Don ' t you see that they must 30 faster and far ther / And t rave l a larger 

interval of space in tne sane amount of / Time than the Sun's l i g h t as i t 

spreads across the sky?.-> 
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1.1. Foreword 

The subject of Tachyons, even if still speculative, may deserve some atten

tion for reasons that can be divided into a few categories, two of which we 

want preliminary to mention right now: (i) the larger scnenie that one tries 

to build up in order to inewporate voace-like onjects in the relativistic 

theories can allow a hotter understanding of many aspects of the ordinary rela

tivistic physics, even if Tachyons would not exist in cur cosmos as "asymptoti

cally free" objects; (ii) Superluminal classical objects can have a role in 

elementary particle interactions (and perhaps even in astrophysics); and it 

might be tempting to verif> how far one can go in reproducing the quantum-like 

behaviour at a classical level just by taking account of the possible existence 

of faster-than-light classical particles. 

At the time of a previous review (Recami and Mignani 1974a, hereafter called 

Review I) the relevant literature was already conspicuous. During the last ten 

years such literature grew up so much that new reviews ore certainly desirable; 

but for the same reason writing down a comprehensive article is already an over-

helming task. We were therefore led to make a tight selection, strongly depen

ding on our personal taste and interests. We confined our survey, moreover, to 

questions related to the classical theory of Tachyons, leaving aside for the mo

ment the various approaches to a Tachyon quantum field theory. From the begin

ning we apologize to all the authors whose work, even if imp^tjr.t, will not 

find room in the present review; we hope to be able to give more credit to it 

on another occasion. In addition, we shall adhere to the general rule of skip

ping here quotation of the papers already cited in Review I, unless useful to 

the self-containedness of the present paper. 

1.2. Plan of the review 

This article is divided in five parts, the first one having nothing to do with 

tachyons. In fact, to prepare the ground, in Part I (Sect.2) we shall merely 

show that Special Relativity - even without tachyons - can be given a form such 

to describe both particles and anti-particles. Fart II is the largest one:ini-

tlally, after some historical remarks and having revisited the Postulates of 

Special Relativity, we present a review of the elegant "model-theory" of ta

chyons 1n two dimension; passing then to four dimensions, we review the main re

sults of the classical theory of tachyons that do not depend on the existence 
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of Superluminal reference-frames [or that are ai least independent of the 

expl ic i t form of the .'ti|>er Limi IV. 1 I m v n t "tratistoniiat ions". In par t i cu la r , 

we discuss how tachyons woiiki look 1iko, i . e . the i r apparent "shape". Last 

but not least , ali the ceriri.iun causali ty pr-vlems aie limtOi^hJy solved, on 

the basis if the previously reviewed fachyon kinematic.-., ('art ITI deals 

with tachyons in ivneral Ro i it ivlt> , in par t icular the question ci" the appa

rent superluminal expansions in astrophysics is reviewed. Part IV shows 

the interesting, possible r d % of tru-hyons in elementary pa r t i c l e physics and 

in quantum theory. In Part V, the last one, we face the ( s t i l l open) pro

blem of the Super 1 urniit» 1 Lorvntr. "transformations" in lour dimensions, by 

introducing for instance in auxiliary six-dimensional space-time, and f i 

nally present the electromagnetic theory of tachyons: a theory that can be 

relevant also from the "experimental" point of view. 

1.3. Previous reviews 

In the past years other works were devoted to review some aspects of our sub

ject. As far as we know, besides Review I (Recami and Mignani 1974a), the fol 

lowing papers may be mentioned: Caldirola and Recami (1980); Recami (1979a,1978a); 

Kirch (1977); Barashenkov (1975); Kirzhnits and Sakonov (1974); Recami (1973); 

Bolotovsiry and Ginzburg (1972); Camenzind (1970); Feinberg (1970), as well as the 

short but interesting glimpse given at tachyor.s by Goldhaber and Smith (1975) in 

their review of all the hypothetical particles. At a simpler (or more concise) 

level, let us further l ist : Guasp (1983); Voulgaris (1976); Kreisler (1973,1969); 

Velarde (1972); Gondrand (1971); Newton (1970); BHaniuk and Sudarshan(1969a) and 

relative discussions (Bilaniuk et al 1969,1970); and a nice talk by Südarshan 

(1968). On the experimental side, besides Goldhaber and Smith (1975), let us men

tion: Boratav (1980); Jones (1977); Berley et al (1975); Carrol et al (1975); 

Ramana Murthy (1972); Giacomelli (1970). 
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1.4. Lists of references. Meetings. Books. 

As to the exist ing bibliographies about tachyons, let us quote: ( i ) the re

ferences at pages 285-290 of Review I ; at pages 592-597 in Recami (19?9a); at 

pages 295-298 in Caldirola and Recami (1980); as well as in Recami and Mignani 

(1972) and in Mignani and Recami (1973); ( i i ) ths large bibliographies by Pe-
— ~ i . . * . . . / iiinn^ ^ \ . / , * . \ f h f i ' » c i* t\u P o l H"-*^** ' "• C\TA * Li ~ . ..*. #r» »* *-i,r\ * -»<• • «%rt*\ •» I c^*e i t j k i t \ i j u u u tu i , ^ t i i J CHC > o l UJr r c l i j i t t u i i ^ • j > -»y • i iwnw . * * i w.fw »* * i *. < " • * . , v. 

librarian's compilation, lists some references (e.g. under the numbers 8,9,13, 

14,18,21-23) seemingly having not much to do with tachyons; while ref.38 therein 

(Peres 1969), e.g., should be associated with the comments it received from 

Baldo and Recami (1969). In connection with the experiments only, also the refe

rences in Bartlett et al (1978) and Bhat et al (1979) may be consulted. 

As to meetings on the subject, to our knowledge: (i) a two-days meeting was 

held in India; (ii) a meeting (First Session of the Interdisciplinary Seminars) 

on "Tachyons and Related Topics" was held at Ence (Italy) in Sept. 1976; (iii) 

a "Seminar sur le Tachyons" exists at the Faculte des Sciences de Tours et de 

Poitiers (France), which organizes seminars on the subject. 

With regards to books, we should mention: (i) the book by Terletsky (1968), 

devoted in part to tachyons; (ii) the book Tachyons, monopoles, and Related 

Topics (Amsterdam: Ne;th-Holland), with the proceedings of the Erice meeting 

cited above (see Recami ed 1978b). 

PART I: PARTICLES AND ANTIPARTICLES IN SPECIAL RELATIVITY (SR) 

| « SPECIAL RELATIVITY WITH 0RTH0- AND ANTI-CHR0N0US L0RENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS 

In this Part I we shall forget about Tachyons. 

From the ordinary postulates of Special Relativity (SR) it follows that in 

such a theory —which refers to the class of Mechanical and Electromagnetic 

Phenomena— the class of reference-frames equivalent to a given inertial frame 

1s obtained by means of transformations^ (Lorentz Transformations, LT) which 

satisfy the following sufficient requirements: (i) to be linear 

K ^ ^ * " l (D 
(11) to preserve space-isotropy (with respect to electromagnetic and mechanical 

phenomena); (iii) to form a group; (iv) to leave the quadratic form inva

riant: 
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From condition (i), if we confine ourselves to sub-luminal speeds, it follows 

that in eq.f2): 

EQS.(l)-(3) impiy that det j_: = i ; ( L :
0 )

2 2 ; 1 . The set of all :>uo"luminal (Lo-

rentz) transformations satisfying all our conditions consists —as is well-

known— of four pieces, which form a noncompact, nonconnected group (the Full 

Lorentz Group). Wishing to confine ourselves to space-time "rotations" only, 

i.e. to the case det^=+1 , we are left with the two pieces 

ÍL* } . rL%2^; d e t L = + i ; (4i) 

l " < - i ; d e t L = - * , ,4b) [<Y- o 

which give origin to the group of the proper (orthochronous and antichronous) 

transformations 

(5) 

and to the subgroup of the (ordinary) proper ortochronous transformations 

both of which being, incidentally, invariant subgroups of the Full Lorentz 

Group. For reasons to be seen later on, let us rewrite^, as follows 

We shall skip in the following, for simplicity's sake, the subscript + in the 

transformations^*, L* . Given a transformation L , another transformation 

\j€ #Cj always exists such that __ 

L**(rt)-Z>, *ll*£, (7. 
and vice-versa. Such a one-to-one correspondence allows us to write formal'y 

it = - <* . <n 
I t follows in particular that the central elements of a£, are: C M + fl.-H). 

Usually, even the piece (4b) :s discarded. Our present aim is to show 

—on the contrary— that a physical meaning can be attributed also to the 

transformations (4b). Confining ourselves here to the active point of view 

(cf. Recami and Rodrigues 19H? and references therein), we wish precisely to 
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show that the theory of SR, once based on the whole proper Lorentz group (*5) 

and not only on its orthochrcnous pa/t, will describe a Minkowski space-time 

sed on th< 

w4, will 
populated by both matter and antimatter. 

2.1. The StUckelberg-Feynman "switching principle" in SR 

Besides the us-jal posl.ldtes of SR (Principle of Rela', ivity, *»W Light-Speeo 

Invariance), let us assume — a s conmonly admitted, e.g. for the reasons in Ga-

ruccio et al (1980), Mignani and Recami (1976a)— the following: 

Assumption - «negative-energy objects travelling forward in time do rurt exist». 

We shall give this Assumption, later on, the status of a fundamental postulate. 

Let us therefore start from a positive-energy particle_P travelling forward 

in time. As well known, any jrthochronous LT (4a_) transforms it into aiother 

particle still endowed with positive energy and motion forward in time. On the 

contrary, any antichronous ( =non-orthochronous) LT (4b_) will change sign 

—among the others— to the time-componer.ts of all the four-vactors associated 

w1th_P. Any L will transform £ into a particle P' endowed in particular 

with negative energy and motion backwards in time. (Fig.l). 

In other words, SR together with the natural Assumption above implies that 

a particle going backwards in time (Godel 1963) (Fig.l) corresponds in the four-

-momentum space, Fig.2, to a particle carrying negative energy; and,vice-versa, 

that changing the energy sign in one space corresponds tc changing the sign 

of time in the dual space. It is then easy to see that these two paradoxical 

occurrences ("negative energy" and "motion backwards in time") give rise to a 

phenomenon that any observer will describe in a quite orthodox way, when they 

are — as they actually are— simultaneous (Recami 1978c, 1979a and refs. therein). 

Notice, namely, that: (i) every observer (a macro-object) explores space-time, 

Fig.l, 1n the positive t-direction, so that we shall meet £ as the first andj\ 

as the last event, (ii) emission of positive quantity is equivalent to absor

ption of negative quantity, as (-)•(-) = (+)•(+); and so on. 

Let us KÜW suppose (Fig.3) that a particle V.' with negative energy (and e.g. 

cnarue -e) moving backwards in time is emitted by A at time t. and absorbed by 

6 at time_t2<tj. Then, it follows that at time _t, the object A "looses" negative 

energy and charge, i.e. gains positive energy and charge. And that at time t?<U 

the objete B "gain;" negative energy and charge, i.e. looses positive energy and 

charge. The physic»! phenomenon here described is nothing but the exchange from 

B _to A of a particle Q with positive energy, charqe *e, and going forvidrà in ti-



x, x2 

(x») (x») 

„*j(*£ 
(P)\-q\E<C;fip<d 

(O);+Q;£>0;r;p>0 

6) 

r0(r2,*2) 

F r o . 3 

0(+g);£>O;f;p>O r—-1 

.(+«=,><>—Til 

cr(ph)= 

•(+«;* >0 
(f,*) (t',x') 

(-g);f>0;f^)<0 

( + 1 ) ; K O a 
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A A A . 

CP7(ph)= 

(-qf)jf<0;r;p<0 

i,x) 
(+«5*>0 •0 

a 
(-<7);£>0;r;p>0 r= 

{-l)\v>0 

b) 
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me. Notice that Q has, however, charges opposite to £'; this means that in a, 

sense the present "switching procedure" (previously called "RIP") effects a / 

"charge conjugation" C, among the others. Notice also that "charge", here and 

in the follow.ng, means any additive charge; so that our definitions of charge 

conjugation, etc., are more general than the ordinary ones (Review I, Recami 

1978ft). Incidentally, such a switching procedure has Deen snown to De equiva

lent to applying the chirality operation )f̂  (Recami and Ziino 1976). See also, 

e.g., Reichenbach (1971), Mensky (1976). 

2.2. Matter and Antimatter from SR 

A close inspection shows the application of any antichronous transformation 

L , together with the switching procedure, to transform^ into an objete 

QsP_ (8) 

which is indeed the antiparticle of _P_. We are saying that the concept of anti-

-matter is a purely relativistic one, and that, on the basis of the double sign 

In [c-l] 

(9) 
' AJU* 

the existence of antip.irticles could have been predicted from 1905, exactly with 

the properties they actually exibited when later discovered, provided that re

course to the "switching procedure" had been made. We therefore maintain that 

the points of the lover hyperboioid sheet in Fig.2 —since they correspond not 

only to negative energy but also to motion backwards in time— represent the ki-

nematical states of the antiparticle ? (of the particle £_ represented by the 

upper hyperboioid sheet). Let us explicitly observe that the switching proepd-

ure exchanges the roles of source and detector, so that (Fig.1) any observer 

will describe B to be the source and A the detector cf the antiparticle j[. 

Let us stress that the switching procedure not only can, but must be perfor

med, since any observer can do nothing but explore space-time along the positive 

time-direction. That procedure is merely the translation into a purely relati

vistic language of the Stiickelberg (1941; see also Klein 1929)-Feynman (1949) 

"Switching principle". Together with our Assumption above, it can take the form 
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of a "Third Postulate":<5CNegative-energy objects travelling forward in time do 

not exist; any negative-energy object P_ travelling backwards in time can and 

must be described as its anti-object_P going the opposite way in space (but en

dowed with positive energy and motion forward in time)>>. Cf. e.g. Caldirola 

and Recami (1980), Recami (1979a) and references therein. 

2.3. Further remarks 

a) Let us go back to Fig/.. In SR, when based only on the two ordinary postu

lates, nothing prevents a priori the event A from influencing the eventj^. Just 

to forbid such a possibility we introduced our Assumption together with the Stii-

ckelberg-Feynman "Switching procedure". As a consequence, not only we eliminate 

any particle-motion bau'wards in time, but we also "predict" and naturally explain 

within SR the existence of antimatter. 

5) The Third Postulate, moreover, helps solving the paradoxes connected with 

the fact that all relativistic equations admit, besides standard "retarded" solu

tions, also advanced" solutions: The latter will simply represent antiparticles 

travelling the opposite way (Mignani and Recami 1977a). For instance, if Maxwell 

equations admit solutions in terms of outgoing (polarized) photons of helicity 

A » * 1 , then they will admit also solutions in terms of incoming (polarized) pho

tons of helicity -A = -1; the actual intervention of one or the other solution in 

a physical problem depending only on the initial conditions. 

c) £qs.(7),(8) tel1 us that, in the case considered, any L has the same ki-

nematical effect than its "dual" transformation L , just defined through eo.(7), 

except for the fact that it moreover transforms JP_ into its antiparticle_P. Eqs. 

(7),(7*) then lead (Mignani and Recami 1974a,b, 1975a) to write 

-11 s rr = CPT , (io) 

where the symmetry operations P,T are to be understood in the "strong sense": For 

instance, T • reversal of the time-components c^ all fourvectors associated with 

the considered phenomenon (namely, inversion of the \ir„e and energy axes). We 

shall come back to this point. The discrete operations P,T have the ordinary 

meaning. When the particle J? considered in the beginning can be regarded as an 

extended object, Pavsic and Recami (1982) have shown the "strong" operations 
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P,T to be equivalent to the space, time reflections acting on the space-time 

both external and internal to the particle world-tube. 

Once accepted eq.(10), then eq.(7') can be written 

U» + lit»T U*«T 

in particular, the total-inversion L = - A transrorms tne process £ +_0_~* 

-»• c • d into the process d + c -* b + a without any change in the veloci

ties. 

d) All the ordinary relativistic laws (of Mechanics and Electromagnetic) 

are actually already covariant under the whole proper group «cl , eq.(5), since 

they are CPT-symmetric besides being covariant underJ. . 
AW 

e) A fev quantities that hapoer^d (cf. Sect.5.17 in the following) to be 

Lorentz-invariant under the transformations L <r *+. , are no more invariant 

under the transformations Lér^.. We have already seen this to be true for 

the sign of the additive charges, e.g. for the sign of the electric charge £ 

of a particle_P_. The ordinary derivation of the electric-charge invariance 

is obtained by evaluating the integral flux of a current through a surface 

which, under L , moves chnging the ai-gle formed with the current. Under^ ^ " £ 4 

the surface "rotates" so much with -espect to the current (cf. also Figs.6,12 

in the following) that the current enters it through the opposite face; as a 

consequence, the integrated flux (i e. the charge) changes sign. 

PART II: BRADYONS AND lACHYONS IN SR 

3 » HISTORICAL REMARKS. AND PRELIMINARIES 
a •ll<IIIIIIIilllflsll3933S33s::::::s:3 

3.1. Historical remarks 

Let us now take on the issue of Tachyons. To our knowledge (Corben 1975, Re-

caml 1978a), the f i r s t scientist mentioning objects "faster than the Sun's l ight" 

was Lucretius (50 B.C., ca.) , in his De Rerum Natura. S t i l l remaining in pre-

-relatlvlstic times, after having recalled e^. Laplace (1845), let us only 

mention the recent progress represented by the no t i ceab le papers by 



FIG. 4 
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Thomson (1889), Heaviside (1892), Des Coudres (1900) and mainly Sommerfeld 

(1904, 1905). 

In 1905, however, together with SR (Einstein 1905, Poincarê 1906) the con

viction that the light-speed c in vaciium was the upper limit of any speed 

started to spread over the scientific c<">me"."?itv. <•>"•- e2rly-c.eiii.ury nnysicict:; 

bc*r.g led oy th» evidence tiiat ordinary bodies cannot overtake that speed. 

They behaved in a sense like Sudarshan's (1972) imaginary demographer studying 

the population patterns of the Indian subcontinent:<£ Suppose a demographer 

calmly asserts that there are no people North of the Himalayas, since none 

could climb over the mountain ranges! That would be an absurd conclusion. 

People of central Asia are born there and live there: They did not have to be 

born in India and cross the mountain range. So with faster-than-light parti

cles >>>. (Cf. Fig.4). Notice that photons are born, live and die just "on the 

top of the montain", i.e. always at the speed of light, without any need to 

violate SR, that isto say to accelerate from rest to the light-speed. 

Moreover, Tolman (1917) believed to have shown in his anti-telephone "para

dox" (based on the already wrllknown fact that the chronological order along a 

Space-like path is not Lorentz-invariant) that the existence of Superluminal 
2 2 

(y_ >c_ ) particles allowed information-transmission into the past. In recent 

times that "paradox" has been proposed again and again by authors apparently 

unaware of the existing literature /for instance,'Rolnick's (1972; see also 

1969) arguments had been already "answered" by Csonka (1970) before they appea

red! . Incidentally, we snail solve it in Sect.9.1, 

Therefore, except for the pioneering paper by Somigliana (1922; recently re

discovered by Caldirola et a! 1980), after the mathematical considerations by 

Majorana (1932) and Wigner (1939) on the space-like particles one had to wait 

untill the fifties to see our problem tackled again in the works by Arzeliès 
, re , « , ,«.«, Schmidt (1958), Tangherlinl (1959), 

(,"55,1957,1958), ' -,-yand thenvby Tanaka (I960) and Terletsky 

(1960). It started to be fully reconsidered in the sixties: In 1962 the first 

article by Sudarshan and coworkers (Bilaniuk et al 1962) appeared, and after 

that paper a number of physicists took up studying the subject —among whom, 

for instance, Jones (1963) and Feinberg (1967) in the USA and Recami (1963,1969; 

and collagues (Olkhovsky and Recami 1968,1969,1970a,b,19/1) in Europe. 

http://e2rly-c.eiii.ury
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/ The first experimental searches for Superluminal particles were carried 

out by Alvàger et al. (1963,1965,1966). 

As wellknown, Superluminal particles have been given the name "Tachyons" (T) 

by Feinberg (196/) from the Greek word f * * ^ fast. « U n e particule qui a 

un pnm pnsçedp dpjâ un rtéhut d'existence >>(/>. particle bearing a name has al

ready taken on some existence) was later commented on by Mrzelies (1974). we 

shall call "Luxons" & ) , following Bilaniuk et al.(1962), the objects travel

ling exactly at the speed of light, like photons. At last, we shall call "Bra-
2 2 dyons" (B) the ordinary subluminal (y_<ç_) objects, from the Greek word 

pylivS 3 slow, as it was independently proposed by Cawley (1969), Barnard and 

Sallin (1969), and Recami (1970; see also Baldo et al 197Q). 

Let us recall at this point that, according to Democritus of Abdera, every

thing that was thirkable withount meeting contradictions did exist somewhere 

in the unlimited universe. This point of view —recently adopted also by M. 

Gel 1-Mann— was later on expressed in the known form <*TAnything not forbidden 

is compulsory^ (White 1939) and named the "totalitarian principle" (see e.g. 

Trigg 1970). We may adhere to this philosophy, repeating with Sudarshan that 

<&if Tachyons, exis't, they ought to be found. If they do not exist, we ought to 

be able to say why>^. 

3.2. Preliminaries about Tachyons 

Tachyons, or space-like particles, are already known to exist as internal, 
intermediate states or exchanged objects (see Sects 6.13 and 13.2).Car» they 
also exist as "asymptotically free" objects? 

We shall see that the particular -—and unreplaceable— role in SR of the 
light-s^eed £ in vacuum is due to its invariance (namely, to the experimental 
fact that £ does not depend on the velocity of the source), and not to its being 
or not the maximal speed(Recami and Módica 1975,Kirzhnits and Polyachenko1964, 
Arzelles 1955). 

However, one cannot forget that in his starting paper on Special Relativity 
Einstein —after having introduced the Lorentz transformations— considered a 
sphere moving with speed i£ along the x-axis and noticed that (due to the rela
tive "notion) it appears in the frame at rest as an ellipsoid with semiaxes: 

V y 
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/ 

Then Einstein (1905) added: « F u r u=c schrumpfen alle bewegten Objecte —vom 

"ruhenden" System aus betrachtet— in flachenhafte Gebilde zuzammen. Für Uber-

lichtgeschwindigkeiten werden unsere Uberlegungensinnles; wir werden übrigens 

in der folgenden Betrachtungcn fimJcn, JOSS Jic LicMtgéschwir.uigkciter. spiclt >?; 

which means (Schwartz 1977):<< For u=c all moving objects —viewed from the 

"stationary" system— shrink into plane-like structures. For superlight speeds 

our considerations become senseless; we shall find, moreover, in the following 

discussion that the velocity of light plays in our theory the role of an infi

nitely large velocity». Einstein referred himself to the following facts: (i) 

for ll>£, the quantity a. becomes pure-imaginary: If j = a (u), then 

(ii) in SR the speed of light v = c_ plays a role similar to the one played by 

the infinite speedy =<» in the Galilean Relativity (Galilei 1632, 1953). 

Two of the aims of this review will just be to show how objection (i) —which 

touches a really difficult problem— has been answered, and to illustrate the 

meaning of poin„ (ii). With regard to eq.(12), notice that a priori J ft2"- d = 

since (+i) = - 1 . Moreover, we shall always understand that 

4 _ p for ft > x represents the upper half-plane solution. 

Since a priori we know nothing about Ts, the safest way to build up a theory 

for them is trying to generalize the ordinary theories (starting with the clas

sical relativistic one, only later on passing to the quantum field theory) 

through "minimal extensions", i.e. by performing modifications as snail as possi

ble. Only after possessing a theoretical model we shall be able to start expe

riments: Let us remember that, not only good experiments are required before get

ting sensible ideas (Galilei 1632), but also a good theoretical background is 

required before sensible experiments can be performed. 

The first step consists therefore in facing the problem of extending SR to 

Tachyons. In so doing, some authors limited themselves to consider objects both 

sublumlnal and Superluminal, always referred however to subluminal observers 

("weak approach"). Other authors attempted on the contrary to generalize SR by 
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introducing both subluminal observers (s) and Superluminal observers (S), 

and then by extending the Principle of Relativity ("strong approach"). This 

second approach is theoretically more worth of consideration (tachyons, e.g., 

get real proper-masses), but it meets of course tr.e greatest obstacles. In 

fart, the extension nf the Relativity PrinciDle to Super!uminrl inertial fra

mes seems to be straightforward only in the pseudo-tucMdean space-times 

M(n,n) having the same number n of space-axes and of time-axes. For instance, 

when facing the problem of generalizing the Lorentz transformations to Super

luminal frames in four dimensions one meets no-go theorems as Gorini's et al. 

(Gorini 1971 and refs. therein), stating no such extensions exist which satisfy 

all the following properties: (i) to refer to the four-dimensional Minkowski 

space-time M »M(1,3); (ii) to be real; (iii) to be linear; (iv) to preserve 

the space isotropy; (v) to preserve the light-speed invariance; (vi) to pos

sess the prescribed group-theoretical properties. 

We shall therefore start by sketching the simple, instructive and very pro

mising "mode!-theory" in two dimensions (n=»1). 

Let us f:rst revisit, however, the postulates of the ordinary SR. 

4 = THE POSTULATES OF SR REVISITED 
3 I I M I H I K : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

Let us adhere to the ordinary postulates of SR. A suitable choice of Postu

lates is the following one (Review I; Maccarrone and Recami 1982a and refs. the

rein): 

1) First Postulate - Principle of Relativity:^The physical laws of Electro-

magnetism and Mechanics are covariant (=invariant in form) when going from an in-

errttal frame »" to another frame moving with constant velocity u relative to f,tf 
— nm» — 

2) Second Postulate - "Space and time are homogeneous and space is isotropic". 

For future convenience, let us give this Postulate the form: « T h e space-time 

accessible to any inertial observer is four-dimensional. To each inertial obser

ver the 3-dimensiona! Space appears 3S homogeneous and isotropic, aúd the 1-dimen-

sional Time appears as homogeneous». 
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3) Third Postulate - Principle of Retarded Causality: 4C Positive-energy ob

jects travelling backwards in time do not exist; and any negative-energy parti

cle Ĵ  travelling backwards in time can and must be described as its antiparti-

cle P, endowed with positive energy and motion forward in time (but going the 

opposite way in space)». See Sects.2.1, 2.2. 

The First Postulate is inspired to the consideration that all inertial frames 

should be equivalent (for a careful definition of "equivalence" see e.g. Reca-

mi (1979a)); notice that this Postulate does not impose any constraint on the 

relative speed u»|u ( of the two inertial observers, so that a priori -*»<. 

<. u £+c0 . The Second Postulate is justified by the fact that from it the 

conservation laws of energy, momentum and angular-momentum follow, which are 

well verified by experience (at least in our "local" space-time region); let us 

add the following comments: (i) The words homogeneous, isotropic refer to spa

ce-time properties assumed —as always— with respect to the electromagnetic and 

mechanical phenomena; (ii) Such properties of space-time are supposed by this 

Postulate to be covariant within the class of the inertial frames; this nsans 

that SR assumes the vacuum (i.e. space) to be "at rest" with respect to every 

inertial frame. The Third Postulate is inspired to the requirement that for 

each observer the "causes" chronologically precede their own "effects" (for the 

definition of causes and effects see e.r . Caldirola and Recami 1980). Let us 

recall that in Sect.2 the initial statement of the Third Postulate has been 

shown to be equivalent —as it follows from Postulates 1) and 2 ) — to the more 

natural Assumption that«negative-energy objects travelling forward in time do 

not exist». 

4.1. Existence of an invariant -peed 

Let us initially skip the Third Postulate. 

Since 1910 it has been shown (Ignatowski 1910, Frank and Rothe 1911, Hahn 

1913, Lalan 1937, Severi 1955, Agodi 1973, Oi Jorio 1974) that the postulate of 

the light-speed invariance is not strictly necessary, in the sense that our 

Postulates 1) and 2) imply the existence of an invariant speed (not of a maximal 

speed, however). In fact, from the first tho Postulates it follows (Rindler 1969, 
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Berzi and Gorini 1969, Gorini and Zecca 1970 and refs. therein, Lugiato and Gorini 

1972) that one and only one quantity w - having the physical dimensions of the 

square of a speed - must exist, which has the same value according to all iner-

tial frames: 

2 
.-4' -- inv^»>i -f't HV. 

If one assumes w = eo , as done in Galilean Relativity, then one would get 

Galilei-Newton physics; in such a case the invariant speed is the infinite one: 

0 0 ® V s M , where we symbolically indicated b y ® the operation of speed 

composition. 

If one assumes the invariant speed to be finite and real, then one gets im

mediately Einstein's Relativity and physics. Experience has actually shown us 

the speed c of light in vacuum to be the (finite) invariant speed: £©v*jr ;£ . 

In this case, of course, the infinite speed is no more invariant: O o © y = Y ^ O ° . 

It means that in SR the operation© is not the operation + of arithmetics. 

Let us notice once more that the unique -o'e in SR of the light-speed c_ in 

vacuum rests on its being invariant and not the maximal one (see e.g. Shankara 

1974, Recami and Módica 1975); if tachyons —in particular infinite-speed 

tachyons—• exist, they could not take over the role of light in SR (i.e. they 

could not be used by different observers to compare the sizeiof their space 

and time units, etc.), just in the same way as bradyons cannot replace photons. 

The speed_c_ turns out to be a limiting speed; but any limit can possess a priori 

two sides (Fig.4). 

4.2. The problem of Lorentz transformations 

Of course one can substitute the light-speed invariance Postulate for the 

assumption of space-time homogeneity and space isotropy (see the Second Postulate). 

In any case, from the first two Postulates it follows that the transforma

tions connecting two generic inertial frames f, f , a priori with -co<|u{< +oo 
— UK 

must (cf. Sect.2): 

i x u = 6p <**y (14) 
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(i) transform inertial motion into inertial motion; 

(11) for* a group £ ; 

(111) preserve space isotropy; 

(1v) leave the quadratic form invariant, except for its sign (Rindler 1966 ^.^ 

Landau and LifsMtz i96C>*,!>)-

cLx!.<lx'M=± c b ^ x * . (15) 

Notice that eq.(15) imposes —among the others— the light-speed to be inva

riant (Jamier 1979). Eq.(15) holds for any quantity dxy* (position, momentum, 
| ! 

velocity, acceleration, current, etc.) that be a 6-fourvector, i.e. that be-

haves as a fourvector under the transformations belonging to6. If we expli-
**~2 2 

citly confine ourselves to slower-than-light relative speeds, j£<c , then we 

have to skip in eq.(15) the sign minus, and we are left with eq.(2) of Sect.2. 

In this case, in fact, one can start from the identity transformation G =H, 

which requires the sign plus, and then retain such a sign for continuity rea

sons. 

On the contrary, the sign minus will play an important role when we are ready 

to go beyond' the light-cone discontinuity. In such a perspective, let us pre

liminary clarify —on a formal ground— what follows (Maccarrone and Recami 1982a;1 

4.3. Orthogonal and Antiorthogonal Transformations; Digression 

4.3*1 - Let us consider a space having, in a certain initial base, the metric 

g*", so that for vectors dx* and tensors _M_' 11 is 

When passing to another base, one writes 

In the two bases, the scalar products are defined 

respectively. 

Let us call 3. the transformation from the first to the second base, in the 
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sense that / 

that isv to say 

Now, if we impose that 

(assumption) (lb) 

we get 

however, if we impose tnct 

J j t d x ^ - J x ' c U ^ * . (assumption) (16') 

we get that 

4.3'2 - Let us consider tha case (16)-(17), i.e. 

d x J x ° L - f d x ^ d * ^ , (assumption) (16) 

and let us look for the properties of transformations_A_which yield 

,/ - i ( j , (assumption) (18) 

It must be 

wherefrom 

At this point, if we impose thaftthe initial base 

fl y'Z'^y , (assumption) (20) 

then eq.(19) yields ^, -

(17) 

(19) 

that 1s to say 



Zl -

(/fX/O = * («) 
4.3'3 - Now, in the case {16')-(17'), i.e. 

J y ^ J x " * — <Jx^c/x'>% (assumption) (16') 

when 

$^~ <!*i'n*np ; (17-) 

let/ us investigate which are the properties of transformations A that yield 

In the particular case, again, when 

a s /> (assumption) (20) 

1t must be 

i.e. transformations A must still be orthogonal 

In conclusion, transformations __A_ when orthogonal operate in such a way that 

either: (i) dx^dx* = + dx^dx'^ and g^y= +^v, (22a) 

or: (11) dx^dx* = - dxjdx'/* and a ^ « -fy„ . (22b) 

4.3'4 - On the contrary, let us now require that 

dx^x'*—-dx^*S' (assumption) (16') 

when 

kl>=-&,"*** P f (17') 

and simultaneously let us look for the transformations k_ such that 

fyi*-+5^ • (assumption) (18) 

In this case, when in particular assumption (20) holds, g 3 7» , we get that 

transformations^ must be anti -orthogonal: 
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(AT)(A) = -11 . (23) 

4.3*5 - The same result (23) is easily obtained when a.,sumptions (16) and 

(18') hold, together with condition (20). 

In conclusion, transformations_A when anti-orthogonal operate in such a 

way that 

either: (i) dx^dx* = - dx'dx"" and 9'p =
 + ',llV • <24i) 

or: (it) dx^dx** + dxjdx'* and 9 ^ - ^ » . . (24b) 

4.3*6 - For passing from sub- to Super-luminal frames we shall have (see the 

following) to adopt antiorthogonal transformations. Then, our conclusions (22) 

and (24) show that we will have to impose a sign-change either in the quadratic 

form (20'), or in the metric(22'), but net-of course- in both otherwise one 

would get,as known,an ordinary and not a Superluminal transformation (cf. e.g. 

Mlgnanl and Recami 1974c).We expounded here such considerations, even if elemen

tary, since they arose some misunderstandings(e.g.,in Kowalczynski 1984). We 

choose to assume always (unless differently stated in explicit way): 

3;„- + v («) 
Let us add the following comments. One could remember the theorems of Rie-

mannian geometry (theorems so often used in General Relativity), which state 

th« quadratic form to be positive-definite and the g -signature to be invariant, 

and therefore wonder how it can be possible for our antiorthogonal transforma

tions to act in a different way. The fact is that the pseudo-Euclidean (Min

kowski) space-time is not a particular Riemannian manifold, but rather a parti

cular Lortntzian (I.e. pseudo-Riemannian) manifold. The space-time itself of 

Genera) Relativity (GR) 1s pseudo-Riemannian and not Riemannian (only space is 

Riemannian In GR): see e.g. Sachs and Wu (1980). In other words, the antlorfiio-

gonal transformations do not belong to the ordinary group of the so-called "ar

bitrary" coordinate-transformations usually adopted in GR, as outlined e.g. by 

Miller (1962). However, by introducing suitable scale-invariant coordinates 

(e.g. dilatlon-covariant "light-cone coordinates"), both sub- and SupenJuminal 
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"Lorentz transformations" can be formally written (Maccarrone et al 1983) in 

such a way to preserve the quadratic form, its sign included (see Sect.5.8). 

Throughout this paper we shall adopt (when convenient} natural units c=1; 

and (when in four dimensions) the metric-signature ( + - - - ) , which will be al

ways supposed to be used by both sub- and Super-luminal observers, unless ê iffe-

rently stated inexplicit way. 

5 • A MODEL-THEORY FOR TACHYONS: AN "EXTENDED RELATIVITY" (ER) IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
3 333333=3333========Sr======================================================= 

Till now we have not taken account of tachyons. Let us finally tcke them 

into considerations, starting from a model-theory, i.e. from "Extended Relati

vity" (ER) ( Maccarrone and Recami 1982a, Maccarrone et al 1983, Barut et al 

1982, Review I) in two dimensions. 

5.1. A duality principle 

We got from experience that the invariant speed is w-c_. Once an inertial 

frame s Is chosen, the invariant character of the light-speeo allows an exhaus

tive partition of the setifi, of all inertial frames f_ (cf. Sect.4), into the 

two disjoint, complementary subsets is], \s\ of the frames having speeds M<:c_ 

and |U|>£ relative to s , respectively. In the following, for simplicity, we 

shall consider ourselves as "the observer s ." At the present time we neglect 

the luminal frames (u»U»0) as "unphysical". The First Postulate requires frames 

s and S to be equivalent (for such an extension of the criterion of "equivalen

ce" see Caldirola and Recami 1980, Recami 1979a), and in particular observers S 

—if they exist— to have at their disposal the same physical objects (rods, 

clocks, nucleons, electrons, mesons,...) than observers s. Using the language of 

multidimensional space-times for future convenience, we can say the first 

two Postulates to require that even observers S must be able to fill their space 

(as seen by themselves) with a "lattice-work" of meter-sticks and synchronized 

clocks (Taylor and Wheeler 1966). It follows that objects must exist which are 

•t rest relatively to S and faster-than-light relatively to frames s;, this, to-
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gether with che fact that luxons I show the same speed to any observers s or S, 

implies that the objects which are bradyons B(S) with respect to a frame S must 

appear as tachyons T(s) with respect to any frame s, and vice-versa: 

B(S) = T(s); T(S) = B(s); l(S) = £(s) . (26) 

The statement that the term?; B,T,s,S do not have sn absolute, but only a rela

tive meaning, and eq.(26), constitute the so-called duality principle (Olkhovski 

and Recarai 1871, Recami and Mignani 1972,1973a, Mignani et al 1972, Antippa 1972, 

Mignani and Recami 1973). 

This means that the relative speed of two frames s., s2 (or S., S») will 

always be smaller than ç.; and the relative speed between two frames s, S will be 

always larger than £. Moreover, the above exhaustive partition is invariant 

when s is made to vary inside (sV (or inside ̂ s l ) , whilst the subsets [si, £sj-

get on the contrary interchanged when we pass from s £ \z- to a frame S 6^Sj. 

The main problem is finding out how objects that are subluminal w.r.t. ( = with 

respect to) observers S appear to observers s (i.e. to us). It isftherefore, 

finding out the (Superluminal) Lorentz transformations —if they exist— connec

ting the observations by S with the observations by s. 

5.2. Sub- and Super-luminal Lorentz transformations: Preliminaries 

We neglect space-time translations, i.e. consider only restricted Lorentz 

transformations. All frames are supposed to have the same event as their origin. 

Let us also recall that in the chronotopical space Bs are charecterized by ti

me-like, (U by light-like, and Ts by space-like world-lines. 

The ordinary, subluminal Lorentz transformations (LT) from s1 to s2> or from 

S. to S2, are known to preserve the four-vector type. After Sect.5.1, on the 

contrary, It 1s clear that the "Superlumlnal Lorentz transformations" (SLT) from 

s to S, or from S to s, must transform time-like into space-like quantities, and 

vice-versa. With the assumption (25) it follows that in eq.(15) the pjus_ sign 

has to hold for LT's and the minus sign for SLTs: 

2 2 
ds' - ± ds [u2$l] (15) 
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therefore, in "Extended Relat iv i ty" (ER), with the assumption (25), the qua

dratic form 

\ ds = dx dx' 
J* 

is a scalar under LTs, but is a pseudo-scalar under SLTs. In the present case, 

we shall write tr»t LTc ;re such th?t 

dt ' 2-dx ' 2 = 4 (dt2-dx2); [ u 2 < f ] (27i) 

while for SLTs i t must be 

dt^-dx'2 = - (dt2-dx2). i y ^ 1 ] (27^ 

t 
5.3. Energy-momentum space 

Since tachyons are just usual particles w. r . t . their own rest frames_f, whe

re the £s are Superluminal w . r . t . us, they w i l l possess real rest-masses m (Re-

cami and Mignani 1972, Lei ter 1971a, Parker 1969). From eg.(27b) apolied to 

the energy-momentum vector pM , one derives for free tachyo-is the relation 

E2 - p 2 = - m 2 < 0 , Tm real (28) 

x o L o J 

provided that p4* is so defined to be a !E-vector (see the following): so that 

one has (cf. Figs.5) 
2 

• • m ;>0 for bradyons (time-like case) (29a_) 

p p ' 1 » — * 0 for luxons (light-like case) (29b_) 
A \ 2 

>» - m < 0 for tachyons (space-like case). (29c_) 

Eqs.(27)-(29) tell us that the roles of space and time anr) of energy and momen

tum get interchanged when passing from bradyons to tachyons (see Sect.5.6). No

tice that in the present case (eqs.(29)) it is/4 = 0,1. Notice also that ta

chyons slow down when their energy increases and accelerate when their energy 

decreases. In particular, divergent energies are needed to slow down the ta

chyons' speed towards its (lower) limit £. On the contrary, when the tachyons' 

speed tends to infinity, their energy tends to zero; in ER, therefore, energy 

can be transmitted only at finite velocity. From Figs.5a,c it is apnarent that 
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2 
a bradyon may have zero momentum (and minimal energy m ç_ ), and a tachyon may 

have zero energy (and minimal momentum m c); however Bs cannot exist at zero 

energy, and tachyons cannot exist at zero momentum (w.r.t. the observers to 

whom they appear as tachyons!). Incidentally, since transcendent ( = infinite-

-soeed) tachyons do not transport energy but do transport momentum (m c),-

they allow getting thr rigid body Dehaviour even in bk (õilaniuk and Sudoriiian 

1969, Review I, Castorina and Recami 1978). In particular, in elementary parti

cle physics —see the following, e.g. Sects.6.7, 6.13— they might a priori be 

useful for interpreting in the suitable reference frames the diffractive scat

terings,elastic scatterings, etc. (Maccarrone and R^cami 1980b awlrefs. therein). 

5.4. Generalized Lorentz transformations (GLT): Preliminaries 

Eqs.(27a_,b), together with requirements (i)-(iii) of Sect.4.2, finally im

ply the UTs to be orthogonal and the SLTs to be anti-orthogonal (Maccarrone e_t 

a! 1983 and refs. therein): 

T „ ? 
G G = +11 (subluminal case: r<1)\ (30a_) 

G G = -11 (Superluminal o s e : " J " > 1 ) , (30b) 

as anticipated at the end of Sect.4.3. Both sub- and Super-luninal Lorentz trans

formations (let us call them "Generalized Lorentz transformations, GLT) result to 

be unimodular. In the two-dimensional case, nowever, the 3LT". can 3 priori be spec

ial or not; to give them a form coherent with the fou>--rliir.ension*l case (see 

Sect.12; cf. also Sects.5.5, 5.6), one is led to adopt SLTs with negative trace: 

det SLT_ • - 1. In four dimensions, however, all the r.LTs will result to be 

unimodular and special: 

det r, - + 1, jf CCE . (31) 

5.5. The fundamental theor.-m of (bidimensional) ER 

We have now to write down the SLTs, satisfying the coruitions (i)-(iv) of 

Sect.4.2 with the sign minus in eq. (15), still however with g' =<] (cf.Sect. 
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4.3, and Haccarrone and Recami 1982b), and show that the GLTs actually form 

a (new) groups. Let us remind explicitly that an essential ingredient of the 

present procedure is the assumption that the space-time interval dV* is a 

(chronotopical) vector even with respect to(E: see eq.(14). 
MM-

Any SLT from a sub- to 2 Succr Itrsir.a'i frcisc, 3-»S", will 5e identical with 

a suitable (ordinary) LT —let us call it the "dual" transformation— except 

for the fact that it must change time-like into space-like vectors, and vice-

-versa, according to eqs.(27b_) and (25). 

Alternatively, one could say that a SLT is identical with its dual sublumi

nal LT, provided that we impose the primed observer S' to use the opposite me

tric-signature g' = - a, , however without changing the signs into the defini

tions of time-like and space-like quantities!(Mignani and Recami 1974c, Shah 

1977). 

It follows that a generic SLT, corresponding to a Superluminal velocity^, 

will be formally expressed by the product of the dual LT corresponding to the 

subluminal velocity us 1/U, by_ the matrix t/ScU = i Tl, where here 11 is the 

two-dimensional identity: 

fSLTW.iif.LK-) [„j. V-t/fe1]1"' 
L OS ill . L V ' ' J(33) 

Transformation Js£ é JS^plays the role of the "transcendent SLT" since for 

_u-*0 one gets SLT(U-»co ) * t i tl. The double sign in eq.(32) is required by 

condition (11) of Sect.4.2; in fact, given a particular subluminal Lorentz trans

formation LJu) and the SLT = + i_L(u), one gets 

[lL(uj| [11/(11)] =[iL(u)](iL(-u)]5 -A . (34a) 

However 

[ i L í u Ü f - i L ^ í u í f s ^ K u j J f - I L Í - u j s +11 . (34b) 

Eqs.(34) show that 

jj'L(u)]"1 = -iL'^uJg -IL(-u) . 
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5.6. Explicit form of the Superluminal Lotentz transformations (SLT) in two 
dimensions 

In conclusion, the Superluminal Lorentz transformations ÜL(u) form a group 

(S together with both the orthochronous and the antichronous subluminal LTs of 

Sect.2: see Fig.6. Namely, if Z(n) is the discrete group of the n-th roots of 

unity, then the new group £ cf GLTc can be formally written dewn as 

UM iM* WY"- I 

where «^, represents here the bidimensional proper orthochronous Lorentz group. 

Eq.(35) should be compared with eq.(5'). It is 

Gé(E =^rcfGé (B, V" G é t . í 
The appearance of imaginary units into eqs.(33)-(36) is only formal, as it can 

be guessed from the fact that the transcendent operation *^*/0 • ) 9«es into 

through a "congruence" transformation (Maccarrone etal 1933): n 
( ; ? ) • - (? J) «T • 

Actually, the GLTs given by eqs.(32)-(33), or (35)-(36), simply represent (Re

view I, p.232-233) aV[ the space-time pseudo-rotations for 0 ^ < 3 6 0 ° : see 

Fig.7. To show this, let us write down explicitly the SLTs in the following for

mal way 

(39) 

dt 
Superluminal case] 

. a
2<i J 

The two-dimensional space-time M(1,t)»(t,x) can be regarded as a complex-plane; 

so that the imaginary unit 

i 2 expjji IT] (40) 

operates there as a 90° pseudo-rotation. The same can be said, of course, for the 
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cT • in operation C7-; in accord with eq. (38). Moreover, with regard the axes x',t',x,t^ 
both observers s , S' will agree in the case of a S o 3 

follows that eqs.(39) can be immediately rewritten 

both observers s , S' will agree in the case of a SLT that: t'sx; x'=t. It o 3 - - - — 

df = t * r . 7 
\ *~ \ T \ u 1 ' I Super iurmn.i' r.ac.f> I 

dx' =t 
J 

(39') 

f=5 > 

where the roles of the space and the time coordinates apDear interchanged, but 

the imaginary units disappeared. 

Let us now take advantage of a very important symmetry property of the ordi

nary Lorentz boosts, expressed by the identities 

[l/= Vu] (41) 

Eqs.(39') eventually write 

dt' = + 
At-VJ* . 

r r f T •. i TTTT 

dx' = + - ^ t •- r ; 

Superluminal o s e 

l T > 1 
(39") 

U - i 

which can be assumed as the canonic/form of the SL's in two dimensions. Let us 

observe that eqs.(39') or ( !9") vield for the speed of s w.r.t. S': 

xSO (42) 

where u, j^are the speeds of the two dual frames s , S ' . This confirms that 

eqs.(39*),(39") do actual ly refer to Superluminal r e l a t i v e motion. Even for 

eqs.(39) one could have deri;<?d that the (E-vector ia l ve loc i t y u M 5 d x * / d r (see 

the following) changes un>.lt»- f.r in ; format ion (39) in such i way that u 'u '^ -s-u u>*; 



so that from u„ I A +1 it follows u' u'^= -1 (that is to say, bradyonic speeds 

are transformed into tachyonic speeds). We could have derived the "reinterpreted 

form" (39')-(39") from the original expression (39) just demanding that the sec

ond frame S' move w.r.t. sQ with the Superluminal speed U=l/u, as required by eq. 

(32). 

The group & of the GLTs in two dimensions can be finally written (n^.bj,' 

S.f.L.'jxi-L'H-A'Juf^'.'!; Í ..* n - ,"-> /.-> A\ 

(35') 

(36') 

Notice that the transcendent SLT ,f. when applied to the motion of a particle, 

just interchanges the values of energy and impulse, as well as of time and space: 

Cf. also Sects.5.2, 5.3 (Review I; see also VysYn 1977a,b). 

5.7. Explicit form of GLTs 

The LTs and SLTs together, i.e. the GLTs, can be written of course in a form 

covariant under the whole group (E; namely, in'"G-covarian," form, they can be 

written (rig».^j: 

d f = + 
cJ-fcr-udx , 

i / r Generalized case 
dx 

(43) 

or rather (Recami and Mignani 1973*), in terms of the continuous parameter o5£[0,2irj, 

*,•. SL\c(i* -it b$r), L OA+&V J (43i) 

with 

,9-
J ^ ' ^ [CV.W r / " » - ^ (43b) 

where the form (43a) of the GLTs explicitly shows how the signs in front of_t', 

2.' succeed one another as functions of u, or rather of $ " (see also the figs.2-4 

and 6 in Review I). 



Apart from Somigliana's early paper, only recently rediscovered (Cal.'irola 

et al 1980), the eqs. (39"),(43) f i r s t appeared in Olkhovsky and Recami(1970b, 

1971), Recami and "ignani (1972), Mignani et al (1972), and then —independen

t l y— in a number od subsequent papers: see e.g. Antippa (1972) and Ramanujam 

and Namasivayam (1973). Eqs.(39'), (39") have been shown by Recami and Mignani 

(1972) to be equivalent to the pioneering —even i f more complicated—equations 

by Parker (1969). Only in Mignani et a\ (1972), however, i t was f i r s t realized 

that eqs. (39)-(43) need their double sign, necessary in order that any GLT 

admits an inverse transformation (see also Mignani and Recami 1973). 

5.8. The GLTs by discrete scale transformations 

I f you want, you can regard eqs.(39')-(39") as entail ing a "reinterpretation" 

of eqs.(39), —such a reinterpretation having nothing to do, of course, with the 

Stiickelberg-Feynman "switching procedure", also known as "reinterpretation pr in

c iple" ("RIP").— Our interpretation procedure, however, not only is straight

forward (cf. eqs.(38),(40)), but has been alsu rendered automatic in terms of 

new, scale-invariant "li^ht-cone coordinates" (Maccarrone et al 1983). 

Let us f i r s t rewrite the GLTs in a more compact form, by the language of the' 

discrete (real or imaginary) scale transformations (Pavsic and Recami 1977, Pav-

sic 1978): 

notice that, in eq.(36), Z(4) is nothing but the discrete group of the dilations 
2 * " 

D: x' afXfi with o = + 1 . Namely, let us introduce the new (discrete) di lat ion-

-invariant coordinates (Kastrup 1962) 

« f * K X " , [K = ±Í,Ú] (44) 

K being the intrinsic scale-factor of the considered object; ->nd let us observe 

that, under a dilation D, 't is ̂  s \ with ^ I C ' A ' , while k'=£* * . 

Bradyons (antibradyons) correspond to k= + 1 (K = - 1 ) , whilst tachyons ?.nd anti-

tachyons correspond to k= ti. It is interesting that in the present formalism 

the quadratic form O<Tai*7!*"7] is invariant, its sign included, under all 

the GLTs: 
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Moreover, under an orthochronous Lorentz transformation^ 6-^, it holds that 

It follows —when going back to eq.(14), i.e. to the coordinates ***,K — 

that the generic GLT=G can be written in two dimensions 

i^fc'-*Lk r ^^z-
(45) 

5.9. The GLTs in the "light-cone coordinates". Automatic interpretation 

It is known (Bjorken et al 1971) that the ordinary subliminal (proper, ortho

chronous) boosts along jx can be written in the generic form: 

. f - r 4 -

in terms of the light-cone coordinates (Fig.8): 

Çsfc-X;5sfc*X; J; * • (46, 

It is interesting that the orthochronous Lorentz boosts along x_ just corres

pond to a dilation of the coordinates ^ X (by the factors oi and ci" , respec

tively, with o^ any positive real number). In particular for o^-*+0o we have 

u-»c* and for X - * 0 + we have u-*-(c"). It is apparent that °C= e , where 

R.is the "rapidity". 

The proper antichronous Lorentz boosts correspond to the negative real o( va

lues (which still yield £2<l1). 

Recalling definitions (44), let us eventually introduce the following scale-

-invariant "light-cone coordinates": 

In terms of coordinates (47), a_M_ the two-dimensional GLTs (both sub- and Super-

-lunHnal) can be expressed in the synthetic form (Maccarrone et al 1983) 



and all of them preserve the quadratic form, its sign included: V ^ s ^ H " • 

The point to be emphasized is that eqs.(48) in the Superluminal case yield 

directly eq.(39"), i.e. they automática11 >• include the "reinterpretation" of 

eqs.(39). Moreover, *q<; (48) yield 

u * r^T J r ZC •C+cí- f u ^ 1 ; I (49) 
, I 0<a<+<*>/ 

I.e. also in the Superluminal case they forward the correct (faster-than-light) 

relative speed without any need of "reinterpretation". 

5.10. An application 

As an application of eqs.(39"),(43), let us consider a tachyon having (real) 

proper-mass m and moving with speed V^relatively to us; then we shal" observe 

the relativists mass 

m 
Oi-v-ü* ~ 0 - V)* ~ (v l- i)Vl f L~ 

and, more in general (in G-covan'ant form): 

*r\=± — r- . r-boCV£t<*>\ (50) 

so as anticipated in Fig.4a_. 
For other applications, see e.g. Review I; for Instance: (1) for the genera

lized "velocity composition law" in two dimensions see eq.(33) and Table I 1n 
Review I; (11) for the generalization of the phenomenon of Lorentz contraction/di
lation see F1g.8 of Review I. 

5.11. Dual Frames (or Objects) 

Eqs.(32) and follows, show that a one-to-one correspondence 

^ * * -$- (51) 

can be set between sub luminal frimes (or objects) with speed v < £ and Superlumi-

nal fr.imes (or o b j " - : ^ ) , , i 'n ,;:.••.j v » c / v > c . [n <-.u<;h i >i.\rt. i r u l i r conform,!! 
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mapping (Inversion) the speed c_ is the "united" one, and the speeds zero, inV 

finite correspond to each other. This clarifies the meaning of observation 

(ii). Sect.3.1, by Einstein. Cf. also Fig.A, which illustrates the important 

equation (32). In fact (Review I) the relative SDeed of two "dual" frames 

S, S (frames dual one to the other r,rz r.harart.?rir=d ir. fíj.p hy AR being r» M.fi-

gonal to the jj-axis) is infinite; the figure geometrically depicts, therefore, 

the circumstance that (s — * S ) = (s —»-s)«(s—*-S), i.e. the fundamental theo

rem of the (bidimensional) "Extended Relativity": « T h e SLT: s—>S(U) is the 

product of the LT: s -*s(u). where u_»1/U, by the transcendent SLT^: Cf. Sect. 

5.5, eq.(32). (Mlgnani and Recami 1973) 

Even In more dimensions, we shall call "dual" two objects (or frames) moving 

along the same line with speeds satisfying eq.(51): 

vV = c2 , (5T) 

i.e. with infinite relative speed. Let us notice that, if p/1 and _PM are the 

energy-momentum vectors of the two objects, then the condition of infinite rela

tive speed writes in 6-invariant way as 

0 / ' = 0 . (51") 

5.12. The "Switching Principle" for tachyons 

The problem of the double sign in eq.(50) has been already taken care of in 

Sect.2 for the case of bradyons (eq.(9)). 

Inspection of Fig.5c shows that, in the case of tachyons, it is enough a 

(suitable) ordinary subluminal orthochronous Lorentz transformation L* to trans

form a positive-energy tachyon T into a negative-energy tachyon T \ for simpli

city let us here confine ourselves, therefore, to transformations LaL Çíf? > 

acting on frte tachyons. ( S « < ^ < ^ v ^ * r x W7<>). 

On the other hand, it is wellknown in SR that the chronological order along a 

space-Uke path is not 3. -invariant. A 
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However, in the case of Ts it is even clearer than in the bradyon case that 

the same transformation ^ which inverts the energy-sign will also reverse the 

motion-direction in time (Review I, Recami 1973, 1975, 1979a, Caldirola and Re-

cami 1978; see also Garuccio et al 1980). In fact, from Fig.10 we can see 

that for going from a positive-energy state T. to a negative-energy state J'f 
it is necessary to bypass the "transcendent" state T w (with j/ -oo). From 

Fig.11a_we see moreover that, given in the initial frame s a tachyon T travel

ling e.g. along the positive x.-axis with speed V ; the "critical observer" 

(i.e. the ordinary subluminal observer s = ( t ,x ) seeing T with infinite speed) 

is simply the one whose space-axis j^ is superimposed to the world-line OT; its 

speed u w.r.t s , along the positive_x-axis, is evidently 

u » c2/V ; u V = c 2, (/'critical frame"] (52) 
c o c o ' ^ -* 

dual to the tachyon speed V . Finally, from Fig.10 and Fig.11t^we conclude that 

any "trans-critical" observer s ' ^ [ V ,x_') such that JJ'V > c will see the tachyon 

T not only endowed with negative energy, but also travelling backwards in time. 

Notice, incidentally, that nothing of this kind happens when uV < 0 , i.e. when 

the final frame moves in the direction opposite to the tachyon's. 

Therefore Ts display negative energies in the same frames in which they would 

appear as "going backwards in time", and vice-versa. As a consequence, we can 

—and must— apply also to tachyons the StUckelberg-Feynman "switching procedure" 

exploited in Sects.2.1-2.3. As a result, Point A/ (Fig.5c) or point T' (Fig.10) 

do not refer to a "negative-energy tachyon moving backwards in time", but rather 

to an antitachyon T moving the opposite way (in space), forward in time, and 

with positive energy. Let us repeat that the "switching" never comes into the 

play when the sign of u^is opposite to the sign of V . (Review I, Recami 1978c, 

1979a, Caldirola and Recami 1980). 

The "Switching Principle" has been first applied to tachyons by Sudarshan 

and coworkers (Bilaniuk et al 1962; see also Gregory 196f,i1fct). 

Recently Schwartz (1982) gave the switching procedure an interesting forma

lization, in which —in a sense— it becomes "automatic". 
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5.13. Sources and Detectors. Causality 

After the considerations in the previous Sect.5.12, i.e. when we apply our 

Third Postulate (Sect.4) also to tachyons, we are left with no negative ener

gies (Recami and Mignani 1973b) and with no motions backwards in time (Maccar-

• one arid Rec?mi 19SCa,b, and iefs. therein). 

Let us remind, however, that a tachyon T can be transformed into an antita

chyon T "going the opposite way in space" even by (suitable) ordinary sublumi-

nal Lorentz transformations L €«t+ . It is always essential, therefore, when 

dealing with a tachyon T, to take into proper consideration also its source 

and detector, or at least to refer T to an "interaction-region". Precisely, 

when a tachyon overcomes the divergent speed, it passes from appearing e.g. as 

a tachyon T entering (leaving) a certain interaction-region to appearing as 

the antitachyon T leaving (entering) that interaction-region (Arons and Sudar-

shan 1968, Dhar and Sudarshan 1968, Gliick 1969, Baldo et ai 1970, Camenzind 

1970). More in general, the "trans-critical" transformations I €*?+ (cf. the 

caption of Fig. I1t>) lead from a T emitted by A and absorbed by B to its T 

emitted by B and absorbed by A (see Figs. 1 and 3b_, and Review I). 

The already mentioned fact (Sect.2.2) that the Stückelberg-Feynman-Sudarshan 

"switching" exchanges the roles of source and detector (or, if you want, of 

"cause" and "effect") led to a series of apparent "causal paradoxes" (see e.g. 

Thoules 1969, Rolnick 1969,1972, Benford 1970, Strnad 1970, Strnad and Kodre 

1975) which —even if easily solvable, at least in microphysics (Caldirola and 

Recami 1980 and refs. therein, Maccarrone and Recami 1980a,b; see also Recami 

1978a,c, 1973 and refs. therein, Trefil 1978, Recami and Módica 1975, Csonka 

1970, Baldo et ai 1970, Sudarshan 1970, Bilaniuk and Sudarshan 1969b, Feinberg 

1967, Bilaniuk et al 1962)— gave rise to much perplexity in the litera

ture. 

We shall deal with the causal problem in due time (see Sect.9), since various 

points should rather be discussed about tachyon machanics, shape and behaviour, 

before being ready to propose and face the causal "paradoxes". Let us here 

anticipate that, —even if in ER the judgement about which is the "cause" and 
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which is the "effect", and even more about the very existence of a "causal con

nection", is relative to the observer—, nevertheless in microphysics the law 

of "retarded causality" (see our Third Postulate) remains covariant, since any 

observers will always see the cause to precede its effect. 

Actually, a sensible Qrccodure to introduce Ts in Relativity io postulating 

both (a) tachyon existence and_ (b) retarded causality, and then trying to 

build up an ER in which the validity of both postulates is enforced. Till now 

we have seen that such an attitude —which extends the procedure in Sect.2 to 

the case of tachyons— has already produced, among the others, the description 

within Relativity of both matter and antimatter (Ts and Ts, and Bs and Bs). 

5.14. Bradyons and Tachyons. Particles and Antiparticles 

Fig.6 shows, in the energy-momentum space, the existence of twp_ different 

"symmetries", which have, nothing to do one with the other. 

The symmetry particle/antiparticle is the mirror symmetry w.r.t. the axis 

i_* 0 (or, in more dimensions, to the hyperplane Z = 0 ) . 

The symmetry bradyon/tachyon is the mirror symmetry w.r.t. the bisectors, 

i.e. to the two-dimensional "light-cone". 

In particular, when we confine ourselves to the proper orthochronous sublu-

minal transformations L*éí^. , the "matter" or "antimatter" character is in-

variant for bradyons (but not for tachyons). 

We want at this point to put forth explicitly the following simple but im

portant argumentation. Let us consider the two "most typical" generalized fra

mes: the frame at rest, s = (t,x), and its dual Superluminal frame (cf.eq.(51) 

and Fig.8), i.e. the frame S' »(£'tX') endowed with infinite speed w.r.t. s . 

The world-line of S^ will be of course superimposed to the j^-axis. With re

ference to Fig.7b, observer S^, will consider as time-axis^' ourj<-ax1s and 

as space-axis x' our t-axis; and vice-versa for s w.r.t. S ^ . Due to the 

"extended principle of relativity" (Sect.4), observers s , S' have moreover to 
o *& 

be equivalent. 

In space-time (Fig.7) we shall have bradyons and tachyons going both forward 

and backwards in time (even if for each observer —e.g. for s — the particles 
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travelling into the past have to bear negative energy, as required by our 

Third Postulate). The observer s will of course interpret all —sub- and Super-
o 

-luminal— particles moving backwards in hi_s_ time _t as antiparticles; and he 

will be left only with objects going forward in time. 

Just the same will be done, in his own frame, by observer S^j, since to 

him all —sub- or Sup*»»"-luminal— pamr.ips travelling packwards in his Lime _t' 

(i.e. moving along the negative x-direction, according to us) will appear en

dowed with negative energy. To see this, it is enough to remember that the tran

scendent transformation does exchange the values of energy and momentum 

(cf. eq.(38), the final part of Sect.5.6, and Review i). The same set of bra-

dyons and tachyons will be therefore described by Ŝ ,, in terms of particles 

and antiparticles all moving along its positive time-axis V . 

But, even if axes f and x coincide, the observer s will see bradyons and 

tachyons moving (of course) both along the positive and along the negative _x-

-axis! In other words, we have seen the following: The fact thati S^> seejonly 

particles and antiparticles moving along its positive t/-axis does not mean 

at all that s seejonly bradyons and tachyons travelling along fii* positive 

x-axis! This erroneous belief entered, in connection with tachyons, in the 

(otherwise interesting) two-dimensional approach by Antippa (1972), and later 

on contributed to lead Antippa and Everett (1973) to violate space-isotropy 

by conceiving that even in four dimensions tachyons had to move just along 

a unique, privileged direction —or "tachyon corridor" — : see Sect.i^.V in 

the following. 

5.15. Totally Inverted Frames 

We have seen that, when a tachyon T appears to overcome the infinite speed 

(F1gj.11a_,b), we must apply our Third Postulate, i.e. the "switching procedu

re". The same holds of course when the considered "object" is a reference frame. 

More in general, we can regard the GLTs expressed by eqs.(35')-(36') from 

the passive , and no more from the active, point of view (Recami and Rodrigues 

1982). Instead of Fig.6, we get then what depicted in Fig.12. For future con

venience, let us use the language of multi-dimensional space-times. It is ap-
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parent that the four subsets of GLTs in eq.(35') describe the transitions from 

the initial frame s (e.g. with right-handed space-axes) not only t<s all frames 

f moving along x with aj_[ possible speeds u = (-«>,+00), but also to the "total-

ly inverted" frames/ = (-1T)/ = (PT)_f , moving as well along jc with a_n_ pos

sible speeds û  (cf. Figs.2-6 and 11 in Review I). With reference to Fig.ft, we 

ran say lonspiy speaking tnat. n an ideal frame _f could undergo a whole trip along tf.e 

axis (circle) of t.e speeds, then —after having overtaken f(oo) sf (U=<*>) — 

it would come back to rest with a left-handed set of space-axes and with 

particles transformed into antiparticles. For further details, see Recami and 

Rodrigues (1982) and refs. therein. 

5.16. About CPT 

Let us first remind (Sect.5.5) that the product of two SLTs (which is always 

a subluminal LT) can yield a transformation both orthochronous, L V o u , and 

antlchronous, (-ffJ-.L1 « (PT) L_ = j j € ^ 4 (cf. Sect.2.3). We can then give 

eq.(10) the following meaning within ER. 

Let us consider in particular (cf. Figs.7a_,b_) the antichronous GLT((? =130°) = 

» * 1 * P T . In order to reach the value P = 180° starting from&= 0 we must 

bypass the case 0 = 90° (see Figs.12), where the switching procedure has to be 

applied (Third Postulate). Therefore: 

GLT(^=180°) = -1 5 P 7 = CPT . (53) 

The "total Inversion" -ItãPT^CPT is nothing but a particular "rotat ion" in 

space-time, and we saw the GLTs to consist in a_M_ the space-time "rotations" 

(Sect.5.6). In other words, we can wri te: CPT€ (6, and the CPT-theorem may be 

regarded as a part icular, expl ic i t requirement of SR (as formulated in Sect.2), 

and a fortiori of ER (Mignani and Recami 1974b,1975a, and refs. therein, Recami 

and ZHno 1976, Pavsic and Recami 1982). Notice that in our formalization, the 

operator CPT 1s linear and unitary. 

Further considerations w i l l be added in connection with the multidimensional 

cases (see Sects. I U T H i ) , 
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5.17. Laws and descriptions. Interactions and Objects 

Given a certain phenomenon ph_, the principle of relativity (First Postu

late) requires two different inertial observers 0-, 0, to find that £h_ is ruled 

by the same physical laws, but it does not require at all 0,, 0_ to give the 

same description of ph (cf. e o Review T; p.555 in Recanii 1979at p.715 Appen

dix in Recami and Rodrigues 1982). 

We have already seen in ER that, whilst the "Retarded Causality" is a jaw 

(corollary of our Third Postulate), the assignment of the "cause" and "effect" 

labels is relative to the observer (Camenzind 1970); and is to be considered 

L description-detail (so as, for instance, the observed colour of an object). 

In ER one has to become acquainted with the fact that many description-details, 

which by chance were Lorentz-invariant in ordinary SR, are no more invariant 

under the GLTs. For example, what already said (see Sect.2.3, point e)) with 

regard to the possible non-invariance of the sign of the additive charges under 

the transformations L 6*4. holds a fortiori under the GLTs, i.e. in ER. Never-

theless, the total charge of an isolated system will **VP of course to be constant 

during the time-evolution of the system —i.e. to be conserved— as seen by any 

observer (cf. also Sect. 15" ). 
1?-

Let us refer to the explicit example in Fig.13 (Feinberg 1967. Baldo et ai 

1970), where the pictures (a), (b) are the different descriptions of the same 

interaction given by two different (generalized) observers. For instance, (a_) 

and (b) can be regarded as the descriptions, from two ordinary subluminal fra

mes 0., 0-, of one and the same process involving the tachyons a, b (c can be 

a photon, e.g.). It is apparent that, before the interaction, 0, sees one 

tachyon while 0_ sees two tachyons. Therefore, the very number of particles 

—e.g. of tachyons, if we consider only subluminõl frames and its— observed 

at a certain time-instant is not Lorentz-invariant. However, the total number 

of particles partecipating in the reaction either in the initial or in the final 

state J[s Lorentz-invariant (due to our initial three Postulates). In a sense, 

ER prompts us to deal in physics with interactions rather than with objects (in 

quantum-mechanical language, with "amplitudes" rather with "states");(cf. e.g. 

Gluck 1969, Baldo and Pecarrn' 1969). 



Long ago Baldo et ai (1970) introduced however a vector-space H 

direct product of two vector-spaces 3 + K and 'Jrv , in such a way that any Lorentz 

transformation was unitary in the H-space even in presence of tachyons. The 

spaces -J& (^J were defined as the vector-spaces spanned by the states repre

senting particles and antiparticles only in the initial (final) state. Another 

way out, at the c^ss'lce1 level, h;>s b^pn recently nut forth by Sohw*ri-7 (198?). 

5.18. SR with tachyons in two dimensions 

Further developments of the classical theory for tachyons in two dimensions, 

after what precedes, can be easily extracted for example from: Review I and 

refs. therein; Recami (1978b,1979a), Corben (1975,1976,1978), Caldirola and Re-

cami (1980), Maccarrone and Recami (1980b,1982a), Maccarrone et al (1983). 

We merely refer here to those papers, and references therein. But the many 

positive aspects and meaningful results of the two-dimensional ER —e.g. connec

ted with the deeper comprehension of the ordinary relativistic physics that it 

affords— will be apparent (besides from Sect.5) also from the future Sections 

dealing w,th the multi-dimensional cases. 

In particular, further subtelities of the socalled "causality problem" (a pro

blem already faced in Sects.5.12-5.14) will be tackled in Sect.9. 

Here we shall only make the following (simple, but important) remark. Let us 

consider two (bradyomc) bodies A, B that —owing to mutual attraction— for in

stance a_Cĵ eJjej[7ite_j<hjJjii_â ^ each other. The situation is sketched in 

Fig.14, where A is chosen as the reference-frame s=(t,x) and, for simplicity, on

ly a discrete change of velocity is depicted. From a Superluminal frame they will 

be described either as two (anti)tachyons that accelerate while receding one from 

the other [frame S's(t',x')j , or as two tachyons that decelerate while approaching 

each otherTs"s(t",x")l 

tical point of view wi 

Therefore, we expect that two tachyons from the kinema-

1 seem to suffer a repulsion, if they attract each other in 

their own rest-frames (or in other frames in which they are subluminal); we shall 

however see that such a behaviour of tachyons may be still considered —from the 

dynamical, energetical point of vi<-'w— as due to an attraction. 

Before going on, let us explicitly remark that the results of the model-theory 

in two dimensions stronoj/ I'l-M-tv? \r, to attempt buil'lio'] up a r-.imi1ar theory 

(based as far as possible -,<• ? ,,un,. Postulates) •il-,u i" '"nre dimensions. 
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Here we shall only make the following (simple, but important) remark. Let 

us consider two (bradyonic) bodies A, B that for instance —owing to mutual at

traction— accelerate while approaching each other. The situation is sketched 

in Fig.14, where A is chosen as the reference-frame s=(t,x) and, for simplicity, . 

only one discrete selocity-change is depicted. From a Superluminal frame they 

will be described either as two tachyons that decelerate while approaching each 

ut^' [in the f'-au-e S' = (t",.-.";; , or 2s t\to (iriti ;ticr.ycr.s that accelerate while 

receding one from the other [̂ frame S'sit'.jOJ . Therefore, we expect that two 

tachyons from the kinematical point of view will seem to suffer a repulsion, if 

they attract each other in their own rest-frames (and in the other frames in 

which they are subluminal); we shall however see that such a behaviour of ta-

chy"»s may be still considered —from the energetical and dynamical points of 

view— as due to an attraction. 

Before going on, let us explicitly remark that the results of the model-theory 

in two dimensions strongly prompt us to attempt building up a similar theory 

(based as far as possible on the same Postulates) also in more dimensions. 
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6 =• TACHYONS IN FOUR DIMENSIONS: RESULTS INDEPENDENT OF THE EXISTENCE OF SLTs 

6.1. Caveats 

We have seen that a model-theory of ER in two dimensions can be straight-

Torwarrtiy b"i it "p '%Se
rt.L>} 

' We have also anticipated (Sect.3.2) that the construction of an ER is stra

ightforward as well in the pseudo-Euclidean space-times M(n,n), and in Sect.1^3 

we shall approach the caseji=3 (Mignani and Rece i 1976b, Maccarrone and Re-

cimi 1982a, If Í4a). 

In the 4-dimensional Minkowski space-time M(l,3), however, if we want a prio

ri to enforce the Principle of Relativity for both sub- and Super-luminal 

(jnertial) frames, it comes the following (cf. Figs.7a_,b_). Our own world-line 

coincides with our time-axis t; the world-line t_' of e transcendent (infinite 

speed) free tf.chyon moving along the j(-axis will coincide, on the contrary, with 

our x_-axis (in our language^. The transcendent observer would then call time-

-axis (f) what we ell x-axis, and analogously would consider our axes t,y,z 

as his three space-axes x'.y'.z'. Conversely, due to our first two Postulates 

(i.e. to the requirements in Sect.4.2), he would seem to possess one space-axis 

and three time-axes! (Maccarrone and Recami 1982a,b and refs. therein, Recami 

1979a). This point constitutes the problem of the 4-dimensional ER, i.e. of the 

SLTs in four dimensions. We shall deal with it in Sect. ̂ K 

In four dimensions, however, we c*n start as a first step by studying here 

the behaviour of tachyons within the "weak approach" (Sect.3,2), i.e. confining 

preliminarily the observers t< be all subluminal. In this Section, therefore, 

we shall only assume the existence of sub- and Super-luminal (observed) objects. 
2 2 

ike ones, for which in four dimensions it is ds sdt -Tachyons are the space-
2 T 

- dx < 0 and m rea 
«* L"o 

1 

p p* = E2- p2 = - m 2 < 0 . (29c) 

J* «• o — 

To go on, therefore, we need only the results in Sects.5.12, 5.13, which do not 

iinply any SLT. Those results remain moreover valid in four dimensions ( see 

Sects.5.12 and 2.1), provided that one takes into account the fact that the re

levant speed is now the component V of the tachyon velocity V along the(sub1u-
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minai) boost-direction (Review I, Maccarrone et al 1983 p.108, Maccarrone and 

Recami 1984a Sect.8). Namely, if u is the (subluminal) boost-velocity, then 

the new observer s' will see instead of the initial tachyon T an antitachyon T 

travelling the opposite way ("switching principle") if and only if (Maccarro

ne and Recami 1980b) 

u-V>c' . (52') 

Remember once more that if u-V is negative the "switchin." does never come 
«* Ml 

into: the play. 

AS an example of results that do not depend on the very existence of SLTs, 

let us consider some tachyon kinematics. 

6.2.1 On Tachyon Kinematics 

Let us first explore the unusual and unexpected kinematical consequences 
i 

of the mere fact that in the case of tachyons (see eq.(29£,) it holds 

] E | = +[/ - n Q
2 , [m Q real; V

2 > l ] , (54) 

as partially depicted in Fig.4. 

To begin with, let us recall (Feinberg 1967, Ohar and Sudarshan 1968, Review I) 

that a bradyon at rest —for instance a proton p — , when absorbing a tachyon 

or antitachyon t, may transform into itself: p + t — * p. This can be easily 

verified (see the following) in the rest-frame of the initial proton. It can 

be similarly verified that, in the same frame, the proton cannot decay into 

itself plus a tachyon. However, if we pass from that initial frame to another 

subluminal frame moving e.g. along the x̂ -axis with positive speed u»y >1/V 

(where V , assumed to be positive too, is the velocity_x-component of t or 

t), we know from Sects.5.124-5.14 that in the new frame the tachyon t entering 

the above reaction will appear as an outgoing antitachyon: p-»p + t. In 

other words, a proton in flight (but not at rest!) may a priori be seen to decay 

Into Itself plus a tachyon (or antitachyon). 

Let us examine the tachyon kinematics with any care, due to its essential 

role in the proper discussion of the causality problems. 
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6.3/ "Intrinsic emission" of a tachyon 

Firtly, let us describe (Maccarrone and Recami 1980a,b, and refs. therein) 

the phenomenon of "intrinsic emission" of a tachyon, as seen in the rest-fr-ne 

of the emitting body,and in generic frames as well. Namely, let us first con

sider in its icaL-fiame a bradyonic body C, «itii initial rest-mass _M, which 

emits towards a second bradyonic body D a tachyon (or antitachyon) T, endowed 

with (real) rest-mass m and 4-momentum p= (ET,p) and travelling with speed _V 

in the x-directi on. Let M' be the final rest-mass of the body C. The 4-momen-

turn conservation requires , _̂ _, 

to (rest-frame) (55) 

tion requires 

that is to say 

iM||»| = J [*\(h,i-Hl)~]\ *« V ; (56M 
wherefrom it follows that a body (or particle) C cannot emit in its restl-frame 

any tachyon T (whatever its rest-mass m_ be), unless the rest-mass M of C "jumps' 
r I 2 Pi 

classically to a lower value W such that I ET = *.) p - m : 

A = M 1 - M = - W -^ ^E
rf (emission) (56) 

so that 

^ M < AÚ-P £-to • (emission) (57) 
oi* 

Eq.(55') can read 

V = J 1 + í A 2 / (m2 + A ) 2 . (55") 

In particular, since infinite-speed Ts carry zero energy but non-zero impulse, 

| pj " 58 c, then C cannot emit any transcendent tachyon without lowering its 

rest-mass; in fact, in the case of infinite-sp^ed T emission, i.e. when £T = 0 

(in the rest-frame of C), eq.(FC) yields 

A = - W • i*V=eo; ET = oJ (58) 

S1nct emission of transcendent tachyons (antitachyons) is equivalent to absor-
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ption of transcendent antitachyons (tacrfyons), we shall get again eq.(58) 

also as a limiting case of tachyon absorption (cf. eq.(64)). 

It is essential to notice that A is, of course, an invariant quantity; 

in fact, in a generic frame _f eq.(56) can be read 

LI = - m" - 2p P* , l59'i 

where P* is now the initial 4-momentum of body C w.r.t. the generic frame_f. 
""* 9 9 v 

It is siill apparent that -M < A<-m . If we recall (cf. eq.(51")) that 

two objects having infinite relative speed possess orthogonal 4-momenta 

pP^^fl (51") 

we get again eq.(58) for the case in which T is transcendent w.r.t. body C. 

6.4. Warnings 

The word "emission" in eq.(57) aims at indicating —let us repeat— an 

intrinsic, "proper" behaviour, in the sense that it refers to emission (as 

seen) in the rest-frame of the emitting body or particle In suitably moving 

frames _f, such an «emission>7 can even appear as an absorption. 

Conversely, other (suitably moving) frames f' can observe a T-emission from 

C (in flight), which does not satisfy inequalities (57) since it corresponds 

in the rest-frame of C to an (intrinsic) absorption. 

However, 1f —in the moving frame _f— inequalities (57) appear to be satis

fied, this implies that in the Oret-frame the process under exam is a tachyon 

emission, both when f_ observes an actual emission and when f observes on the con

trary an absorotion. We c*n state the following theorem: 

Theorem 1: «Necessary and sufficient condition for a process, observed either 

as the emission or as the absorption of a tachyon T by a bradyon C, to be a 

tachyon-emission in the C rest-frame —i.e. to be an "intrinsic emission"— 

is that during the process C lowers its rest-mass (invariant statement!) in 
2 ? 

such a way that: -M <A< -m ^, where M, m,A are defined above. 

Let us anticipate that, in the case of "intrinsic absorption", relation (62') 

will hold instead of relation (57); and let us observe the following. Sine? 
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the (invariant) quantity A in the relation (62') can_ assume also positive 

values (contrary to the case of eqs.(56)-(57)V if an observer^ sees body 

C to increase its rest-mass in the process, then the "proper description" 

of the process can be nothing but an intrinsic absorption. 

Let us stress once again that the body C, when in flight, caii appear to 

emit suitable tachyons witnout lowering (or even changing) its rest-mass: in 

particular, a particle in flight can a priori emit a suitable tachyon t 

transformjlng into itself. But in such cases, if we pass in the rest-frame of 

the initial particle, the "emitted" tachyon appears then as an absorbed an

titachyon t. 

At last, when A in eqs.(56)4(59) can assume only known discrete values 

(so as in elementary particle physics), then —once M is fixed— eq.(56) im

poses a link between m and £_, i.e. between m and /p| . 

6.5. "Intrinsic absorption" of a tachyon 

Secondly, let us consider (Maccarrone and Recami 1980a,b) our bradyon C. 

with rest-mass M, absorbing now in its rest-frame a tachyon (or antitachyon) T' 

endowed with (real) rest-mass m, 4-momentum p= (E ,p), emitted by a second 
— - "I w 

bradyon D, and travelling with speed ̂ _(e.g. along the ̂ -direction). 

The 4-momentum conservation requires that 
f— — • — i i- —» 

h + / f > - f t = J r° + ^ / (rest frame) (60) 

wherefrom i t follows that a body (or particle) C at rest can a priori absorb 

(suitable) tachyons both when increasing or lowering i ts rest-mass, and when 

conserving i t . Precisely, eq.(60) gives 

|f>J= — / [hK&y+ím1^ (rest frame) (61) 

which corresponds to 

(62) 

so that 
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— hi £Á<0O . (absorption) (62') 

Eq.(61) tells us that body C in its rest-frame can absorb T' only when the 

tachyon speed is 

V«/l + 4.wlMVf*VA)1 (63) 

Notice that eq.(62) differs frum eq.(56), such a difference being in agreement 

with the fact that, if bradyon C moves w.r.t. tachyon T', then —in the C-rest-

-frame— eq.(60) can transform into eq.(55^: Cf. Sects.5.12^-5.14. Eqs.(61) ,(63) 

formally coincide, on the contrary, with eqs.(55'),(55"), respectively; but they 
"̂  A 2 

refer to different domains of A : I" eq.(55") we haveZi'C-m , while in eq.(63) 

we h a v e A ^ -m_ . 

In particular eq.(63; yields that C can absorb (in its resL-f"amei infinite-

-speed tachyons only when ni + A = 0, i.e. 
\ J = 0 0 < ? = ^ A = - » * » (rest-frame) (64) 

in agreement with eq.(58), as expected. 

Quantity A , of course, is again invariant. In a generic frame _f eq.(62) 

can be written 

(65) 

_PM being now the initial C-fourmomentum in f_. Still A ^ - m . Notice also 

here that the word absorption in eq.(62') mean "intrinsic absorption", since it 

refers to ̂ absorption (as seen) in the rest-frame of the absorbing body or 

particle)^. This means that, if a moving observer f sees relation (62) oemo, 

satisfied, the "intrinsic" description of the process, in the C-rest-frame, is 

a tachyon absorption, both when f_ observes an actual absorption and when _f ob

serves on the contrary an emission. Let us state the following theorem; 

Theorem 2: <C Necessary and sufficient condition for a process, observed ei

ther as the emission or as the absorption of a tachyon T' by a bradyon C, to be 

a tachyon-absorption in the C-rest-frame —i.e. to be an "intrinsic absor-

ption" — is that -m * ^ < + o o . » in the particular case A 3 0, one simply 

gets 
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2 M E T = mZ . (fV = M) 

When A in eqs.(61)-r(65) can assume only known discrete values (so as in 

elementary particle physics) then — once _M is fixed— eqs.(61K(65) provide a 

link between m and ET (or jp|, or V). 

6.6. Remarks 

We shall now describe the tachyon-exchange between two bradyonic bodies (or 

particles) A and B, because of its importance not only for causality but possibly 

also for particle physics. We have to write down the implications of the 4-mo-

mentum conservation a_t A and at B; in order to do so we need choosing a unique 

frame wherefrom to describe the processes both at A and at B. Let us choose the 

rest-frame of A. 

However, before going on, let us explicitly remark the important fact that, 

when bodies A and 8 exchange one tachyon T, the unusual tachyon kinematics is 

such that the "intrinsic descriptions" of the processes at A and at B (in which 

the process at A is described from the rest-frame of A and the process at B is 

now described from the rest-frame of B) can a priori be of the following four 

types (Maccarrone and Recami 1980a,b): 

(i) emission - absorption; 

(ii) absorption -emission; „ . 
(bb) 

(iii) emission - emission; 

(iv) absorption -absorption. 

Notice that the possible cases are nojtorly (i) and (Ii). Case (iii) can take 

place only when the tachyon-exchange happens in the receding phase (i.e. while 

A,B are receding one from the other); case (iv) can take place only when the 

tachyon-exchange happens in the approaching phase (i.e. when A,B are approaching 

eath other). 

Let us repeat that the descriptions (Í)T(ÍV) above do not refer to one and 

the same observer, but on the contrary add together the "local" descriptions 

of observers A and B. 
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6.7. A preliminary application 

For instance, let us consider an elastic scattering between two (different) 

particles a_,J>. In the c.m.s., as wellknown, a_ and b exchange momentum but no 

«nergy. While no bradyons can be the realistic carriers of such an interaction, 

an infinite-speed tachyon 1 can be on tne contrary a suitable interaction-car

rier (notice that T will appear as a finite-speed tachyon in the â , b rest-frames). 

However, if a, b have to retain their rest-mass during the process, then the 

tachypn-exchange can describe that elastic process only when "intrinsic absorp-

tionsr take place both at £ and at b_ (and this can happen only when £,l> are ap

proaching b ejcfcother). 

6.8. iTachyon exchange when u • V ^ £ . Ca^e of "intrinsic emission" at A 

Lejt V,u be the velocities of the tachyon T and the bradyonic body B, respec-

tively, in the rest-frame of A. And let us consider A, B to exchange a tachyon 
2 

(or antitachyon) T when u -V<c . In the rest-frame of A we can have either 

intrinsic emission or intrinsic absorption from the bradyonic body A. Inciden-
2 

tally, the case u -V^c includes both tachyon exchanges in the "approaching 

phase" (for Intrinsic T emission at A), and in the "recession phase" (for in

trinsic T absorption at A). 

Let us first confine ourselves to the case when one observes in the A-rest-

-frame an (intrinsic) tachyon emission from A. In such a case both A and B 

will see the exchanged tachyon to be emitted by A and absorbed by B. In fact, 

the observer B would see an antitachyon T (travelling the opposite way in sace 
2 

w.r.t. tachyon T, according to the "switching principle") only when u -V>c , 
o < u. * — 

whilst 1n the present case u -V<c . 
* * * 

Imposing the 4-momentum conservation at A, we get in the A-rest-frame all the 

equations (55)4(59), where for future clarity a subscript A should be introduced 

to Identify the quantities (M , M*, A . , fjj* ) pertaining to A. 

Let us remain in the rest-frame of A, and study now the kirematical condi

tions under which the tachyon T emitted by A can be absorbed by the second body B. 
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Let M_ and PBH (M0»
p

D) be rest-mass and 4-momentum of body P, respectively 
T ~B ~~o ~o »o 

/Then: , , . 

tilt »|D ^^ 

where M' is the B final mass. Let us define A = M! - M , which reads:A = 

* -m • 2mM_(1 - uVcos»*'), where m » ET, H 5 E_ = I PD + M are the relati-

vistic masses of T and B, respectively, and <*= uV . The invariant quantity 

A o in a generic frame f would be written 

B 

with p , P̂ *the T and B fourmomenta in f. At variance with the process at A 

(intrinsic emission: eq.(56)), now A can a priori be both negative and posi

tive or null: 

-m ^ A \+ M . (intrinsic absorption) (69) 
D 

I 

Notice that, if relation (69) is verifie*, then the process at B will appear 

in the B-rest-frame as an (intrinsic) absorption, whatever the description of 

the process given by f_may be. Of course the kinematics associated with the 

eq.(67) is such that A R can even be smaller than -in ; but such a case 

(uVcoSdiXIJ would correspond to intrinsic emission at B (and no more to in

trinsic absorption). 

In conclusion, the tachyon exchange here considered is allowed when in the 

A-rest-frame the following equations are simultaneously satisfied 

/ \r\ (70) 

with 

-H !<A A <V; V - * 1 ' lA ^ A ; B ' (70'> 

When B is at rest w.r.t. A we recover Sect.6.5. 

Differently fromAA> quantity A can even vanish; in this case the second 

Of eqs.(70) simplifies into 2E E (1 - u-V) = m . In the very particular case 
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1 » 

when both P„ and A are null, we get V_ = J1 -f 4M /m . Further details 

can be found in Maccarrone and Recami (1980b), which constitutes the basis 

also of Sects.6,9-;6.l3. 

6.9. ThP ca»e of "intrinsic *.S-;ornti,-in" At A (wiw. ij-7._r>": ; 
_____—. : 1 «r-«l——-— 

Let us consider tachyon exchanges such that the process at A appears, in the 
2 

A rest-frame, as an (intrinsic) absorption. The condition u-V<c then implies 

body B to appear as emitting the tachyon T both in the A-rest-frame and in its 

own rest-frame. 

The present case, therefore, is just the symmetrical of the previous one 

(Sect.6.8); the only difference being that we are now in the rest-frame of the 

absorbing body A. In conclusion, this tachyon-exchange is allowed when eqs.(70) 

are simultaneously satisfied, but with 

Lf-S) -M^_-H.\ {71) 

In the particular case in which B moves along the s^me motion-line than T (along 

the x-axis, let us say) , so that PD//(_p), then 

2. 
r 

PR//(ip) 
_ B «K-

whilst for the analogous situation of the case in Sect.6.8 we would have ob

tained (owing to evident symmetry reasons) eq.(72) with opposite signs in its 

r.h.s. Moreover, when B is at rest w.r.t. body A, so that P = 0 , we recover 

(72) 

mutatis mutandis eg.(55'), still with -M < A <-m' 
2 

__ _ -. - m 
B B 

2 
fejj). Tachyon exchange with u _ ^ £ . Case of "intrinsic emission" at A 

Still 1n the A-rest-frame, let us now consider A, B to exchange a tachyon 
2 

T when u«Vac . Again we can have either "intrinsic emission" or "intrinsic 

absorption" at A. The present cases differ from the previous ones (Sects.6.8, 

6.9) In the fact that now —due to the "switching procedure" (cf. the Third Po

stulate)— any process described by A as a T emission at A and a T absorption 

at B 1s described in the 3-re->t-frame as a 7 absorption at A and a T emission 

at 3, respectively. 
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Let us analyse the case of "intrinsic emission" by body A. Due to the con-

dition u - V > c (cf. eq.(52')} and to the consequent "switching", in tha rést
ia» • _ 

-frame of B one then observes an antitachyon T absorbed by A. Necessary con

dition for this case to take place is that A, B be receding one from the other 

(i.e..be in the "recession phase"). 

in any case, tor fhp process at A (in the A-rest-framo) we get the same 

kinematics already expounded in Sects.6.8 and 6.3. 

As to the process at B, in the A rest-frame the body B is observed to ab

sorb a tachyon T, so that eq.(67) holds. In the B rest-frame, however, one 

observes an (intrinsic) T emission, so that Theorem 1 is here in order: Namely, 
2 2 - M 0 < A £-m . Notice that, when passing from the A to the B rest-frame -B 9 

(and applying the switching procedure), in eg.(67) one has: i) that quantity 
rr v E_ changes sign, so that quantity J p - m appears added to the r.h.s., and 

T 1/ u» 

no longer to the l.h.s.; ii) that the tachyon 3-momentum p changes sign as well 
*•* _ 

(we go in fact from a tachyon T with impulse p to its antitachyon T with im-

pulse - p ) . 
(Ml 

In conclusion, the tachyon exchange is kinematically allowed when the two 

e,is.(70) are simultaneously ver i f ied , but now with 

- M A
2 < A A < - m 2 ; - M B

2 < 4 B < - m 2 . (73) 

In the particular case when P and p are col linear (we cai have only P_//p: 
•%D au Ml D MM 

recession phase), we get 

2M B
2|p| » E B j(m

2
 + 4 B)

2
 + 4m

2MB
2 • (m2 • \ ^ [ ; £ y / p j (74) 

with Zl in the range given by eq.(73). 

2 
6.11. The case of "intrinsic absorption" at A (when u/V^c ) 

2 
Due to the present condition u-V^£ , and to the consequent "switching", 

if we observe the body A in its own rest-frame to absorb (intrinsically) a 

tachyon T, then in the B-rest-frame we shall observe an antitachyon T emitted 
by A-, Necessary condition for this case to take place is that A, B be approa-

b . - t £ 

ching^fcach other ( i .e . ;be in the approaching phase"). 
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PD//("P) (77) 

In any case, for the process at A in the A-rest-frame we obtain the same 

kinematics as expounded in Sects.6.9 and 6.5. As to the process at B, ir 

the A-rest-frame the body B is observed to emit a tachyon T: 

in the S-rest-frame, however, one would observe an (intrinsic) i absorption. 

so that it must be A „ ^ - m . 
o — 

In conclusion, the present tachyon exchange is kinematically allowed when 

eqs.(70) are satisfied, but now with 

A ^ - * 2 " ; A B ^ - t k 1 . (76) 

In the particular case in which P and p are collinear, we can have only 

(-PQ)//P (approaching phase), and we get 

2MB2y * EB hmZ+AB)2+*m\z - ^ ^ v y ' iy/{'^\ 
with A.^-m2. 

D — 
Finally, let us recall that in the present case ("intrinsic absorptions" at 

B and at A) both quantities A ., A can vanish. When A . = 0, v«e simply get 
2 2 

2M.E- • m . in the particular case when A D = 0 one gets: 2ETED(u-V -1) = m , 
~" 2 r 2 2 1 -i -1 -B I,, MM 

and then: Jp| » (m/2MB )ÍEB(m + 4M0 )s - rn|Pg| . 

6.12. Conclusions about the tachyon exc.ange 

With regard to the process at B, the kinematical results of Sects.6.876.11 

yield what follows (Maccarrone and Recant 1980b): 

U'V^C2: A » S < C P* 1 ^ (78a) 

u-yjc2; ^ R = C „* t V (78*> 
* «M 

More 1n general, the kinematical conditions for a tachyon to be exchangeable 
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2 
between A and B can be summarized as follows (notice that the case u-v<c 

includes of course the case u-V<0): 

a) in the case of "intrinsic emission" at A: 

( u-V<c = ? * A "7-m . — > intrinsic absorption at B: 
8 

2 2 
u-V>c - = = ^ & < - m =^- intrinsic emission at B* 

b) in the case of "intrinsic absorption" at A: 

u-V<c = ^ A < - m = ^ intrinsic emis on at B! 

2 2 

u-V^c "=^>/LD>-"i •=$> intrinsic absorption at B 

i- 'i 

(80) 

6.13. Applications to elementary particle physics: examples. Tachyons as 

"internal lines" 

Let us recall that, when elementary interactions are considered to be mediated 

by exchanged objects, no ordinary (bradyonic) particles can be the classical, 

"realistic" carriers of the transferred energy-momentum. On the contrary, clmlcàl 

tachyons —in place of the so-called virtual particles— can a priori act as the 

actual carriers of the fundamental subnuclear interactions. 

For instance, any elastic scattering can be regarded as classically ("rea

listically") mediated by a suitable tachyon exchange during the approaching pha

se of the two bodies (cf. Sect.6.7). In such a case, eqs.(70),(76) read, al

ways in the A-rest-frame (A. - A = 0): 
A D 

ET = m
2/2MA ; Eg = y ( u - V - 1 ) (81) 

where the angular- momentum conservation is not considered. In the c.m.s. we 

would have [PA| * | P B | - |P| and 

cos 
c m 

•—- t elastic scattering/ (82) 
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so that (once fpj is fixed) for each tachyon-mass m. we get one particular 

fy-Cr, if m assumes only discete values —as expected from the duality prin-
c.m^ -

ciple, Sect.5.1— then T7 results to be classically "quantized", apart from 

the cylindrical symmetry. 

More in general, for each discrete value of the tachyon-mass rn, the quanti

tyV assumes a discrete value tec, /hich is rccro-y i faction of . j-i. 
J cm. '"* 

These elementary considerations neglect the possible mass-width of the tachyo-

nic "resonances" (e.g. of the tachyon-ntesons). Let us recall from Sects.5.3, 

6.7 that in the c.m.s. any elastic scattering appears classically as mediated 

by an infinite-speed tachyon having p M = (0,p), with Jpj = m. Moreover, 

eqs.(81) impose a link between m and the direction of p, or rather between m_ 
A. r ~ •* 1 

and o<= pP (where we can choose P = PD; remember that P. = - P. : 

c o s C < , ./*t- ; (83) 
cm' t\l\ 

again we find (once | P ( is given, and if the intermediate-tachyon masses are 

discrete) that also the exchanged 3-momentum results to be (classically) "quan

tized" in both its magnitude and direction. In particular, for each discrete 

value of m, also the exchanged 3-momentum assumes one discrete direction (except, 

again, for the cylindrical symmetry), which is a function only of JPJ. 

It is essential to notice that such results cannot be obtained at the clas

sical level when confining ourselves only to ordinary particles, for the mere 

fact that bradyons are not allowed by kinematics to be the interaction-carriers. 

Of course, also the non-elastic scatterings can be regarded as mediated 

by suitable tachyon exchanges. We shall come back to this in the following 

(Sect.i3.t). 

6.14. On the Variational Principle: a tentative digression 

After having expounded some tachyon mechanics in Sects.6.2T6.12, let us turn 
a bit our attention to the action S_ for a free object. In the ordinary case ft 
1s $*«(J ds ; for a free tachyon let us, rather, write 
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By analogy with the bradyonic case, we might assume for a free tachyon the 

and therefore evaluate, in the usual way, 

i .̂ ~i Í m~ V __ . ; / 

which suggests eq.(50) to hold in the four-dimensional case too: 

I ¥ UN 

If the tachyon is no more free, we can write as usual 

F= - i t = — f m° M-\ • <87> 
By chosing the reference-frame, at the considered time-instant t_, in such a 

way that V is parallel to the x-axis, i .e . |vJ=V , we then get 

fx=+"V» 
1 " ' V - A. a* = ~ÃT^x (88i) 

and 
^ / (v^ i fJ iv*-iy 

3 /v^T J ; „r\pr 
" " " (88b) 

The sign 1n eq.(88a) is consistent with the ordinary def ini t ion of work «^ 

<li£s + f ' 4 & (89> 
and the fact that the total energy of a tachyon increases when its speed decrea

ses (cf. F1gs.4£ and 10). 

Notice, however, that the proportionality constant between force and accele

ration does change sign when passing from the longitudinal to the transverse 

components. 

The tachyon total energy E, moreover, can still be defined as 

E = P - L = ^ = ,cl (90, 

which, together with <?q.f50'), extends to tachyons the relation E^mc 2. 

However, the following comments are in order at this point. An ordinary 

time-like (straight) line can be bent only 1n a space-like direction; and it 



points on i t fixed, bend i t slightly in between in a space-like (time-like) 

direction, the bent line is longer (shorter) than the original straight line 

-(see e.g. Dorling 1970). For simplicity, let us here skip the generic case 

when the bending Is partly 1n the time-like and partly in a space-like direc

tion (evenjf such a case looks to be the most interesting). Then, the action 

integral l |ds| of eq.(84) along the straight (space-like) line is minimal 

w. r . t . the "space-like" bendings and maximal w.r . t . the "time-like" bendings. 

A pr ior i , one might then choose for a free tachyon, instead of eq.(85), the 

Lagrangian , i—- 1 
• .. i /w* - J 

(85') 

which yields 

o\J ~ W^T - ""- {86,) 
•A*- MM 

Eq.(86') would be rather interesting, at the light of the previous Sect.6.13 

(cf. also Sect . 1^2. ) , i .e. when tachyons are substituted for the "virtual 

particles" as the carriers of the elementary pat ic le interactions. In fact, 

the (classical) exchange of a tachyon endowed with a momentum antiparallel to 

i ts velocity would generate an attractive interaction. 

For non-free tachyons, from eq.(86') one gets 

u» 
and therefore, when|vf»V , 

f =-f. JÍÍ2- ftx J (88'a) 

Fur- - 4 L , AW! FÍ=-r=427Tíl* • (88^> 

Due to the sign in eq.(88'a), i t is now necessary to define the work oT as 

àf= - F. àt , (89') 
— m, uu ' 

and analogously the total energy E as 

6.15» On radiating tachyons 

Many other results, actually independent of the very existence of SLTs, will 

appear in the following Sections 9f'iJ. 

Here, as a further example, let us report the fact that a tachyon —when 

seen by means of its electromagnetic emissions (see the following, and Review I, 

Baldo et ai H 7 0 ) — will .^e-- in •• - •-•-,] .,- .-,., ,; , tw0 ;,,,C)î ,,„ ( u th„ 
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same time (Recami 1974,1977b,1978a,1979a, Barut et al 1982; see also Gr*n 1978). 
Let us start by considering a macro-object C emitting spherical electromagnetic 
waves (Fig. 15c). When we see i t travelling at constant Superiuminal velocity V, 
because of the distortion due to the large relative speed V c_,we shall observe 
the electromagnetic waves to be internally tangent to an enveloping cone 
having as its axis the motion-line of C (Recami and Mignani 1972, Review I);even 
i f this cone has nothing to do with Cherenkov's (Mignani and Recami 1973b).This 
1s analogous to what happens with an airplane moving at a constant supersonic 
speed in the air. A first observation is the following: as we hear a sonic boom 
when the sonic contact with the supersonic airplane does start (Bondi 1964), so 
we shall analogously see an "optic boom" when we first enter in radio-contact 
with the body C, i.e. when we meet the -cone surface. In fact, when C is seen 
by us under the angle (Fig. 15a) 

[v« iyi] VCOSO<,C L - - I 2 I ] C D 

all the radiations emitted by C in a certain time-interval around its position 

C reach us simultaneously. Sac. after, we shall receive at the same time the 
o 

light emitted from suitable couples of points, one on the left and one on the 

right of C . We shall thus see the initial body C, at C , split in two lumi

nous objects C., C ? which will then be observed to recede from each other with 

the Superiuminal "transverse" relative speed W (Recami et al.1976, Barut et a1.1982) 

1 + d/bt V T ? 1 

[ i f 2d/bt]J h -1 

where d » OH, and t=0 is just the time-instant when the observer enters in 

radiocontact with C, or rather sees C at C . In the simple case in which C 

moves with almost infinite speed along r (FigJSb), the apparent relative speed 

of C- and C« varies in the initial stage as W c £ (2cd/t) , where now ÕH = ÕC 

while t*0 is still the instant at which the observer sees C, s C, s C . 
1 Z o 

We shall come back to this subject when dealing with astrophysics (Sect.1t#fr); 

see also the interesting paper hy Lake and Roeder (1975). 
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Here let us add the observation that the radiation associated with one of the 

images of C (namely, the radiation emitted by C while approaching us, in the 

simple case depicted in Fig.15_c) will be received by us in the reversed chrono

logical ooier; cf. Mignani and Recami (1973a), Recami (1977b). 

It may be interesting to quote that the circumstance,that the image of a ta-

chyon sudiAniw appears at a certai" position C and then splits into two images, 

was already met by Bacry (1972) and Bacry et al.(1972) while exploiting agroup-

-theoretical definition of the motion of a charged particle in a homogeneous 

field; definition which was valid for all kind of particles (bradyons, luxons, 

tachyons). Analogous solutions, simulating a pair-production, have been later on 

found even in the subluminal case by Barut (1978b),when exploring non-linear evo

lution equations, and by Sala (1979), by merely taking account of the finite 

speed of the light which carries the image of a moving subluminal object. Sala 

(1979) did even rediscover —also in subluminal cases— that one of the two 

images can display a time-reversed evolution. 

At this point, we might deal with the problem of causality for tachyons (sin

ce the most relevant aspects of that problem do arise w.r.t. the class of the 

subluminal observers). We shift such a question, however, to Sect.9, because we 

want preliminarily to touch the problem of tachyon localization. 
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7 » FOUR-DIMENSIONAL RESULTS INDEPENDENT OF THE EXPLICIT FORM OF_THE_SLT§! 

INTRODUCTION 

7.1. A preliminary assumption 

Let us start frmn our three Pustulates (3ecl.4). Alsu in four dimensions, 

when attempting to generalize SR to Superluminal frames, the fundamental requi

rement of such an "extended relativity" (cf. Sects.4.2, 4.3, as well as 5.1, 

5.2) is that the SLTs change time-like into space-like tangent vectors, and vice-

-vorsa, i.e. invert the quadratic-form sign. j 

Let us assume in these Sects.7, 8 that such transformations exist in 

four dimensions (even if at the price of giving up possibly one of the proper

ties (i)Hvi) listed at about the end of Sect.3.2). Their actual existence has 

been claimed for instance by Shah (1977, 1978) within the "quasi-catastrophes" 

theory. , 

1'JL- G-vectors and G-tensors 

If we require also* that the SLTs form a new group OS together with the sub-

luminal (ortho- and anti-chronous) Lorentz transformations, the following re

marks are then in order. Eqs.(14)-(15) introduce the four-position x^as a 

G-vector; in other words, by definition of GLTs, quantity ^ i s a four-vector 

not only w.r.t. the group but also w.r.t. the whole group G. As a con-

sequence, the "scalar product" dx d x M behaves as a pseudo-scalar under the 

SLTs. 

Under SLTs it is ds" = - ds ; it follows that quantity j;-**» d/Vds_, a 

Lorentz-vector, is not a G-vector. In order to define the four-velocity as a 

G-vector we must set 

u-*2 dx
M/drQ (<fca) 

where t is the proper time. Analogously for the four-acceleration: a^*« 

• du /áX ; and so on. We can expect that also the electromagnetic quanti-
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ties JY* (Lorentz-vector) and ̂ "(Lorentz-tensor) do not have a priori to be 

any more a G-vector and a G-tensor, respectively: Cf. Sect .*S. 

However, once J'**'is supposed to be a G-tensor, then under a SLT it is 

whererrw it ^,.>**,,,,"S t^*t t'l|J iir.'insr̂  invariafií^ 

are still invariant (even under SLTs). This holds, of course, only for even-

-rank tensors. 

As already mentioned, if we define JJ/ by eq.(9Ja_), so it co be a G-fourvector, 
2 "* 2 2 

then under a SLT the quantity u = tri/ becomes u' = -u . That is !o say, 

after a SLT a bradyonic velocity has to be seen as a tachyonic velocity, and 

vice-versa, in agreement with eqs.(26). 

Let us add here, at this point, that sometimes in the literature it has been 

avoided the explicit use of a metric tensor by making recourse to Einstein's 

notations, and oy writing the generic chronotopical vector as XB (X ,X «X ,X ) S 

s (ct,ix,i^,iz), so that g =0^ ("Euclidean metric"). Thus, one does not 

have to distinguish between covariant and contravariant components. In such a ca 

se, since one has practically to deal with a complex manifold, the quadratic 

form which is Lorentz-invariant is to be defined as the scalar product of the 

first vector by the complex conjugate of the second vector: 

quadratic-form s (dx.dy) = dx dy^* ; (<J3d) 

2 - u 
in particular, the invariant square-interval would be ds s. (dx.dxj = dx dj< . 

§ " ON_IH|,SHAPE_OF_TAÇHYONS 

8.1. Introduction 

We have already noticed that a tachyon —observed by means of its light-sig

nals— will general!/ appear as occupying two positions at the same time (Sect. 
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6.14, and Figs.15). 

Still at a preliminary level, let us moreover recall that free bradyons 

always admit a particular class of subluminal reference-frames (their rest-

-frames) wherefrom they appear —in Minkowski space-time— as "points" in 

space extended in time alonq a line. On the contrary, free tachyons always 

admit a particular class of subluminal (w.r.t. us) reference-frames —the 

critical frames— wherefrom they appear with divergent speed _V=op, i.e. as 

"points" in time extended in space along a line (cf. Figs.7, 11). Considera

tions of this kind correspond to the fact that the "localization" groups (lit

tle groups) of the timelike and spacelike representations of the Poincaré 
i 

group are S0(3) and S0(2,1), respectively (see e.g. Barut 1978a), so that ta-

chyons are not expected to be localizable in our ordinary space (cf. also 

Peres 1970, Cawley 1970, Duffey 1975,1980, Vys'n 1977a, Soucek 1981). 

It is therefore worthwhile to study the shape of tachyons in detail, follo

wing Barut et al (1982). 

8.2. How would tachyons look like? 

Let us consider an ordinary bradyon P = P which for simplicity be intrinsi-

cally spherical (in particular point-like), so that when at rest its "world-
2 2 2 2 

-tube" in Minkowski space-time is represented by O^x +y + z ̂ r . When P„ — — — — B 

moves with subluminal speed v along the_x-axis (Fig.16), i ts four-dimensional 

shape ( i .e . its world-tube equation) becomes: 

4 - v 

and, in Lorentz-invariant form, 

* ^ V + * 1 ^ ÍM (W«) 

where x M« (ct,x,y,z) and p^ is the 4-momentum. 

Let us now take into examination also the space-like values of the 4-momen

tum p" , still considering however only subluminal observers s: We shall regard 

in these Sections the SLTs, as well as the ordinary LTs, from the active point 
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of view only. By an active SLT let us transform the initial P into a final 

tachyon D « P _ endowed with Superluminal speedy along x^ Due to Sect.7.1, 

one can expect that eq.(94bj will transform for P into 

where p* has been regarded as a G-fourvector (for both Bs and Ts it will be de
fined p/am u^*m dx^/dT : see Sect. !4»i^ ). Notice however the following: 

i -o~ - o - o -

If a SLT is requested to change the sign of the quadratic form ds^d^dx^, this 

means that it will change the type of all the "tangent vecto-s" (i.e.,for exam-

pie, the sign of p p-*1) but does ;ot mean at all that it will change *:ign also 

to x xM; this happens only if the SLTs: dx^-Klx^ are linear. [Actually, if 

such a linear SLT has constant coefficients (as required by homogeneity and 

isotropy), then it is linear also the transformation b-: x -»x Ĵ  ; cf. e.g. Rin-

dler (1966)1 Therefore, to go from eq.(94t>) to eq.(95) it is necessary to assume 
explicitly that SLTs exist which change sign both to dx^dx^and to x xu. Eq.(95) 
then yields the four-dimensional shape of tachyon P . 

In the initial frame, eq.(95) writes: 
i 

0 ? . ^ + y V ^ - r x . [vVi] !M) 

In conclusion, if the world-tube of PD was supposed to be unlimited, —i.e. if 
D 

P0 was supposed to be infinitely extended in time,— then tachyor. Pr appears 
yj 2 2 

as occupying the whole space bound by the double, unlimited cone C : y +Z. s 

* (x-Vt) / (Y, -1) and the two-sheeted rotation hyperboloid <nt: y +z = 
~ "" 2 2 2 o - -

3 (*~1\) /(¥. "1) * I . where the latter is asymptotic to the former; see 

Figs. 17. As time elapses, eq.(96) yields the relativistic shape of our f-achyon; 

the whole structure in Figs. 17 (and 18) rigidly moving along x —of course— 

with the speed £. Notice that the cone semi-angle oL is given by 
tg<* = (V2 - 1)" J . (97) 

Let us fix cur attention on the external surface of P. When it is at rest, 

the surface 1s spherical; when subluminal, it becomes an ellipsoid (Fig.19b); 
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when Superluminal, such a surface becomes a two-sheeted hyperboloid (Fig. l9d). 

Fig. 19c refers to th«. l imi t ing case when the speed tends to c, i .e. when e i 

ther v-*1 or V-*l . Incidental ly, let us remind that even in ER the l igh t -

-speed in vacuum goes on being the invariant speed, and can be crossed 

neither from the l e f t , nor from the r igh t . 

Let uS make a rorrinpnt.. Tarhv,.-,r.* *nnz.%r?c\ tr, he- .n.i.v <;i.-nilar to fir">ld'; than 

to part icles. I t would be desirable to f ind out the space-time function y i e l 

ding the density distr ibut ion of a tachyon. For instance, when the tachyon-

-shape just reduces to the cone c , i t would be interesting to work out the 

2 **P ° V 
L -function of x^t yielding the tachyon density-distribution over £ . 

8.3. Cr i t ical comments on the Preliminary Assuption 

In connection with Sects.7.1 and 8.2 a c r i t i ca l warning is in order, since 

we saw at the end of Sect.3.2 (and shall better see in the following) that real 

linear SLTs: dx^-idx' which fneét the requirement"; ( i i ) - f ( iv ) of Sect.4.2 

do not exist in four dimensions. We therefore expect that real transformations 

%: x - * x ' mapping points of \ into points of M̂  (in such a way that ds2-»-ds2) 

do not exist as wel l ; otherwise real l inear SLTs: dx^-^dx' should exist . 

Let us state i t d i f ferent ly . Eq.(95) was derived under the hypothesis that 

SLTs do exist in four dimensions which change the sign both of the quadratic form 

dx^dx^and of the quantity x^x^. This means that the SLTs: d x ^ d x ^ trans

forming dx„drt^-»- dxdx'" have to be linear . In the case of SLTs linear and 

real , i t would exist as a consequence in M̂  a point-to-point transformation 

%: x„-*x' , and furthermore linear (Rindler 1966). 

The results in this Sect.8 seem to show, however, that in M,̂  we meet mappings 

that, transform manifolds into manifolds (e .g . , points into surfaces). This 

seemingly predicts tous that our SLTs: d x ^ d x ' in M̂  w i l l be l inear, but not • 

real. 

For such non-real SLTs we shall suggest in Sect.fti'fc an interpretation-proce

dure that w i l l lead us from linear non-real SLTs to real non-Hnear SLTs; cf . e.g. 

Fig.5 in Maccarrone and Recami (1982a, 1984a). The lat ter SLTs, actual ly, can

not be integrated, so that no. L : *iT*xL c a n De f ° u n d in this case (Smrz 1984). 

Let us exp l i c i t l y mention that non-linear SLTs: dx.-*dx' can exist which, 

nevertheless: (1) do transform iner t ia l motion into inert ial motion (e .g . , the 
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iner t ia l motion of a point into the inert ia l motion of a cone); ( i i ) preserve 

space isotropy and space-time homogeneity; ( i i ) retain the light-speed inva-

riance (cf. also Sects.8.2, 8.4). 

8.4. On the space extension of tachyons 

In the limiting case when it s intrinsically point-like, tachyon P redu

ces to the cone t only, and we shall see PT to be a double cone, infinitely 

extended in space (Recami and Maccarrone 1980, Barut et al 1982). But this 

happens only if the corresponding bradyon P exists for -oo< t < + oo. On the 
D — 

contrary, if the life-time (and extension) of P_ are finite, the space-exten-
o 

sion (and life) of P_ are finite too. Namely if PD in its rest-frame is spheri-

cal, is born at time t. and is absorbed at time t„ , then the corresponding 

tachyon P_ possesses a finite space-extension (Recami and Maccarrone 1980yM^). 

Under the present hypotheses, in l-"ct, one has to associate with eqs.(93)-(^4) 

suitable limiting space-like hypersurfaces, which simply become the hyperpla

nes %*%. and t=t„ when P is at rest (Fig.20). The generic Lorentz-inva-

riant equation for a hyperplane is 
x M u

v = K . iK= constant {<Jg) 

Due to Sect.7.1 we get that eq.(^g) keeps its form even under an active SLT: 

: x u'^"«K'. The relevant fact is that we passed from a time-like uu to a 

space-Uke uA , so that the hyperplanes x u_'w = K' are now to be referred to 

two spatial and one temporal basis-vectors (F1g.21). Such hyperplanes represent 

ordinary planes (orthogonal to the j<-axis, in our case) which move parallely to 

themselves with the sub luminal speed y_' = 1/V, as it follows from their orthogo-
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In conclusion, in the tachyon case (V > 1 ) , one has to associate with 
eqs-(<)5)-(f\6) the additional contraints 

- r - r~?—• -- n • 
-t J V - 1 + xV ̂  t ̂  -^ ̂  V - 1 + xV ; 

the shape of a realistic tachyon PT, obtained from a finite life-time bradyon 

P0» ^s 9°* therefore by imposing on the struclu 
D 

following constraints __ . — j - — r 

P-. 1s got therefore by imposing on the structure C + *£ in Figs.17-13 the 
B oo 

v v i_^r v *' w 
It seems to follow that our realistic tachyon is constituted not by the 

whole structure in Figs.17-18, but only by its portion confined inside a mo

bile "window", i.e. bound by the two planes x=x. and x=x ? . As we saw, 

this "window" travels with the speed y' dual to the tachyon speed V 

v' = ~ [ v 2 > l ; v , 2<l] (iOO) 

and, i f ^ is contant, its width is constant too I At e i ? - t ' ( . J : 

x=Atj l^V2 . [ v ' i l / v J tt°V 
Chosen a fixed position x = x, such a "window" to cross the plane _x = x w i l l take 

a time independent of x ( i f V is s t i l l constant)j_ 

' * * * * " - v -£t = & W- * s A* -rp- • m) 

The problem of the time-extension of such "realistic" tachyons does not 

seem to have been clarified yet. 

If P. is not intrinsically spherical, but ellipsoidal, then P_ will be bound 

by a double cone TJ and a two-sheeted hyperboloid 3kdevoid, this time, of cylin

drical symmetry: Cf. Barut et al (1982). Those authors investigated also va

rious limiting cases. Let us mention that when V-*<© (while J., t. and jr re

main finite) the "window" becomes fixed: x.sct, <x<ct_sx ? • 

We may conclude that, if the life-time of PD is very large (as it is usual-

ly f'r macroscopic and even more for cosmic objects), then the corresponding 

tachyon description is essentia 1;y tne old one given in Sect.3.1, and P. can be 

associated with actual Superluminal motion, [f, on the contrary, the life-time 
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of PD Is small w.r.t. the observation-time of the corresponding tachyon 

(as it commonly happens in the microscopic domain), then P would actually 

appear to travel with the subluminal (dual) speed v/ = 1/V; even if PT is 

associated with a structure travelling with the Superluminal speed /̂. 

In fact the magnitude of its "group velocity" (i.e. the speed of its "front") 

is given oy eq.(iodj. However, within the "window" confining the real portion 

of the tachyon (which possibly carries the tachyon energy and momentum, so as 

P carried energy-momentum only between t = t. and t = t _ ) , there will be visible 

a "structure" evolving at Superluminal speed, associable therefore with a ta-

chyonlc "phase-velocity". What precedes is based on Maccarrone and Recami 

(1982b), but similar results —even if got from quite different starting points-

were put forth by Fox et al (1969, 1970). See also Alagar Ramanujam et al.(1983); 

Souiek (1981), Kowalczyrfski ^1% Schulman (1971), Coleman (1970). 

8.S. Comments 

The tachyons' characteristics exploited in the previous Sect.8.V remind us 

once more (cf. e.g. Sect.6.13) of the ordinary quantum particles with their "de 

Broglie waves": In that case too phase-velocity and group-velovity obey eq.(f0o). 

To investigate this connection (Recami and Maccarrone 1983) let us recall 

the ordinary definitions of Compton wave-length A. and de Broglie w^/e-length 

where we introduced the new "wave-length" X 

*,C • dB 

B/c 
(t03b) 

satisfying the relation 

1 _L 1 
7 • One) 
c 

Eqs.^03) suggest of course the following kinematical interpretation: LetA-

represent the Intrinsic size of the considered (subluminal, quantum) particle; 

then A » A^y 1- Ji iS the particle size along its motion-line in the frame 

where it travels with speed v-ftc; jnd A Q /c = A/ v r, then the time soent 
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by the particle to cross in the same frame a plane orthogonal to its motion-

-line. 

Let us now examine our eqs.(|o|)-flo2). In eq.(UM) i t is natural to identify 

Ax = V - Xj | l -p ' 2 ' fy jv'/c ; V»-J- • v'2< 1] Ô^i) 

wrscrcfrosj 
X^ = c A t . fi<*b) 

Then, from eq.(fo$): 

J i ^ V r. . . . . . . 1 . . . A 

By comparing eq .({(#) with eqs.floJ), one recognizes that the characteristics 

of a classical tachyon aci a y f i t the "de Brogue relations" y' =1/V and 

X ' • A ' / / * 1 , with A i 4 x . However, a c lassical ( r e a l i s t i c ) tachyon T 
dB i 

obeys a l l the eqs.(97) only provided that one a t t r ibu tes to the tachyon (o r , 

rather, to i ts "real" port ion confined wi th in the mobile subluminal "window") 

a proper-mass m. depending on i t s i n t r i n s i c (proper) l i f e - t i m e , namely such 

that 

A í , J u = Afc ^ K = ~iri 
C M,C <- C. A t 

Notice that eq.(loS)corresponds to the case E • At = E-Ax/c = h , with E = 
2 2 r V ° 

• m c ; Elite /iH - (v'/c) Notice moreover that the wavelength of the de 
o o ' 

Broglie wave associated with a tachyon has an upper limit (Grtfn 1979), which is 
essentially equal to its Compton wavelength: (^rtB)max

s n/( m
0
c) = ̂ "K • 

I " lyLÇ^ALITY.PROBLEM 

As mentioned at the end of Sect.6.15, the discussion that will follow in this 
Sect.9 Is Independent of the very existence of the SLTs.since the most relevant 
causal problems arise when describing tachyons(and bradyons)from the ordinary 
subluminal frames. We wanted, however, to face the causality problem for tachyons 
in Relativity only after having at least clarified that tachyons are not trivially 
locallzable 1n the ordinary space (cf.Sects.8.2-8.5; see also Shay and Miller 1977), 
Actually, a tachyon T is more similar to a field than to a particle,as we already 
noticed at the end of Sect. 8. ?. There are reasons however to believe 
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that, in general, most of the tachyon mass be, concentrated near the center C 

of T (Figs.17t), 18), so that in the following we shall regard tachyons as "al

most localized" in space. In what follows, therefore, we shall essentially 

make recourse only to the results in Sects.5.12-r5.14 (which, incidentally, have 

been seen to hold also in four dimensions) and to our results about tachyon 

kinematics (Sect.Z). As mentioned above, we sr.all confine ourselves only to 

the subluminal observers (in presence, of course, of both bradyons and tachyons) 

and, for simplicity, to the orthochronous Lorentz transformations only. 

The results in Sects.5.12-f5.14, in particular, showed us that each observer 

will always isee only tachyons (aid antitachyons) moving with positive energy 

forward in time. As expounded in Sects.5.13 and 5.17, however, this success 

is obtained at the price of releasing the old conviction that judgement about 

what is "cause" and what is "effect" is independent of the observer; in Sect. 

5.17 we concluded that the assignment of the "source" and "detector" labels 

is to be regarded as Ò description-detai1. As anticioated in Sect.5.13, this 

fact led to tha proposal of a series of seeming "causal naradoxes", that we 

are going to discuss and (at least "in microphysics") to solve. 

9.1. Solution of the Tolman-Regge Paradox 

The oldest paradox is the "anti-telephone" one, originally proposed by Tol-

man (1917; see also Bohm 1965) and then reproposcd by many authors (cf. Sect. 

3.1). Let us refer to its most recent formulation (Regge 1981), and spend some 

care in solving it since it is the kernel of many other paradoxes. 

9.1*1. The paradox - In Figs.22 the axes t_ and t_' are the world-lines of 

two devices'^ and B respectively, able to exchange tachyons and moving with 
2 

constant relative speed u, (u <£t). According to the terms of the paradox 

(Fig.22a_), A sends tachyon 1 to B (in other words, tachyon 1 is supposed to move 

forward in time w.r.t. A). The apparatus B is constructed so to send back a 

tachyon 2 to A as soon as 't receives a tachyon 1 from A. If B has to emit 

(in its rest-frame) tachyon 2, then 2 must move forward in time w.r.t. 3, 

that is to say its world-line BA must have a slope smaller than the x-axis 
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slcpe BA' (where 8A'//x'); this means that A must stay above A'. If the 

speed of tachyon 2 is such that A falls between A' and A, , it seems th»t 

2 reaches back A (event A.) before the emission of 1 (event A ). This ap

pears to realize an a_n_ti -telephone. 

9.1'2. The solution - First of all, since tachyon 2 moves backwards in 

time w.r.t. A, the evem A ? will appear to A as tne emission OT an antita-

chyon 2. The observer " t_" will see his apparatus A (able to exchangp tach-

yons) emit successively towards 8 the antitachyon 2 and the tachyon 1. 

At this point, some supporters of the paradox (overlooking tachyon kine

matics, as well as relations (66)) would say that, well, the description for

warded by observer " _t_" can be ortodox, but then the device B is no more 

working according to the premises, because B is no more emitting a tachyon 2 

on receipt of tachyon 1. Sucn a statement would be wrong, however, since 

tne fact that " t_" see an "intrinsic emission" dt A does not mean that " V_ " 

will see an "intrinsic absorption' at 3. On the contrary, we are just in the 

ca_>e of Sect.6.10: intrinsic emission oy A, at A , with u-/'7>c~, where u and 

V T are the velocities of B ind .' .v.r.t. \ , respecti/^ly, .o that, both A and B 

suffer an intrinsic cmi-. ;,i«.n ,{•' v>. sy in > <<,,• of jnt i fachyon .') in tneir own 

rest-frames. 

But the terms of the par,jdu< . w e cheating us even more irid ab ini tio. In 

fact Fig.22a makes clear th,n., if u-7->c , then for tachyon 1 it is a fortiori 

u-V.,>c , where u and V, are ^he velocities of B and 1 w.r.t. A. Due to Sect. 

6.10, therefore, observer " t' ' will see B intrinsically emj_t also tacnyon 1 

(or, rather, antitachyon 1;. >i conclusion the proposed chain of events does 

not include any tachyon absorption :;y B. 

Wanted we body B to absorb 'ion/in 1 (in its own rest-frant;), the world-line 

of 1 ought to have a slope Ur jer thin trie £'-axis slope ( ,*•>• Fig.LVb). More

over, had the body B to fin? 'u,f, •, . i r ej i I y") t.x.hynn ;•', m e slope of / should 

be smaller than x_'-axis'. I- • "••.' r.rds, /.hen the body G, programmed to emit 

2 as SOOn as it receives 1. ! -> . >.. t'j-illy do so, the .-vent ) i does r;fjularly 

happen after A- d,f. Fi'j. '.'(>;. 

9. I '3. The moral - The nw ,i ,r *-,e -,t ,r/ is twofold: i; one .noold never 
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mix together the descriptions of one phenomenon yielded by different observers, 

otherwise —even in oraindry physics— one would immediately meet contradic

tions: in Fig.22a, e.g., the motion-direction of 1 is assigned by A and the 

motion-direction of 2 is assigned by B; this is illegal; (ii) when proposing 

a problem about fachyons, one must comply (raldirola and Recami 1980) with 

the rule of tachyon kinematics (Maccarrone and Recami 1980b), so as when formu

lating the text of an ordinary problem one must comply with the laws of ordinary 

physics (otherwise the problem in itself is "wrong"). 

Most of the paradoxes proposed in the literature suffered the shortco

mings above. 

Notice that, in the case of Fig.22a_, neither A nor B regard event A. as 

the cause of event A (or vice-versa). In the case of Fig.22b_, on the contrary, 

both A and B consider event A to be the cause of event A : but in this case 

A, does chronologically precede A for both observers, in agreement with the 

relativistic covariance of the Law of Retarded Causality. We shall come back 

to such considerations. 

9.2. Solution of the Pirani Paradox 

A more sophisticated paradox was proposed, as wellknown, by Pirani (1970). 

It was substancially solved by Parmentola and Yee (1971), on the basis of the 

Ideas Initially expressed by Sudarshan (1970), Bilaniuk and Cudarshan (1969b), 

Csonka (1970), etc. 

9.2*1. The paradox - Let us consider four observers A,B,C,D having given 

velocities in the plane (x,y) w.r.t. a fifth observer s . Let us imagine that 

the four observers are given in advance the instruction to emit a tachyon as 

soon as they receive a tachyon from another observer, so that the following 

chain of events (Fig.23) takes place. Observer A initiates the experiment by 

sending tachyon 1 to B; observer B immediately eiiits tachyon 2 towards C; obser

ver C sends tachyon J to 0; and observer 0 sends tachyon 4 back to A, with the 

result —according tc the paradox— that A receives tachyon 4 (event A.) before 

having initiated the experiment by emitting tachyon 1 (event A ). The sketch 

of this "4edanken~experiment" is in Fig.23, where oblique vectors represent the 
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observer velocities w . r . t s and lines parallel to the Cartesian axes rerre-
o 

sent the tachyon paths. 

9.2*2. The solution - The above paradoxical situation arises once more by 

mixing together observations by four different observers. In fact, the arrow 

of ?*ch te»c*>yon line simply ^nn*?* its motion direction w.r.t. r.np observer 

which emitted it. Following the previous Sect.9.1, it is easy to check that 

Fig.23 does not represent the actual description of the process by any obser

ver. It is necessary to investigate, on the contrary, how each observer de

scribe the event chain. 

Let us pass, to this end, to the Minkowski space-time and study the descrip

tion given e.g. by observer A. The other observers can be replaced by objects 

(nuclei, let us say) able to absorb and emit tachyons. Fig.24 shows that the 

absorptior. of 4 happens before the emission of 1; it might seem that one can 

send signals into the past of A. However (cf. Sects.5.12-^5.14 and Sect.6, as 

well as Recami 19~3,1978c). observer A will actually see *L.e sequence of events 

in the following way: The event òt D consists in the creation of the pair 3 

and 4 by the object D; tachyon 4 is then absorbed at A , while 3 is scattered 

at C (transforming into tachyon 2); the event A„ is the emission, by A itself, 

of tachyon 1 which annihilates at B with tachyc 2~. Therefore, according to A, 

one has an initial pair-creation at D, and a final pair-annihilation at B, and 

tachyons 1 , 4 (as well as events A , A ) do not appear causally correlated at 

all. In other words, according to A, the emission of 1 does not initiate any 

chain of events that brings fo the absorption of 4, and we are not in the pre

sence of any "effect" preceding its own "cause". 

Analogous, orthodox jescrptions would be forwarded by the other observers. 

For instance, the tachyons' and observers' velocities chosen by Pirani (1970) 

are such that all tachyons will actually appear to observer s as moving in 
o 

directions opposite to the ones shown in Fig.23. 

9.2'3. Comments - The comments are the same as in the previous Sect.9.1. 

Notice that the "ingredients" that 3llow us to give the paradox a solution 
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are always the "switching principle" (Sect.5á2; see also Schwartz 198?) and 

the tachyon relativistic kinematics (Sect.6). 

9.2*4. "Strong version" and its solution - Let us formulate Pirani's pa

radox in its strong version. Let us suppose that tachyon 4, when absorbed 

by A at A , blows up the whole lab of A, eliminating even th<» physicsl pos

sibility that tacnyon l (believed to be the sequence starter) is subsequently 

emitted (at A ) . Following Root and Trefil (1970; see also Trefi1 1978) we 

can see on the contrary how, e.g., observers s and A will really describe the 

phenomenon. 

Observer s will see the lab of A blow up after emission (at A,) of the 
o 1 

antitachyon 4 towards D. According to s , therefore, the antitachyon T emitted 

by B will proceed beyond A (since it is not absorbed at A.) and will eventual» 

ly be absorbed at some remote sink-point JJ of the universe. By means of a LT, 

starting from the description by s , we can obtain (Caldirola and Recami 1980) 

the description given by A. 

Observer A, after having absorbed at A the tachyon 4 (emitted at D together 

with 3 ) , will record the explosion of his own laboratory. At A , however, A 

will cross the flight of a tachyonic "cosmic ray" 1 (coming from the remote 

sourcej/), which will annihilate at 8 with the antitachyon 3 scattered at C, 

i.e. with the antitachyon 2. 

9.3. Solution of the Edmonds Paradox 

The seeming paradoxes arising from the relativity of the judgment about 

"cause" and "effect" have been evidenced by Edmonds (1977) in a clear (and amu

sing) way, with reference to the simplest tachyon process: the exchange of ta

chyons between two ordinary objects, at rest one w.r.t. the other, 

9.3'1. The paradox - We build a long rocket sled with a "tachyon-laser" at 

the left end and a "target-Slower" at the right end. A short lever sticks out 

of the side of the "laser". If we trip the lever, the tachyon laser emits a 

very snarp, intense burst of tachyons for which we measure the speed of, let's 

say, _V. These tachycns then hit the "flower" and blast it into peaces. The 

flower absorbs all the tachyons in the pulse *<, it pxplodes, so tnat the ta-
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chyons disappear. 

Now we accelerate the sled (with "charged" tachyon-laser and flower attached 

to it) up to an incoming speed of -v = -_y relative to ou*- frame, and then 

turn off its rockett engines. Moreover, we form a long line of "astronauts" 

floating in space along the *L~axi* (i.e. along the rocket-sled motion-line). 

Each astronaut has 2 "rc-'lstte •••:heel" in his one hand, 2nd keeps spirting his 

gambling wheel untill he gets, say, the number 13. When he happens to do so, 

he quickly put out a stick in front of him which could beat the trigger on the 

moving laser. No one in our frame knows when a given astronaut will get 13 to 

come up. Some astronauts may get 13, but too far down the line, or find the 

trigger has already passed them when they get it. But, finally, someone gets 

the right number, puts out his stick, finds that the lever is almost at his 

position and he triggers the laser. 

Once the laser fires, the observer travelling with the sled sees — s o as 

before— a burst of tachyons actually travelling from the laser to the flower. 
2 

If the sled is moving slowly enough (vV<c ), then we also —together with the 

"astronauts"— see the flower blow up at a time later t-hen the time at which 
2 

the laser fires. However, if the sled is fast enough (uV>c ), we see a pulse 

of antitachyons going from the flower to the laser: Namely, we would see the 

flower to blow up before the laser fires. Therefore, the astronaut who triggers 

the laser sees the laser immediately "swallowing" a pulse of antitachyons 

coming from the flower. In other words, the lucky astronaut will conclude that 

the flower had to know in advance who was going to get 13 (so that it can blow 

up and create the antitachyon-pulse just at the right time, in order for tne beam 

to arrive at the lucky astronaut as he gets the number 13 to come up for him). 

9.3'2. The solution - Since "source" and "detector" are supposed by Edmonds 

to be at rest one *.r.t. the other, accordir.g to both laser and flower —i.e. in 

the lab— there are no problems about the flight-direction of the tachyons. Howe

ver, if we choose other observers (as the astronaut',) they will in reality see 

the laser absorb antitachyons T coming from the flower (and not to fire tachyons 

T towards the flower). We nave simply to accept it, since we Usrned (cf. e.g. 

Sect.5 17) that only the "orinciple 01' retarded causality" (Third Postulate) is 

a law, and therefore has to oe valid for each ob:«rvf>r; whilst the assignement 
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of the labels "source" and "detector" is a description-detail „ which does not 

have to be relativistically invariant. 

Then, to answer Edmonds (Recami 1977a) let us show by an example that see

ming paradoxes as the o^e above arise also in ordinary Special Relativity (due 

to the Lorentz non-invariance of the descriptions). Let us therefore forget about 

tachyons in t*e fe^c.virg example. 

Let us suppose we are informed about a cosmic fight taking place between two 

different kinds of extraterrestrial beings, each one driving his own rocket, where 

the rocket colors are violet for the first and green for the second species. Let 

us suppose moreover that we know the "green men" to possess an inviolable natu

ral instinct that makes them peaceful; or the contrary the "violet men" poss

ess an aggressive, warrior instinct. When we observe the interplanetary battle 

by our telescope, it can well happen —due to the Ooppler effect, i.e. due to 

the "observation distorsions" caused by the relative motions— that, when a 

"violet man" fires his qun and strikes a green rocket, the violet color appears 

to us as green, and vice-versa, because of the rocket motion^. Then, according 

to the spirit of Edmonds' paradox, we should deduce that an inviolable law of 

nature has been badly violated (the instinctive law of those extraterrestrial 

beings). Within SR, however, we already know how to clarify the whole story: 

Me "observe" at first a seeming violation of natural laws; but, if we know 

the relevant physics (i.e. SR and the rocket velocities), we can determine the 

"intrinsic (proper) colors" of the rockets in their own rest-frames, and solve 

any <J<wbH. 

In other words, any observer is capable of understanding the physical world 

in terms of his own observations only, provided that he is equipped with a 

suitable theory (he uses his knowledge of SR, in this case). 

Going back to the tachycn "paradox", we conclude that the lucky astronaut, 

when knowing tachyon mechanics (i.e. the ER), can calculate the tachyons' direc

tion In the flower rest-frame and find out the "intrinsic behaviour" of the 

flower. The astronaut will find that in the flower-frame the tachyons are not 

emitted, but absorbed by the flower; even if the relative speed produces a high 

"distorslon" of the observed phenomenon. In analogy with our example, it is not 

important that the flower seem to the astronauts to precognize the future, but 
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that the flower "intrinsically" does not. 

The discussion of this paradox reminded us that: (i) one can scientifi

cally observe (or observe, tout court) the natural world only if he is endowed 

with theoretical instruments, besides experimental and sensorial instruments: 

(ii) the "intrinsic properties" (so a<; thp color) o^ a hody appear to a moving 

observer distorted by the relative motion; if high relative speeds are invol

ved, that distortion can be large as well. 

Let us add a further comment. 

9.3'3. Comment - In the case of a bradyon exchange, in which the roles of 

"soiree" and "detector" are independent of the observer, the emitter and receiver 

are well represented by a male and a female object, respectively. Such a habit 

is however misleading in the case of a tachyon exchange, in which the same object 

can now appear as the emitter, now as the receiver, depending on the observer. 

Devices such afe "guns" and "lasers" ought to be avoided in the "£edanken experi-

mente" regarding the exchange of tachyons. A round-shaped device, j as a sphere, 

should be the right one for representing objects able to emit/absorb tachyons. 

9.4. Causality "in Micro-" and "in Macro-physics" 

Let us go on investigating the paradoxes arising when two bradyonic objects 

A, B exchange tachyons T, since there we meet in nuce all the problems than one 

encounters in the more complicated processes. 

Let us consider, namely, the situation in which "laser" (A) and "flower" (B) 

are no more at rest one w.r.t. the other. 

Such a situation is much more problematic. Nevertheless, no real problems 

ire actually present (cf. Sect.6) as far as the tachyon production is supposed 

to be a "spontaneous", uncontrollable phenomenon, as particle production in 

elementary particle physics. By convention, let us refer to this as the case 

"of microphysics". 

Problems arise, however, when the tachyon production is a priori regarded as 

controllable (we shall refer to this latter as the case "of macrophyslcs"). We 
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are going to analyse such problems by means o* two paradoxes. 

The first one was proposed by Bell (1979). 

9.5. The Bell Paradox and its solution 

3.5*1. The paradox - By firing tachycr.s you can convr.it a "perfect müráer". 

Suppose that A purposes killing B, without risking prosecution. When he hap

pens to see B together with a "witness" C, he aims his tachyon-pistol at the 

head of B, untill B and C (realizing the danger) start running away with 

speed, say, u. Then, A chooses to fire tachyonic projectiles T having a speed 
*~* 2 

J*, such that uV>c . In the A rest-frame, tachyons T reach B soon and are absor-
- - 2 
bed by B's head, making him die. Due to the fact that uV>c (and to Sects. 

5.12*6), however, the witness C —whenquestioned by the police— will have 

to declare that actually he only saw antitachyons T come out of B's head and be 

finally absorbed by A's pistol. The same would he confirmed by_ B himself, were 

he still able to qive testimony. 

9.5'2. The solution; and comments - Let us preliminary notice that B and C 

(when knowing tachyon mechanics) could at least revenge themselves on A by ma

king A surely liable to prosecution: they should simply run towards A ! (cf.Sects. 

5.12 /6). 

But let us analyse our paradox, as above expounded. Its main object is 

emphasizing that, when A and B are moving one w.r.t. the other, both A and B 

can observe "intrinsic emissions" in their respective rest-frames (Sect.6.10). 

It follows that it seems impossible in such cases to decide who is actually the 

beginner of the process; i.e., who is the cause of the tachyon exchange. There 

èr§ no grounds, in fact, for privileging A or B. 

In a pictoresque way —as Bell put it— it seems that, when A aims his pistol 

at B (which is running away) and decides to fire suitable tachyons T, then B 

is "obliged" to emit antitachyons T from his head and die. 

To approach the solution, let us first rephrase the paradox (following the 

last lines of Sect.9.3) by substituting two spherical objects for A's pistol 

and B's head. Abou., the properties of the emitters/absorbers of tachyons we 

know a priori only the results got in Sect.6; but, since this paradox simply 
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exploits a particular aspect of the two-body interactions via tachyon exchange, 

we !;ave just to refer to those results. Their teaching may be interpreted as 

follows, if we recall that we are assuming tachyon-production to be controlla-

ble (otherwise the paradox vanishes). The tachyon exchange takes pl»ce only 

when A, B possess suitable "tachyonic aptitudes", so as an electric discharge 

takes place between A and B only if A, B possess electrical charges (or, rather, 

are at different potential levels). In a sense, the couple of "spherical ob

jects" A, B can be regarded as resembling a Van-de-Graaff generator. The ta-

chyon-spark is exchanged between A and B, therefore, only when observer A gives 

his sphere (the "pistol") a suitable "tachyonic charge", or raises it to a 

suitable "tachyonic potential". The person responsible for the tachyon discharge 

between A and B (which may cause B to die) is therefore tha one who intentio

nally prepares or modifies the "tachyonic properties" of his sphere: i.e., in 

the case above, it is A. In the same way, if one raises a conducting sphere A 

to a positive (electrostatic) potential high enough w.r.t. the earth to provoke 

a thunderbolt between A and a pedestrian B, he shall be the guilty murderer, 

even if the thunderbolt-electrons actually start from B and end at A. 

Notice that we have been always considering tachyors emissions and absor

ptions, but never tachyon scatterings, since —while we know the tachyon mecha

nics for the former, simple processes— we do not know yet how tachyons interact 

with the (ordinary) matter. 

9.6 Signals by modulated tachyon beams: Discussion of a Paradox 

9.6*1. The paradox - Still "in nacrophysics", let us tackle at last a nore 

sophisticated paradox, proposed by ourselves (Caldirola and Recami 1980),which 

can be used to illustrate the most subtle hints contained in the "causality" li

terature (cf. e.g. Fox et al 1969,1970). 

Let us consider two ordinary inertial frames s» (t,x) and s'»[t't]C) moving 

one w.r.t. the other along the ^-direction with speed u<c, and let us suppose 

that s sends — in its own frame— a signal along the positive ^-direction to s' 

by means of a modulated tachyon beam having speed V*c Z/u (Fig.25).According to s' 

the tachyon-beam will actually appear as an antitachyon-beam emitted by s' itself 
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towards s. Me can imagine that observer s, when meeting s' at 0, hands him 

a sealed letter and tells him the following: «By means of my "tachyon-radio" A 

and starting at time t, I will transmit to your "tachyon-radio" B a multi-fi

gured number. The number is written inside the envelope, to Lc opened only 

after the transmission^. 

Notice that tne free-wi'1 ot s' is not jeopardized nor unde<* question, 

since s' can well decidt -.o not switch on his tachyon-radio B. In such a case 

we would be back to the situation in Sect.9.3: In fact, s would see his tachyons 

T bypass s' without being absorbed and proceed further into the space; s', on 

the contrary, would see antitachyons T coming from the space and reaching A. 

If s* knows extended relativity, he can transform his description of the pheno

menon into the "intrinsic description" given by s, and find out that s is "intrin

sically" emitting a signal by tachyons T. He can check that the signal carried 

.»y those tachyons T corresponds just to the number written in advance by s. 

The paradox is actually met when s' does decide to switch on his tachyon-

-radio B. In fact (if t_' i*- the Lorentz-transformed value of t̂, and At' = 

« A'O/V ) the observer s' at time t_'-AV would see his radio not only broad

cast the foretold multi-figured number (exactly the one written in the sealed 

letter, as s' can check straight after), but also emit simultaneously antita

chyons T towards s: That is to say, transmit the same number to s by means of 

antitachyons. To make the paradox more evident, we can imaoine s to transmit 

by the modulated tachyon-beam one of Beethoven's symphonies (whose number is 

shut up in advance into the envelope) instead of a plain number. 

Further related paradoxes were discussed by Pavsic and Recami (1976). 

9.6'2. Discussion - Let us stress that s' would see the antitachyons T 

emitted by his radio B travel forward in time, endowed with positive energy. 

The problematic situation above arises only when (the tachyon-emission being 

supposed to be controllable) a well-defined pattern of correlated tachyons is 

usee5 by s as a signal. In sucn a case, s' would observe his tachyon-radio B 

behave very strangely and unexoectedly, i.e. to transmit (by antitachyons T) 

just the signal specified in advance by s in the sealed letter. He should con

clude the Intentional design of the tachyon exchange to stay on the side of s; 

,e should n*t be in the pr-r.ence of * real causality violation, however, since 
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s' would not conclude that s is sending signals backward in time to him. 

We would be, on the contrary, in a condition similar to the one studied in 

Sect.9.5*2. The paradox has actually to do with the unconventional behaviour 

of the sources/detectors of tachyons, rather than with causality; namely 

s". observing his apparatus B. find»; himself in a situation analogous to the 

one (Fig.26) in which we possessed a series of objects b and saw them slip out 

sucked and "aspired" by A (or in which we possessed a series of metallic pel-

lets and saw them slip out attracted by a variable, controllable electromag

net A ) . j 

From the behaviour of tachyon-radios in the above Gedankenexperiment it seems 

to follow that we are in need of a theory-formali^tion similar to Wheeler and 

Feynman's (1945,1^49;see also Flato and Guenin 1977,an^ Gott III 1974).In parti

cular,no tachyons can be emitted if detectors do not yet exist in the universe 

that will be able sooner or later to absorb them.This philosophy,as we already saw 

many timesj is a must in ER, since tachyon physics cannot be developed without 

taking always into account the proper sources and detectors (whose roles can 

be inverted by a LT); it is not without meaning that the same philo 

sophy was shown (Wheeler and Feynman 1945,1949) to be adoptable in the limifng 

case of photons. Let us recall that —according to suitable observers— the 

two devices A, B are just exchanging infinite-speed tachyons (or antitachyons: 

an infinite-speed tachyon T going from A to B is exactly equivalent to an infi

nite-speed antitachyon T t-avelling from B to A). Any couple of bodies which 

exchange tachyons are thus realizing --according to those suitable observers— 

an Instantaneous, mutual, symmetrical interaction. Thus tachyons can play an 

essential role at least as "internal lines" in bradyonic particle interactions 

(and vice-versa, passing to a Superluminal frame, bradyons would have a role as 

Internal Unes of tachyonic particle inyeractions). 

This suggests that A *nd B can exchange that Beethoven's symphony by means of 

tachyons only if the inner st-ucture of both A, B is "already" suited to such 

an exchange; this again is similar to what discussed in Sect.9.5"2, even if 

the Situation is here more sophisticated. 
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Of course, all problems are automatically (and simply) solved if we 

adopt the conservative attitude of assuming the tachyon exchanges between 

two bradyonic bodies A, B to be spontaneous and uncontrollable. For sim

plicity's sake, such a restrictive attitude might be actually adopted,even 

if unnecessary. See also, e.g. Havas (1974), and Rolnick (1974). 

9.6'3. Further comments - When tne signal does not consist of a well-de

fined pattern of tachyons, but is constituted by a few tacbycns only —typi

cally by a unique tachyon—, we saw that no paradoxes survive. If on the con

trary claims as the one put forth by Newton (1967) were true,| then one could 

ser.a signals into the past even by ordinary antiparticles (which is not true, 

of course; cf. Recami and Módica 1975, Recami 1970). 

Moreover, to clarify further the terms of the paradox in Sects.9.6'1, 9.6*2 

above, let us explicitly recall that: (i) the chronological order of events 

can be reversed by an ordinary LT along a space-like path only; tnerefore the 

order of the events alr>g the A, B world-pnes cannot change; (ii) also the 

proper-energies (rest-masses) of A, B are Lorentz invariant, together with 

their "jumps"; (iii) while s sees the total-energy o-f A decrease, s' may see 
/ 

it increase (description details...); (iv) the paradox in Sects.9.6'lf2 is 

connected with the question whether the entropy-variations and information-

-exchanges are to be associated with the changes in the proper energies: in 

this case, in fact, they would not necessarily behave as the "total energies" 

(see Caldlrola and Recami 1980 and Pavsic and Recami 1976, where the paradoxi

cal situations arising when one deals with macro-tachyons are furthermore discus

sed). 

We mentioned in the previous discussion (Sect.9.6'2) that the behaviour of 

tachyon sources/detectors might appear paradoxical to us for the mere fact that 

we are not ace ustomed to it. To shed some light on the possible nature of such 

difficulties, let us report at last the following anectode (Csonka 1970), which 

doei not involve contemporary prejudices:«For ancient Egyptians, who knew only 

the Nile and its tributaries, which all flow South to North, the meaning of the 

word "south" coincided with the one of "up-stream", and the meaning of the word 

"north" coincided with the one of "down-stream". When Egyptians discovered the 
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Euphrates, which unfortunately happens to flow North to South, they parsed 

through such a crisis that it is mentioned in the stele of Tuthmosv> I, which 

tells us about that inverted water that 9oes down-stream (i.e. towards the 

North) in going up-stream^. See also, e.g., Hilgevoord (1960). 

9.7. On the Advanced Solutions 

Relativistic equations (both classical and quantal) are known to admit in 

general advanced, besides retarded, solutions. For instance, Maxwell equations 

predict both retarded and advanced electromagnetic radiations. Naively, advan

ced solutions have been sometimes regarded as actually representing motions 

backwards in time. On the contrary, we know from the "switching principle" 

(Sect.2.1) and the very structure of SR (see Part I, Sect.2) that the "advan

ced" waves or objects are nothing but anti-objects or anti-waves travelling in 

the opposite space-direction. 

Within ER, actually, when an equation admits a solution corresponding to 

(outgoing) particles or photons, then a class of suitable GLTs transform such a 

solution into another one corresprrding to (incoming) antiparticles or (anti)-

-photons. In other words, if an equation is G-covariant, it must admit also of 

solutions relative to incoming antiparticles or photons, whenever it admits of 

solutions relative to outgoing particles or photons. 

This means that all G-covariar»t relativistic equations must admit both retar

ded and advanced solutions. When confining ourserves to subluminal veloci-
2 2 

ties u ,v < I, the ordinary relativi^tic equations already satisfy such a requi

rement, for the reasons discussed in Part I (see in particulat Sect.2.3, point dj" 

We could however ask ourselves why do we usually observe only, e.g., the out

going, rather than the incoming radiation. The clue to the question is in ta

king into account the initial conditions: In ordinary macrophysics some initial 

conditions are by far more probable than others. For instance, the equations 

of fluid-dynamics allow to have on the sea surface both outgoing circular 

concentric waves and incoming circular waves tending to a center. It is known, 

however, that the initial conditions yielding the former are more likely to be 

met than those yielding tne latter case. 
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According to Sect.5.1, the laws of classical physics for tachyons are to be 

derived just by applying a SLT to the ordinary, classical laws of bradyons (this 

statement has been sometimes referred to as the "Rule of extended relativity":cf. 

Parker 1969 and Recami and Mignani 1974a).To proceed with, we need nothing but 

the Assumption in Sect.7.t, i.e. we need only ass*iming that SLTs exist which 

carry tine-like into space-like tangent vectors, and vice-versa. 

I t is noticeable that tachyon classical pnysics can be obtained in terms of 

purely real quantities. 

Sects. 10.1 and 10.2 below do contain improvements w.r. t . Review I . 

10.1. Tachyon Mechanics 

For example, the fundamental '.aw of bradyon dynamics reads 

Notice that eq.(106) in its f irst form is cnly Lorentz-covariant, while in its 

second form is G-covariant (cf. Sect.7.2). 
Evert for tachyons, then, we shall have (Recami and Mignani 1974a) 

F'-*&^M£' [ H ('071 

where m is the tachyon (real) rest-mass and, anticipating Sect.Ht.li, we defi

ned P*V«0u? also for tachyons. Equation (107) is the relativistif "Jowton 

Law written in G-covariant form: i .e . , i t is expected to hold for ô S 1 . 

I t is essential to recall, however, that u/* is t be defined */*s?áxty&lL 

just as in eq.(93a). Quantity dr , where t is the proper-time, is of course 

G-invariant; on the contrary, à^=tç&X for bradyons, but d s * i i c d f j for 

tachyons (cf. Sects.2.2 and 4.3). 

Equation (107) agrees with eqs.(87) and (87') of Sect.6.14» where we set 

£ » d p / d t , and suggests that for tachyons dt« i d f / J f ^ - l ' (see Review I ) , 

so that in G-covariant form d t -» íd f ( | l - f * t )~*. 

For the tachyon case, let us notice the following, if at the considered 

time-instant £ we choose the ^-axis so that^V -\ V \- Vx , then only the force-
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-component £ will make work . We already mentioned that the total energy 
of a tachyon decreases when its speed increases, and vice-versa (see Figs.4a_ 
and 10); it follows that £ when applied to a tachyon will actually make a 
positive, elementary work d * only if ̂  is anti-parallel to the elementary 
displacement á x , i.e. if siqn(£ ) - - siqn(dx). In other words, i £ in the 
case of a force F applied to a tachyon must be defined (cf. Sect.6.14) so that 

J ^ = - -rT-Ttt**'** (108) 

(yt-ift 

where a J and dx. possess of course their own sign. Equation (108) does agree 
both with the couple of equations (88a),(89) and with the couple of equations 
(88,a),(89'). 

It is evident that, with the choice (Review I) represented by eqs.(89) and 
(85) of Sect.6.14, we shall have fv = vx; V- v l : 

~*~ * /± vr z) 3 / z A* for bridyons; i l 0 9i) 

F- "° .. 4X for tachyons. (109bl 

On the contrary, still with the choice (89)-(85), we shall have 

(109ç) 

for bath bradyons and tachyons. Actually, under our hypotheses [y = v ; V s V j , 
the transverse force-components F , do not make any work; therefore, one had 
no reasons a priori for expecting any change in eq.(109c) when passing from 
bradyont to tachyons . 

10.2. Gravitational interactions of Tachyons 

I. any gravitational field a bradyon feels the (attractive) gravitational 
4-force 

F •-••«• r i # # • [f<4 (HO) 
In G-covar1ant form, then, eq.(HO) w i l l write (Review I , Mignanl and Recami 

1974d, Recami and Mignani 1974a, Recami 1977b): 
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since the Christoffel symbols behave like (third-rank) tensors under any 

linear transformations of the coordinates. Equations (111) hold in particular 

for a tar.hyon in any nravitatinn.-n f tr-l.i (both -hen originated hy tarhy.-mir 

and by bradyonic sources). 

Analogously, the equation of motion for both bradyons and tachyons in a 

gravitational field will still read (Review I), in G-covariant form, 

with «fmdV*/*^1-
Passing to General Relativity, this does agree with the Equivalence Princi

ple: Bradyons, photons and tachyons follow different trajectories in a gravi

tational field,which depend only on the initial (different) four-velocities 

< W a*e independent of the masses. 

Going back to eqs.(lll), we may say that also tachyons are attracted by a 

gravitational field. However, such an "attraction" has to be understood 

from the energetical and dynamical point of view C M I M , 

In fact, if we consider for simplicity a tachyon moving radially w.r.t. 

a gravitational source, due to eq.(l09b_) LJ.e., due t0 tne couples of equations 

either (88a)-(89), or (88,a)-(89'fJ it will accelerate when receding from the 

source, and decelerate when approaching the source. From the kinematical point 

of view, therefore, we can say that tachyons seem to be gravitationally repelled. 

Analogous results were put forth by Vaidya (1971), Raychaudhuri (1974), Honig 

et al. (1974), and so on. 

In the case of a bradyonic source, what precedes agrees with the results ob

tained within General Relativity: see e.g. Saltzman and Saltzman (1969), Grego

ry (1972), Hettel and Helliwell (1973), Sum (1974), Narlikar and Sudarshan (1976), 

Narlikar and Dhurandhar (1976), Comer and Lathrop (1978), Maltsev (1981), Ci-

borowski (1982), Finkelstein et al. (1983), Cao Shenglin et^al.. (1984), etc. 

10.3. About Cherenkov Radiation 

Let us consider a tiny spherically symmetric electric charge P, in particular 

point-like. From Sect.8.2 (cf. Figs.17 and 18) we know that, when endowed with 

constant Superluminal speed M e . g . along j): (i) its shape transforms into a 

double cone t£; (ii) its equipotenti.il surfaces (spherical surfaces in the rest-

http://equipotenti.il
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-frame) transform into two-sheeted hyperboloyds asymptotic to i f . Such is the 

result of the "distortion" due to the high relative speed V; cf. Fig. 27 (see 

also Gladkikh 1978a,b, TerTstsky 1973, Corbe*1975,1974, Gott I I I 1974, Fleury 

et al 1973, as well as Shankara 1979). Notice explicitly that we are here 

dealing with the equipotential surfaces of the initial electrostatic field and 

with their transforms under a SLT; completely dif.-erent would be the case(cf. 

Sect. 14.1) of the electromagnetic waves actually emitted by a source ( init ial 

spherical waves will have to transform again into spherical waves!). 

The asywpotic double-cone C in Fig. 27 has nothing to do with Cherenkov1s, 

since no actual radiation energy is globally emitted by P = PT during its iner-

t la l Superlumlnal motion; in fact, one may say that the seeming emission associ

ated with the "retarded" cone is exactly counterbalanced by the seeming absorption 

associated with the "advanced" cone (Barut et al 1982). Moreover, Cherenkov radia

tion is known to come not from the "radiating" particle itself, but from the 

charges of the (material) medium; so that the expression <jCherenkov radiation in 

vacuums is itself meaningless: unless one provides a suitable theory abo'jt *he 

vacuum structure (which is not expected to be done within the present classical 

approach. See Mignani and Recami 1973b). 

Incidentally, i t would be nice to know (cf. also the end of Sect.8.2) the 

L -function of the space-time coordinates yielding the distribution over*£ 

of the tachy>;n charge density. Afterwards, on the basis of the Maxwell equations 

for tachy "S (see Sect. 15.1 in the following) and for a constant speed ^ , i t would 

be Interesting to find out soluticns for £ (t,x) and H (t,x) corresponding to a 

null global flux of radiation. 

Since we do not know yet the explicit form of the SLTs in four dimensions, we 

can resort to the two-dimensional formulae (Sect.5.6) to check at least in that 

case the aboveseen prediction that constant speed tachyons do not emit Cherenkov 

radiation 1n the vacuum. Let us consider a free tachyor P, in the vacuum.It will 

appear as a free bradyon Pg to any Superluminal observer S; according to S the 

energy lost by P« through Cherenkov emission is therefore zero: ál/át - O. I f 

we transform such a law by means of a SLT,e.g. by the transcendent 2 'dimensional 

SLT, we get again: dE//dÇ'= 0. Provided that the "electromagnetic vacuum" 1s 

Invariant under SLTs (apart from tachyons), we have verified that free tachyons 

are not expected to emit Cherenkov in vacuum (Mignani and Recami 1973b; see also, 

e.g. , £y and Hurst 1977, Kirch 1977, Bulbeck and Hurst 1984). 
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10.4. About Ooppler Effect 

In the two-dimensional case (Sect.5.7), the Doppler-effect formula for a 

sub- or a Super-luminal source, moving along the / -axis , will be (Hignani and 

Recami 1973a): [ T TT r _, 

1 ± u L (113-a) 

where the sign — (+) corresponds to approach (recession). The consequences are 

depicted in figures like Fiq.23 sf "ovicw I. For Superluminai »\»J-oif.h. *•'hap

pens to be negative, so as explained by our Fig.15c. Let us moreover observe that, 

in the case of recession, the same Doppler shift is associated both with jT<c_ and 

with jj 2 1/U>c (Mignani and Recami 1974e, Recami 1977b). 

In the fourdimensional case, if the observer is still located at the origin, 

eq.(ll3a) is expected to generalize (Recami and Mignani 1974a,e) into 
*"P 

4 + KCrtaL L (113b) 

where •(» utt vector ' being directed from the observer to the source. Let us 

notice from Sect.6.15 (eq.(9D). incidentally, that when an observer starts re

ceiving radiation from a Superluminal pointlike source C (at C , i.e. in the 

"optic-boom" situation), the received radiation is infinitely blue-shifted. 

10.5. Electromagnetism for Tachyons; Preliminaries 

The problem of extending electromagnetism to tachyons is not straightforward, 

since one does not know a priori whether the "electromagnetic tensor"^* has to 

be still a tensor under the SLTs; cf. Sect.7.2 (quantity £**" is a tensor under the 

transformation group l t , but may not behave any more as a tensor under a larger 

transformation group). 

If one assumes to be a G-tensor, then crdimry Maxwell equations keep their 

form also for tachyons (Recami and Mignani 1974a, p.277): 

where j/ 4* ̂  uf*1s the 4-:urrent of both sub- and Super-luminal electric charges 

(and where the "tilde" indicates the dual tensor). Such a choice is the one adop

ted by Corben (1974,1975,1976,1978a). It corresponds to assume that the electric 

and magnetic fields Z, H transform under SLTs just as in eq.(lOl) of Review I, or slm. 
«•< aw 

If one, on the contrary, does not assume a priori that f^ is still a tensor 

even underCB, then one has first of all to determine or choose the behaviour e1-

ther of the components of E, H, or of the electromagnetic 4-potential fif under 

SLTs. At this stage, let us observe what follows. In Sect.7.2 we noticed 

that two different kinds of "4-vectors" are easily met when trying to extend 

SR: the ones like \£ % dx*/ dr that are also G-vectors, and the ones like 

w _ % dx^/ds that are Lorentr-vector*, but under a SLT, >"* , (when ds 2— y 
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— * * - d s 2 ) transforms as fo l lows: 

V ± V** * * * w> • (115) 

When we write down the ordinary Maxwell equations for a purely subluminal 

4-current JM(s) in terms of the 4-potential A ^ 

%h*=0, (116b) 

where we imposed the Lorentz gauge and/as usual, _F u =A y - A„ v , the left 

and write hand sides of eq.(116a) can be both vectors of the same "kind", or 

not. In the former cane, Maxwell equations are G-covariant, and we are back 

to eqs.(114). In the latter case, however, the equations (116) under a SLT, 

(S"1) , become (except, possibly, for a sign: see Mignani and Recami 1975b): 

• A > - Í i»&;\*'A=°, (>">'*] (" 
where j,'(s)s j.,(S) represents the Superluminal 4-current. 

In such a second, Iternative case —which, incidentally, is supported by 

our discussion of tachyon electrodynamics to follow in Sect. 15 ,— when in 

presence of both sub- and Super-luminal 4-currents we may therefore write: 

If we introduce the complex 4-potential /L m A^ + A' s A u+*JL., and the com-

plex 4-current J M = J ^ ( s ) - i i^S) , the previous equations write (Mignani 

and Recami 1975b) f_^ 

which extend Maxwell equations, eqs.(116), to the case when both slower and fa-

ster-than-light currents are present. By defining 

we can write the generalized equations for the extended 4-potential as follows; 
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which can of course be split into two real equations. 

Me shall come back to the proDiem of the generalized Maxwell equations for 

bradyons and tachyons in Sect, where we shall show thatJBy can be formal

ly identified with the "second 4-potential" introduced by Cabibbo and Ferrari 

(1962) for magnetic monopoles (Amaldi 1968, Ferrari 1978). 

11 " IQM|_ORDI^RY_PHYSIÇS_IN_THE_LIGHT_gF_ER 

11.1. Introduction. Again about CPT 

Looking for the SLTs in the ordinary space-time will pose us a new problem: 

finding out the transcendent transformation which generalÍ7PS eq.(32) 

of Sect.5.5 to the 4-dimensional case. However, after what we saw in Part I 

(Sect.2), we are already prepared to accept (cf. Sects.5.16 and 5.6) that 

(37') 

even in four dimensions. 

Actually, from Fig.5£ and Fig.6 (now understood to hold in four dimensions), 

we see that: (i) an oráinary LT»L can carry from Ts to Ts; (ii) if a SLT = 

»L_ exists that carries from Bs to Ts, then the subluminal transformation 

L, L L, will carry from Bs to Bs. Our general results in Sect.2 (e.g., eq.(10)) 

imply therefore that eq.(53) will be valid also in four dimensions (Mitjnani and 

Recami 1974b): 

- I s P T i C P T Í S ; /53') 

in connection with eq.(53') see all the remarks already expounded in Sect.2.3. 

As a consequence, the generalized group fi in Minkowski space-time is expected 
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to be the extension (Pavsic and Recami 1977) of the proper, orthochronous 

(4-dimensional) lorentz group jT+by means of the two operations CPT»-1t 

and «7 : 

In our formalism, the operation CPT is a linear (classical) operator in the 

pseudo-Euclideal space, and will be a unitary (quantum-mechanical) operator 

when acting on the states space: cf. eq.(53'), and see Recani (1979a), Costa de 

Beauregard (1983). 

From what precedes, and from Figs.5 and 6, we may say that even in the 4-di-

mensional energy-momentum rpace we have two synmetries: (i) the one w.r.t. the 

hyperplane E = 0, corresponding to the transition particle^*antiparticle; and 

(ii) the one w.r.t. the light-cone, expected to correspond to tne transition 

bradyon ̂ H tachyon. 

In any case, the "switching procedure" (Sects.2 and 5.12) will surely have to 

be applied for both bradyons and tachyons also in four dimensions. Let us the

refore reconsider it in a more formal way. 

11.2. Again about the "Switching procedure" 

This and the following Section do not depend on the existence of tachyons. 

They depend essentially on our Part I. 

We shall indicate by "SWP" the switching procedure (previously often called 

"RIP"). Let us also call strong conjugation C the discrete operation 

C « CM (121) 
o v ' 

where_£ is the conjugation of all additive chafges and M the rest-mass conjuga

tion (I.e. the reversal of the rest-mass sign). Recami and Ziino (1976) showed 

that formally (cf. Fig.3b) 

"SWP" : C . 

Then, by considering m as a fifth coordinate, besides the ordinary four (Einstein 

and Bergmann 1938), and shifting to the language of quantum mechanics, they re

cognized that f 5 i C, quantity P,. being the chirality operation, so that 
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"SUP" 5 P5 ; (122) 

in fact, when dealing as usual with states with definite parity, one may w i -

te C " tyT. aX *f 5 K M'Pc • Notice that in our formalism the strong conju- . * 
- J - • -5 1-5 l976l| 

gatic» C is a unitary operator *!'•;" act>?vj o^ the states space (cf.also Vilela-Mendes.-.f 

For details and further developments see e.g., besides the abovequoted papers, 

Edmonds (1974a,b). Lake and Roeder (1975), Pavsic and Recami (1977), Recami 

(1978a), Recami and Rodrigues (1982). 

Here we want only to show that, when considering the fundamental particles 

of matter as extended objects, the (geometrical) operation which reflects the 

internal space-time of a particle is equivalent to the ordinary operation _C_ 

which reverses the sign of all its additive charges (Pavsic and Recami 1982). 

11.3. Charge conjugation and internal space-time reflection 

Following Pavsic -nd P.ecami (1982), let us consider in the ordinary space-

-time: (i) the extended object (particle) a, such that the interior of its 

"world-tube" is a finite portion of M ; (ii) the two operators space-reflection, 

sít and time-reversal ,b» that act (w.r.t. the particle world-tube W) both on 

the external and on the internal space-time: 

wher; -^C^ljis tne internal and OÍ ( <Lj the external space-reflection (ti

me-reversal). The ordinary pariry P and time-reversal T act on the contrary 

only on the external space-time: 

The effects of -̂  - , -̂  and 5> on the world-tube W of £ are shown in Figs.'.»; 

and the analogous effects of 6 , Z. , Z in Fiqs.29. 

Let us now depict W as a sheaf of world-lines w representing —let us say— 
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its constituents (Fig.30<i). In FigOO we show, besides the c m . world-line, 

also w. * A and w_ = B. The operation will transform W into a second 

world-tube U consisting of the transformed world-lines w (see Fig.30b). No-

tice that each M points in the opposite time-direction and occupies (w.r.t. the 

c m . world-line) the position symmetrical to the corresponding w. 

if we apply ?he ^tückelbe™^-""1^" "switching" (Sect.2.1), each world-line 

w transforms into a new world-line w (cf. Fig.30c) which points in the positive 

time-direction, but represents now an anti-constituent. Let us now explicitely 

generalize the "switching principle" for extended particles as follows: We iden

tify the sheaf W of the world-lines w with the antiparticle a, i.e. W with 

the world-tube of j^. This corresponds to assume that the overall time-direction 

of a particle as a whole coincides with the time-direction of its "constituents". 

A preliminary conclusion is that the antiparticle a_of a_can be regarded (from 

the chronotopical, geometrical poin£ of view) as derived from the reflection of 

the internal space-time of à. 

Let us repeat what precedes in a more rigorous way, following our Sect.2, i.e. 

recalling that the transformation J^=-U is an actual (even if antichronous) 

Lorentz transformation, corresponding to the 180° space-time "rotation": PT = 

5-H. Now, to apply PT from the active point of view to the world-tube W of 

F1g.30£ means to rotate it (by 180°, in four dimensions) into W (Fig.30t>); such 

a rotation effects ;lso a reflection of the internal 3-space of particle £, trans

forming it —among the others— into its mirror image. The same result would 

be got by applying^P£ from the passive point of view to the space-time in Fig.30a_. 

Then, we generalize the "Switching Principle" to the case of extended objets 

by applying it to the world-tube W of Fig.30j>. The world-tube W does represent 

an (Internally "mirrored") particle not only going backwards in time, but also 

carrying negative energy; therefore, the "switching" does rigorously transform 

W Into W (Fig.30c), the anti-world-tube W representing a. 

In conclusion: 

wherefrom, since^PX -CPT (Sect.2.3), one derives: 
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I (125) 

As already anticipated, we hcve therefore shown the operation £, which inverts 

the sign of (all) the additive charges of a particle, to be equivalent to the 

(geometrical) operation of reflecting its internal space-time. 

Also the results reportea in tnu Section support the opinion tnat in theore

tical physics we should advantageously substitute the new operations P= o and 

JS.O for the ordinary operations P and T, which are merely external reflections 

(for instance, only the former belong to the Full Lorentz Group). Besides our 

Sect. 2, cf. e.g. Review I, Recami (1978c), and also Costa de Beauregard (1984). 

11.4. Crossing Relations 

Besides the CPT theorem, derived from the mere SR, from ER only it is possible 

to get also the socalled "crossing relations". Let us first recall that cross-

-sections and invariant scattering amplitudes can be defined (Recami and Migna-

ni 1974a) even at a classical, purely relativistic level. 

We are going to show (Mignani and Recami 1974a,1975a) that —within ER— the 

same function is expected to yield the scattering amplitudes of different pro

cesses like 

a + b —*-c + d (126aJ 

a + c — * b + d (126b) 

in correspondence, of course, to the respective.different domains of the kinama-

tical variables. 

Let £,b,c,d be bradyonic objects w.r.t. a frame s . The two reactions (126a), 

(126b_) among Bs are two different processes p. , p? as seen by us; but they can 

be described as the same interaction d ad. ad- among Ts by two suitab1e,diffe-

rent Superlumlnal observers S. , S_ (Review I, Recami 1979a, Caldirola and Reca

mi 1980). We can get the scattering amplitude A(p.) of p. by applying the 

SLT(S.-»s ) : l to the amplitude A (d) found by S. when observing the scatte

ring pj; i.e.: A(Pj) - ^ [ ^ ( O j • Conversely, we may get the scattering 

amplitude A(p2) of p? by applying the SLT(S2-*-sQ) s L 2 to the amplitude A_(d ) 
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found by S« when observing the scattering p ; i.e.: A(p_) - kpf-p^ibM " 

But, by hypothesis, A ( á . ) = A?(d?) = A(d_). Then, it follows —roughly spea

king— that 

MP,) - A(p2) (127) 

for ail reactions amon« bradyons of the k>"r! (126a_) and (126b_). 

Actually, in ordinary QFT the requirement (127) is satisfied by assuming the 

amplitude A to be an analitic function that can be continued from the domain of 

the invariant variables relative to (126a) to the domain relative to (126b). 

However, our requirement (127) imposed by ER on the processes (126), has a more 

general nature, besides being purely relativistic in c'aracter. For further de

tails see Review I. 

Al last, new "crossing-type relations" were derived from ER; they might serve 

to check the relativistic covariance of weak and strong interactions (which * 

a priori don't have to be relativistically covariant): cf. Mignani and Recami 

(1974a,1975a). 

11.5. Further results and remarks 

Some results already appeared above; see e.g. Sect.9.7 on the interpreta

tion of the "Advanced Solutions". 

Many further results will appear in Part IV (Sect.13), in connection with 

QM and elementary particle physics: let us mention the ones related with the 

vacuum decays, virtual particles, a Lorentz-invariant boostrap for hadrons, the 

wave-particle dualism, etc. 

Here, let us only add the following preliminary observations. 

Let us consider (Fig.31) two bodies A and B which exchange (w.r.t. a frame 

s ) a transcendent tachyon T moving along the x-axis. From Fig.3 and Sect.6 

we have seen that for transcendent particles the motion direction along AB is 

not defined, In such a limiting case, we can consider T^ either as a tachyon 

T(y_« *CO) going from A to B, or equivalently as an antitachyon T(v = -oo) going 

from B to A (cf. aUo Figs.3). In QM language, we could write (Pavsic and Re-

cami 1976): 
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Alternatively, it will be immediately realized that s can interpret his 

observations also as due to a pair-creation of infinite-speed tachyons T and T 

(travelling along x) at a^y poi"t Pm?* the x-axis between A and B (Miqnani and 

Recami 1976a, Edmonds 1976, Caldirola and Recami 1980): for instance, as the 

creation of a transcendent tachyon T travelling towards (and absorbed by) B and 

of a transcendent antitachyon T travelling towards (and absorbed by) A. Actual

ly, for each observer the vacuum can become classically unstable only by emitting 

two (or more) infinite-speed tachyons, in such a way that the total 3-momentum 

of the emitted set is zero (the total energy emitted would be automatically 

zero: see Figs.4, 5 and 6). 

It is interesting to check —cf. Sect.5.6 and eq.(52) of Sect.5.12— that any 

(subluminal) observer s. , moving along x w.r.t. s in the direction A to 8, 

will just see a unique (finite-speed) antitachyon T emitted by B, passing 

through point JJ without any interaction, and finally absorbed by A. On the con

trary, any ob'ar.vr s? moving along x w.r.t. s in the direction B to A, will 

just see a unique (finite-speed) tachyon T? emitted by A, freely travelling from 

A to B (without any interaction at P), and finally absorbed by B. 

in what precedes we may consider the masses of A and B so large that the ki-

nematical constraints, met in Sect.6, gets simplified. In such a case, s , s. 

and s- will all see an elastic scattering of A and B. 

As we have seen above, any observer s can describe the particular process ph 

under examination in term: either of a vacuum decay or of a suitable tachyon 

emission by one of the two nearby bodies A, B. One can alternatively adopt one 

of those two languages. More generally, the probability of such vacuum decays 

must be related to the transcendent-tachyon emission-power (or absorption-power) 

of matter. 

Furt hermore, if A and B can exchange tachyons even when they are very far 

from each other, any observer s' (like s, and s j moving w.r.t. s will describe 
i i o 

ph în terms either of an incoming, suitable tachyonic cosmic ray or of the emis-
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sion of a suitable, finite-speed tachyon by a material object. One of the 

consequences, in br ie f , is that the tachyon cosmic flux is expected to have 

for consistency a Lorentz-invariant A-morentum distr ibut ion, just as depicted 

in Figs.10 and 5c.. The large majority of "cosmic" tachyons ought then appear 

to any observer as endowed with speed very near to the light-speed £ (see also 

Vigier 1979,Ka>pi and Ka*efuchi 1977). On this respect, i t may be interesting 

to recall that an evaluation of the possible cosmic f lux of tachyons yielded 

—even i f very rough— a flux close to the neutrinos' one (Mignani and Recami 

1976a). 

As an elementary i l lus t ra t ion of other possible considerations, le t us at 

last add the following. I f sQ observes the process 

i _ * ! + I ' (129a) 

where jt is an antitachyon, then —after a suitable L T — the new observer s' can 

describe the same process as 

a + t - » b . (129b) 

If, in eq.(129a_), the emitted T had travelled till absorbed by a (near or far) 

detector U, then in eq.(129b) t_must of course be regarded as emitted by a 

(near or far) source U. 

If £st is the mean-life of particle £ for the decay (129a), measured by S Q, 

it will be the Lorentz transform of the average time A t ' that particle j» must 

spend according to s' before absorbing a "cosmic" tachyon £ and transforming 

into b. 

PART III: GENERAL RELATIVITY AND TACHYONS 

12 * ABOUT TACHYONS IN GENERAL RELATIVITY m\ 
aa aaaaaaaaaaaasss333333=33==r=r3 3=sss=s==3S 

12.1. Foreword, and some bibliography 

Space-likf geodesies are "at home" in General Relativity (GR), so that ta 
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chyons have often been implicit ingredients of this theory. 

Some papers dealing with tachyons in GR have already quoted in Sect.10.2; 

other papers are Fuller and Wheeler (1962), Foster and Ray (1972),Ray and 

Foster (1973), Leibowitz and Rosen (1973), Banerjee (1973), Gott III (1974a,b), 

Arcidiacono (1974), Goldoni (1975a,b,c,1978), Davies (1975), Lake and Roeder 

(1975), Ray and Zimmerman (1976,1877), Pasvic and Recami (1977), De Sabbata 

et al. (1977), Banerjee and Choudhuri (1977), Srivastava and Pathak (1977), 

Srivastava (1977), Gurevich and Tarasevich (1978), Kowalczynski (1978),T<ecami 

(1978a), Camenzind (1978), Milewski (1978), Oohri and Srivastava (1978), 

Ohurandar (1978), Dhurandar and Narlikar (1978), Castorina and Recami(1978), 

Narlikar and Dhurandar (1978), Recami and Shah (1979), Dadhich (1979), Miller 

(1979), Ljubicic et al. (1979), Prasad and Sinha (1979), Ray (1980), Shanks 

(1980), Talukdar et al. (1981), Banerji and Mandai (1982), Mann and Moffat 

(1982), Srivastava (1982,1984), Ishikawa and Miyashita (1983), Nishioka (1983), 

Gurin (1983,1984). 

For instance, Sum (1974) calculated —see Sect.10.2— the deflection of a 

neutral tachyon (coming e.g. from infinity) in the field of a gravitating bo

dy like the Sun. He found the deflection towards the Sun to decrease monotoni-

cally for increasing tachyon speeds, and at infinite speed to be half as much 

as that for photons. Later on Comer and Lathrop (1978) noticed that the ordina

ry pr1nciple-of-equivalence calculation for the deflection of light by the Sun 

yields, by construction, only the deflection relative to the trajectories of in

finitely fast particles (purely spatial geodesies); the total deflection will 

thus be the sum of the deflection given by the principle of equivalence and 

the deflection of the infinite-speed tachyons. This does solve and eliminate 

the puzzling discrepancy between the deflection of light evaluated by Einstein 

in 1911, using the principle of equivalence only, and the one calculated four 

years later using the full theory of GR. 

In the first calculation Einstein (1911) found a deflection of one-half the 

correct value, since the remaining one-half is exactly forwarded by the deflec

tion of the transcendent Uch/ons. 
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We shall here confine ourselves only to two topics: (i) tachyons and 

black-holes; (ii) the apparent Superluminal expansions in astrophysics. 

Let us recall that the space-times of SR and of GR are pseudo-Riemannian 

(Sect.4.3"5); a priori, one may thus complete the ordinary GR transformation 

group (Miller 1962, Sachs and Wu 1980) by adding to it coordinate transforma

tions wnich invert tne geodesic type. 

12.2. Black-holes and Tachyons 

12.2*1. Foreword - Black-holes (see e.g. Hawking and Ellis 1973) are natural

ly linked to tachyons, since they are a priori allowed in classical physics 

to emit only tachyons. Black-holes (BH) offer themselves, therefore, as suita

ble sources and detectors (see Sects.5-12-5.14) of tachyons; and tachyonic 

matter could be either emitted and reabsorbed by a BH, or exchanged between BHs 

(see Pavsic and Recami 1977, De Sabbata et al. 1977 , Narlikar and Dhurandar 

1978, Castorina and Recami 1978, Recami 1979a, Recami and Shah 1979, Barut e_t 

aJL 1982). This should hold also for hadrons (Sect.6.13), if they can actually 

be regarded as "strong BHs" (Ammiraju et al. 1983, Recami 1982a, Castorina and 

Recami 1978, Salam 1978, Salam and Strathdee 1978, Caldirola et al. 1973). 

12.2*2. Connections between BHs and Ts - But the connection between BHs and 

tachyons is deeper, since the problem of the transition outside/inside the La-

place-Schwarzschild horizon in GR is mathematically analogous to the problem of 

the transition bradyon/tachyon in SR (Recami 1978a,1979a). Let us start by re

calling some results in the Appendix B of Hawking and Ellis (1973). The vacuum 

metric in the spherically symmetric case reads 

ds 2 • - F*2(t,r) dt? • X2(t,r) dr2 + Y2(t,r) ail (130) 

*1th d A » dfrZ* s i n ^ d ^ 2 . When Y;aY < o , eq.(130) becomes £(B,» Ĉ = l ] : 

which is the known, unique (sta_ti_c) Schwarzschild metric for r>2m. When Y;aY 
— — — —;a 

> 0 , eq.(130) yields on the contrary the (spatially homogeneous) solution 
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which is (part of) the Schwarzschi Id solution for r^2m, since the transforma

tion tljir carries eq.(13lb) into the form (13lâ ) with r<2m (see also Goldo-

ni 1975c). 

In other words, the solution (tJiaj holds a priori for r^2m ; inside the 

horizon, however, it is "reinterpreted" into the form (131b), by inverting the 

roles of _t and r. In such a way one obtains that the metric does not change 

signature. In the two-dimensional case, however, we have seen (Sect.5.6) that 

the transformation tj£x_ is just the effect of eqs.(39") when_U^«», i.e. is 

just the transcendent (Superluminal) Lorentz transformation (cf. also eq.(39')). 

And in four dimensions the operation t"^r would have the same effect expected 

from a (4-dimensional) transcendent "transformation" (see Sect.3.2): it seems 

to lead to a manifold described by three time-like coordirates and one space-

-like coordinate... Such is the problem that one meets to avoid that change of 

signature; a problem that shows up more clearly when eqs.(131) are written down 

in Cartesian coordinates (Oe Sabbata et al.1977). That this is not a trivial 

problem is shown also by the difficulties met as soon as one eliminates the 

privileged role of the radial coordinate r by destroying the spherical symmetry. 

Actually, when analysing non-spherically symmetric perturbations, coordinate-in

dependent "singular surfaces" do arise (Mysak and Szekeres i%6, Israel 1967, 

Janis et al.1968). Clarifying such questions would mean solving also the mathe

matical problem of the "SLTs" in four dimensions. 

12.2*3. On Pseudo-Riemannian geometry - In the spherically symmetric case 

(when it Is easy to single out the "privileged" space-coordinate r, to be 

coupled with t), one can resort to the Szekeres-Kruskal coordinates. If we set 

«.ji^-ir-^).^); 

defined for r%2m, then the Szekeres-Kruskal coordinates are chosen as fo l l jws: 

W % 2ml (132) 
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outside the horizon, and 

(133a) 

(133b) 

inside the horizon. But again, when crossing the horizon, we avoid having to 

deal with a change of signature only at the price of passing from coordinates 

(133?j to (133b), that is to say, of applying to the (everywhere defined) coor

dinates (132) a transformation of the kind (39') with u = 0; i.e. a Super!umi-

nal-type (transcendent) transformation of the kind (39") with U->*». 

We reached the point where it becomes again essential the fact that the space-

-time of GR is pseudo-Riema mian (Sachs and Wu 1980), and not Riemannian.Namely, 

if one wishes to make use of the theorems of Riemannian geometry, one hos to 

limit the group of the admissible coordinate-transformations: see MfMer(1962) 

p.234,Camenzind (1970),Hal pern and Malin(1969).This was overlooked,e.g., by 

Kowalczynski (1984). 

In a pseudo-Ri«man-iian —or Lorentzian— space-time we may have coordinate 
2 

transformations even changing the ds -sign. Therefore, in order to be able to 

realize whether we are dealing with a "bradyon" or a "tachyon" we must —given 

an initial set of coordinates {d, B,x, u) and a space-point P— confine our

selves to the general coordinate-transformations which comply with the following 

requirement. If coordinates (o/,fi>, V, J") define at P a local observer 0, then 

a new set of coordinates .( d' P'.>f'» J"') is acceptable only if it defines at 

the same P a second local observer 0' which (locally) moves slower than light 

w.r.t. 0j To use Miller's (1962) words, any "reference frame" in GR can be 

regarded as a moving fluid; and we must limit ourselves only to the general co

ordinate-transformations leading to a "frame" (oT, p ', >r', tF) that can be 

pictured as a real fluid: This means that the velocities of the "points of re

ference" —the fluid particles— must always be smaller than c relative to the 

local inertia! observer This has to hold of course also for the initial "frame" 

For instance, once we introduce everywhere the coordirates 

(132), we cannot pass (inside the horizon) to coordinates (133b). 

In terms of the coordinates (l)l.i_), or rather of the coordinates (132), de-
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fined everywhere (for r ^ 2 m ) , a falling body which is a bradyon B in the external 

region would seemingly be a tachyon T in the internal region (see also Goldoni 

1955c). This agrees with the fact that.when adopting suitable coordinates bea

ring a particularly direct physical meaning, many authors verified that any 

falling body does reach the 1 i<jht -speed jc —in those coordinates— on any Schwar-

zschild surfaces (see e.g. Zeldovich and Novikov Iy71. -larkiey 1973, Jaffe and 

Shapiro 1974, Cavalleri and Spinelli 1973,1977,1978 Mil«*sk« ' W i -

in particular, the coordinates r,t of the distant observer have no direct 

significance when looking at the speed of a falling body. For instance, Oe Sab-

bata et al. (1977), following Saltzman and Saltzman (1969), choose at each spa

ce-point P (r,^r,*P constant) outside the horizon the local frame Z.(X,TJ at rest 

with respect to the horizon and to the Schwarzschild metric ( V g ^ y ^ T = 0). 

Of course frames 2- are not inertial. Then one immediately gets (see e.g. the 

book by Lightman et al. 1975) that the stationary observer Z ^ measures tr* ve

locity dR/dT = (1 - 2m/r) dr/dt so that, independently of the initial velo

city, this locally measured speed approaches that of light as r approaches 7m. 

It should not look strange that a falling body would reach the light-speed for 

r * 2m w.r.t. the local stationary frame ^-^ , since the local inertia! frame 

would also move with the speed of light w.r.t. 2 - ^ . Let us recall within SR 

that, given a frame s , if we are in presence of a body B with speed v = c-£4-
J>> 

- * c and of a second frame s' with speed u = c - £ -» c where ^ = S**• ^or 

simplicity we refer to the case of collinear motions), the speed v' of B w.r.t. 

s' will be 

i - ' - c - i l l . • < ? = _£* 
1 ~ ~üf ' > " h ( , 3 4 > 

which can yield anŷ  real values. If £ = 0, then y/-*c: but if Ç =1, then 

v'-* 0. And, when v_-rc, the energy of the falling body B does not diverge 

1n i ^ ; actually, the total energy £ of a test-particle B is invariant in the 

local frames Z. . For instance, in the frames X where dT is orthogonal to 

the space-hyperplane, it is E = m Jg"7 / fl -v . 

12.?'4. A reformulation - Obviously, part of what precedes does not agree 
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with the conventional formulation of GR basea on Riemannian geometry.where space-

-tiroe is sup 2d to be a smooth, para-compact, simply-connected manifold with me

tric. Recami and Shah (1979) proposed a new formulation, where ("metric-induced") 

changes of topology are allowed when passing from a space-time patch to another 

(see also Schmutzer 1968, Ivanenko 1979, Rosen 1970, Wheeler 1968,Gobel 1976). 

Within such a fo.-mulation, they concluded that an "external observer" will deem 

a falling body to be a bradyon for £ 2m and a tachyon for r_ 2m. Conversely, a 

body which is a tachyon for IT 2m will be deemed a bradyon for r_ 2m; but it will 

of course be able to come out from the BH, transforming again into a tachyon (cf. 

also Cunningham 1975). 

Notice that, a priori, the "external" observer should be able to get informa

tion about trve BH interior by means of tachyons. It should be repeated once 

more that tachyonic trajectories are perfectly "at home" in GR. 

The motion of a tachyon penetrating the horizon has been studied e.g. in Ful

ler and Wheeler (1962: see Appendix and Fig.6), Raychaudhuri (1974), Narlikar 

and Dhurandhar(1976). 

12.3. The apparent superluminal expansions in Astrophysics 

the theoretical possibility of Superluminal motions in astrophysics has been 

considered since long (Gregory 1965,1972, Mignani and Recami 1974d,e, Recami 

1974, 1977b,1978a,d, 1979a). 

Experimental investigations, started long ago as well (Smith and Hoffeit 

1963, Knight et al.1971), led at the beginning of the Seventies to the claim 

that radio-interferor.ietric observations had revealed —at least in the two qua

sars 3C279, 3C273 and in the Seyfert Type I galaxy 3C120— expansion of small 

radio components at velocities apparently a few times greater than that of light 

(Whitney et al.1971. Cohen et al.1971, Shaffer et al.1972, Shapiro et al.1973). 

The first claims wer« followed by extensive collections of data, all obtained 

by very-long-baseline-interferometry (VLBI) systems with many rèdio-telescopes; 

reviews of the experimental data can be found in Cohen et al.(1977), Kellerman 

(1980), and Cohen and Unwin (1982); see also Schillizzi and de Bruyn (1983). The 

result is, grosso modo, that the nucleus of seven strong radiosources (six qua

sars, 3C273, 3C279, 1C34Ç, 1CP9, 'WAO-140, Bf.Lic, and one nalaxy, 1C120) consists 
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of two components which appear to recede from each other with Superluminal 

relative speeds ranging from a few c_ to a few tens ç_ (Pauliny-Toth et ai .1981). 

A result so puzzling that the journal Nature even devoted one of its covers 

(April 2, 1981) to the Superluminal expansion exibited bu quasar 3C273.Simplifying 

it, the experimental situation can be summarized as follows: 

(i) the Superiurmnal relative motion of the two components is always a col li

near recessione; 

(ii) such Superluminal "expansion"seems endowed with a roughly constant veloci

ty, which does not depend on the observed wave-length; 

(iii) the fliix density ratio for the two components, F./fo t does depend on the 

(observed) wavelength and time. 

Apparently, those strong radiosources exibit a compact inverted-spectrum core 

component (usually variable), and one extended component which separate from 

the core with Superluminal velocity. But it is not yet clear whether the com

pact core is! indeed stationary or it too moves. The extended comporant seem 

to become weaker with time and more rapidly at hiqn frequencies. 

The most recent results, however, seem to show that —at least in quasar 

3C345— the situation may be more complex (Unwin et a 1.1933, Readhead et al. 

1983, Biretta et al.1983, Porcas 1983). In the same quasar an "extended compo

nent" does even appear to accelerate away with time (Moore et al.1983; see also 

Pearson et al.1981). 

Many theoretical models were soon devised to explain the apparent Superlu

minal expansions in an orthodox way (Rees 1966, Whitney et al.1971, Cavaliere 

et al.1971. Dent 1972, Sanders 1974, Epstein and Geller 1977, and so on). Re

views of the orthodox models can be found in Blandfort et al.(1977), Scheuer 

and Readhead (1979), Marscher and Scott (1980), Orr and Browne (1982), Porcas 

(1983). 

The most successful and therefore most popular models resulted to be: 

a) The relativistic jet model: A relativistically moving stream of plasma is 

supposed to emanate from the core. The compact core of the "superluminal" sources 

is Identified with the bt-,e of the jet and the "movino" component is a shock or 

plasmon moving down the jet. If the jet points at a small angle C^ towards the 

observer, the apparent seoaration sPeed becomes Superluminal since the radia-
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tion coming from the knot has to travel a shorter distance. Namely, if v 

is the knot speed w.r.t. the core, the apparent recession speed will be K - 1 J : 

* - v_sintíC/(1 - vcoscV) , with .v^w/(1 +.w ) . The maximal probability for 

a relativistic jet to have the orientation required for producing the apparent 
- - 2 -1 

Superluminal speed w — indeoendently of the iet SDeed v — is P(w) = (1+w ) <. 

<£l/w (Blandford et al. 1977. finkelstein et al .1983» Castellino 1984). The 

relativistic jet models, therefore, for the observed "superluminal" speeds suf

fer from statistical objestions, even if selecting effects can play in favour 

of them (see e.g. Porcas 1981, Science News 1981» Pooley 1981, Pearson et al. 

1981). 

b) The "Screen" models: The "superluminal" emissions are triggered by a relati

vistic signal coming from a central source and "illuminating" a pre-existing 

screen. For instance, for a spherical screen or radius R illuminated by a con

centric spherical relativistic signal, the distant observer would see a circle 

expanding with speed w££2c(R- ct)/(2Rct - c t ) ; such a speed will be super

luminal in the time-interval 0<t<J(2 - jT)R/c only, when the screen is a 

ring the observer would see an expanding douDle source. The defect of such mo

dels iVthat the apparent expansion speed will be w ^ w (with w>^2c) only 
2 - 2 . _ _ _ - -

for a fraction c /w of the time during which the radiosource exibits its va

riations. Of course one can introduce "oriented" screens —or aá hoc screens—, 
but they are statistically unfavoured (Bladford et al.1977, Castellino 1934). 

c) Other models: many previous (unsuccessful) models have been abandoned. The 

gravitational lens models did ne<jer find any observational support, even if a 

new type of model (where the magnifying lens is just surrounding the source) 

has been recently suggested by Liaofu and Chongming (1984). 

In conclusion, the orthodox models are not too much successful, especially 

if the more complicated Superluminal expansions (e.g. with acceleration) recen

tly observed will be confirmed. 

It may be of some interest, therefore, to explore the possible alternative 

models in which actual Superluminal motions take place (cf.e.g. Mignani and Re-

cami 1974e). 
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/ 
12.4. The model with a unique (Superluminal) source 

The simplest Superluminal model is the one of a unique Superluminal source. 

In fact we have seen in Sect.6.15 (see Fig.15) that a unique Superluminal sour

ce C will appesr as the crca'.ion of 3 p2ir cf sources collinearly receding frors 

each other with relative speed W>2c. This model immediately explains some 

gross features of the "superlumiral expansions"; e.g., why converging Superlu

minal motions are never seen, and the high luminosity of the "superluminalM 

component (possibly due to the optic-boom effect mentioned in Sect.6.15; see 

also Recami 1977b,1979a), as well as the oscillations in the received overall 

intensity (perhaps "beats"; cf. Recani 1977b). Since, moreover, the Ooppler 

effect will be different for the two images C. , C of the same source C (Sect. 

10.4), » priori the model may even explain why F./F does depend on the obser

ved wavelength and on time ^>ee Sect.12.3, point (iii)V 

Such a model for the "superluminal expansions" was therefore proposed long 

ago (Recami 1974,1977b,1978a,d,1979a; Migna^i and Recami 1974e, Recami et al. 

1976, Gr0n 1978, Barut et al.1982). What follows is mainly due to Recami, Mac-

carrone, Castellino. Many details can be found in the M.S. thesis work by 

Castellino (1984), where e.g. the case of an extended source C is thoroughly 

exploited. 

12.4*1. The model - With reference to Fig.l5a_ and Sect.6.15, let us first 

consider the case of an expanding universe (homogeneous isotropic cosmology). 

If we call ( T O * £ = db_, with _b * V/|[^ -1 , the observed angular rate of 

recession of the two images C. and C? as a function of time will be 

provided that s_is the "proper distance" between C and 0 at the epoch of the 

radiation reception by 0, and t̂  is the time at which 0 receives those images. 

Let us repeat that 60 is the separation angular velocity of C. and C~ , observed 

by 0, 1n the case of a space-time metric 
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dS2 = c 2 d t 2 - R 2 ( t ) [ d r 2 > r 2 J - a ] 

where R = R(t) is the (dimensionless) scale-factor. Notice that Ç/tV^O for t-*Q. 

If we call t_ and t the emission time and the reception time, respectively, 

then the observed frequency V (see Sect.10.4 and eq.(113b)) and the received 

radiation intent it,' » -i'•"• '• ~~ giver; of crjrse by {R̂ '-cni 1574. Reiaiiii et al. 

1976, Castc-llino 1984): 

V s V v " 1 - — ' ; A = T—7./, >, ~~ÃI JpTfTJ ) (136) 

where V is the intrinsic frequency of emission and 'J is the emission power 
0 —0 

of the source in its rest-frame. Quantity^ is again the source-observer "pro

per distance" (Weinberg 1972, p.415) at the reception epoch. 

Let us pass to the case of a nor.-pointlike source C. Let for simplicity C 

be one-dimensional with size £ w.r.t. the observer 0 (Fig.l5a_), and move with 

speed _V in the direction_r of its own length. Let us call x the coordinate of 

a generic point of r, the value x = 0 belonging to ri. As in Sect.6.15, be t = Q 

the instant when the observer 0 enters in radiocontact with C. 

Once the two (extended) images C. and C_ get fully separated (i.e., for 

t > ' / V ) , if the intrinsic spectral distribution 21 ( V ) of the source C is 
— o 

known, one can evaluate the differential intensities dl./dj/ and dl„/dv ob

served for the two images (Recami et al.1976, Castellino 1934). For the moment 

let us report only that, due to the extension of the moving images, for each 

emitted frequency V the average observed frequencies will be 

quantities K , oL being the observed angular sizes of the two iftiages, with 

c(i>o(1 . Moreover l/á * *V2( o<, - d^). 

12.4'2. Correction» due to the curvature - Let us consider the corrections 

due to the curvature of fhe universe, which can be important if the observed 

expansions are located v / far. Let us consider, therefore, a curved expanding 
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co:mos (closed Friedmann model), where the length element dt is given by 
2 2 2 2-1 2 

dt = dr (1-r /a ) + r dXl, quantity a = a(t) being the curvature radius 

of the cosmos. Again, some details can be found in Recami et al.(1976) and 

Castellino (1984). For instance, the apparent angula*velocity of separation 

between the two observed images C1 and C ? (cf. eq.(135)) becomes ("hsr/aj; 

quantities r and a being the "radial coordinate" of C and the universe radius, 
- r ° 

respectively, at the present epoch I r_=asin (s/a), where s_ is the "proper di

stance" of C ; moreover a = c/(H^2q- 1); H > Hubble constant; q = decelera

tion parameter I . Further evaluations in the abovequoted literature. 

12.4*3. Comments - The eq.(!35) yields apparent angular velocities of sepa

ration two or three orders of magnitude larger than the experimental ones. It 

is then necessary to make recourse to eq.(138), which includes the corrections 

due to the universe curvature; actually, eq.(138) can yield arbitrarily small 

values of provided that h-*1, i.e. r-*a. To fit the observation data, 

however, one has to attribuite to the "superiuminal expasions" values of the radial 

coordinate^ very close to a. Such huge distances would explain why the possi

ble blue shifts — often expected from the local motion of the Superiuminal 

source C (cf. end of Sect.10.4)— appear masked by the cosmological red-shift. 

(Notice, incidentally, that a phenomenon as the one here depicted can catch the 

observer's attention only when the angular separation v between C. and C~ is 

small, i.e. when C. and C„ are still close to C ). But those same large distan-
i Z o 

ces make also this model improbable as an explanation of of the observed "super

iuminal" expansions, at least in the closed models. One could well resort, then, 

to open Friedmann models. In fact, the present model with a unique (Superiumi

nal) source Is appealing since it easily explains: (a) the appearance of two 

images with Superiuminal relative speed (W>2c); (b) the fact that only Super

iuminal expansions (and not approaches) are observed; (c) the fact that W is 

always Superiuminal and practically does not depend on V ; (d) the relative-

-motlcn collinearicy; (e) the fact that the flux-densities ratio does depend 

on V and t, since the observed flux differential intensities for the two images 
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as a function of time are given by the formulae (Castellino )984): 

dv 4irclzVL 

r»/»dk) 

j 

x(vM»o t Ççs1,z2 
V/M;(t) »o* (139) 

-i- 4-
A2 ,.V/l 

. / — i 

the integration extrema being 

fcjífc)= kíVtf[vTí']"'A±l 

íW * < 1 
where d is the "proper distance" OH at the reception epoch (Fig.15a): 

(140a) 

(140b) 

Tsct/d; K« f T ^ I R{t*)/R(t) ; G = JvZ - 1* + VT; and G's2G-VT. All eqs. 

(139)-(140) become dimensionally correct provided that V/c is substituted for V. 

But the present model remains disfavoured since: (i) the Superluminal expan

sion seems to regard not the whole quasar or galaxy, but only a "nucleus" of 

it; (ii) at least in one case (3C273) an object was visible there,even before 

the expansion started; (iii) it is incompatible with the acceleration seemengiy 

observed at least in another case (3C345). 

Nevertheless, we exploited somewhat this question since: (A) in general, the 

above discussion tells us how it would appear a unique Superluminal cosmic 

source; (B) it might still regard part of the present-type phenomenology; 

(C) and, chiefly, it must be taken into account even for each one of the Super

luminal, far objects considered in the following models. 

12.5. The models with more than one radio sources 

We recalled in Sect.!?.2 that black-holes can classica-ly emit (only) tá-

chyonic matter, so that they are expected to be suitable classical sources 

—and detectors— of tachyons (Pavsic and Recami 1977, De Sabbata et a!.197/, 

Narlikar and Dhurandhar 1973, Recami 1979a, Recami and Shah 1979, Barut et al. 
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1982). Notice that, vice-versa, a tachyon entering the horizon of a black-

-hole can of course come out again from the horizon. As we already said, the 

motion of a space-like object penetrating the horizon has been already inve

stigated, within GR, in the existing literature (see the end of Sect.12.2*4). 

We also saw in Sect.5.18 (Fia.14) and in Sect.10.2 that, in a "subluminal" 

frame, two tachyons may seem —as all the precedent authors claimed— to repel 

each other from the kinematical point of view, due to the novel features of ta

chyon mechanics (Sect.10.1: eqs.(109lt>,£)). In reality, they will gravitatio-

nally attract each other, from the energetical and dynamical points of view 

(Sect.10.2; see also Fig4a). 

From Sect.10.2 a tachyon is expected to behave the same way also in the 

gravitational field of a bradyonic source. If a central source B (e.g., a 

black-hole) emits e.g. a ^jperluminal body T, the object T under the effect of 

gravity will loose energy and therefore accelerate away (Sect.5.3). If the 

total energy E=m c /jv" -1 of T is larger than the gravitational binding ener

gy t, it will escape to infinity with finite (asymptotically constant) speed. 

(Since at infinite speed a tachyon possesses zero total energy —see Fig.5c_, 

and Sect.6.14—, we may_ regard its total energy as a_H kinetic). If on the 

contrary E < E , then T will reach infinite speed (i.e. the zero total-energy 

state) at a finite distance; afterwards the gravitational field will not be able 

to subtract any more energy to T, and T will start going back towards the source 

B, appearing now —actually— as an antitachyon T (Sects.5.12 and 11.2). It 

should be remembered (sect.11.5 and eq.(128)) that at infinite speed the motion 

direction is undefined, in the sense that the transcendent tachyon can be de

scribed either as a tachyon T going back or as an antitachyon T going forth, or 

vice-versa. 

We shall see, on another occasion (SectJi.l ), that a tachyon subjected e.g. 

to a central attractive elastic force F=-kx can move periodically back and 

forth with a motion analogous to the harmonic one, reversing its direction at 

the points where it has transcendent speed, and alternatively appearing —every 

half an oscillation— now as a tachyon and now as an antitachyon. Let us 
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consider, in general, a tachyon T moving in space-time (Fig.32) along the 

space-like curved path AP, so to reach at P the zero-energy state. According 

to the nature of the force fields acting on T, after P it can proceed along PB 

(just as expected in the above two cases, with attractive central forces), or 

along PC, or along PO. In the last case, T would aopear to annihilate at P 

witn an antitachyon emitted by u and travelling along the curved world-line 

DP (Sects.5.12 and 11.2; see also Davies 1975 p.577). 

It is clear that the observed "superluminal" expansions can be explained: 

(i) either by the splittting of a central body into two (oppositely moving) 

collinear tachyons T and T ; or by the emission from a central source B of: 

(ii) a tachyon T, or (iii) of a couple of tachyons T 'id T (in the latter 

case, T. and T can for simplicity's sake be considered as emitted in opposite 

directions with the same speed). On this respect, it is interesting that 

Ne'eman (1974) regarded quasars —or at least their dense cores— as possible 

white holes , i.e. as possible "lagging cores" of the original expansion. 

For simplicity, let us confine ourselves to a flat stationary universe. 

12.5'1. The case (ii) - In the case (ii), be 0 the observer and o( the an

gle between BO and the motion-direction of T. Neglecting for the moment the gra

vitational interactions, the observed apparent relative speed between T and B 

will of course be (see Fig.33): 

Let us assume V > 0 ; then, W > 0 will mean recession of T from B, but W<10 will 

mean approach. Owing to the cylindrical symmetry of our problem w.r.t. BO, let 

us confine ourselves to to values 0<a/<L 180*. Let us mention once more 

that W-^oowhen cos«f-»l/V ("optic-boom" situation). If the emission angle 

o( of T from B w.r.t. BO has the value o(=o( with cos <*. =1/V (0<o(.<900; 
b b ft 

ba."boom"), tachyon T appears in the optic-boom phase; but the recession speed 

of T from B would be too high in this case, as we saw in the previous Section. 

Incidentally, to apply the results got in Sect.12.4 to the Superluminal 

object T (or T] and T2 in the other cases (i), (iii)), one has to take account 

of the fact that the present tachyons ^re born it a finite time, i.e. do not 
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exist before their emission from B. It is then immediate to deduce that we 

shall etoserve: (a) for tf> «< , i.e. for a/' <o/<180°, the object T to re

cede from B; but (b) for 0 C °^°( » the object I to approach B. More pre

cisely, we shall see T receding from B with speed W> 2 when 

fl/tCOrt -i- < ^ < U0° . 
(142) 

It should be noticed that eq.(141) ca£ yield values W > 2 whenever V>2/JT': in 

particular, therefore, for all possible values V>1 of V. Due to eqs.(142), the 

"emission-direction" ^ of T must be however contained inside a certain suitable 

solid angle: such a solid angle always including, of course, the 

optic-boom direction X. For instance, for V-*1 we get 0,<tg^--<l J; °(^-c\^ — 

• 0 , wherefrom: 

0 < o«:53.i30 ; t 7"" 1] (143> 

in such a case, we shall never observe T approaching B. On the contrary, for 

V-+eo we get i(1-wf5)<tgsi< J(1+JT); < = 90°^ Y < 130°, wherefrom - 63.44°*: 
2 ° 

< o « 1 1 6 . 5 7 0 ; * ^ 9 0 ° , that is to say: 90°^ «6Cl 16.57°. If we add the re

quirement, e.g., W<50, in order that 2 < W < 5 0 / we have to exclude in eq.(143) 

—for V-*1 — only the tiny angle 0 < V < 2.29°, so that in conclusion 
2.29°<*< 53.13° . rV_f17 

The same requirement 2<W<50 will not affect —on the contrary— the above 

result 90° £<>(< 116.57° for the case \ l - + * . 

Similar calculations were performed by Finkelstein et a 1.(1983). 

The present case (1i) suffers some difficulties. First, for o(> o( (for 

instance, for 53£o<< 180° in the case V-*1) we should observe recession-speeds 

with 1 ^ W < 2 , which is not supported by the data; but this can be understood in 

terms of the Doppler-shift selective effect5(see Sect.10.4; and Blandford et al. 

1977). Second, forc(<o( one should observe also Superluminal approaches; only 
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for Veil (V£1) i t is ^ . e i 0 and therefore such Superluminal approaches 
b 

are not predicted. 

In conclusion, this model (ii) appears acceptable only if the emission me

chanism of T from B is such that T has very large kinetic energy, i.e. speed 

vei. 

12.5 2. The cases (i) and (iii) - Let us pass now to analyse the cases 

(i) and (iii), still assuming for simplicity T and T to be emitted with the 

same speed V in opposite directions. Be J( again in the range (0, 180c|. 

In these cases, one would observe faster-than-light recessions for o(> o( 

When o(<! oi. , on the contrary, we would observe a unique tachyon Te"* reaching 
b i 

the position B, bypassing it, and continuing its motion (as TsTJ beyond B 

with the same velocity but with a new, different Ooppler-shift. 

One can perform calculations analogous to the ones in Sect.12.5*1; see also 

Flnkelstein et a 1.(1983). 

In case (i), in conclusion, we would never observe Superluminal approaches. 

For j/^ocl we would always see only one body at a time (even if TsT0 might 
b c 

result as a feeble radiosource, owing to the red-shift effect): the motion of 

T would produce a variability in the quasar. For ^ y-.{ , as already mentio

ned, we would see a Superluminal expansion; again, let us recall that the cases 

with 1< W < 2 (expected for large angles oC only) could be hidden by the Dop-

pler effect. 

Case (Hi) is not very different from the case (ii). It becomes "statisti

cally" acceptable only if, for some astrophysical reasons, the emitted tachyonic 

bodies T. and T carry very high kinetic energy (VJfcl). 

12.6. Are "superluminal" expansions Superluminal ? 

If the emitted tachyonic bodies T (or T and T ) carry away a lot of kinetic 

energy (V£1), all the models (i),(ii),(iii) may be acceptable from the probabi

listic point of view. 

Contrariwise, only the model (i) -and the model (iii), if B become? a weak 

radiosource after the emission of ̂  J 2
— remain statistically probable, provi-
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ded that one considers that the Doppler effect can hide the objects emitted 

at large angles (say, e.g., between 60° and 180°). On this point, therefore, 

we do not agree with the conclusions in Finkelstein et al.(1983). 

In conclusion, the iodeis implying real Superluminal motions investigated 

i" Sect.1?.5 sent- Lo be the 'nost -̂".'bable for explaining Lhe apparent "su

perluminal expansions"; especially when taking account of the gravitational in

teractions between B and T, or T and T (or among T ,T ,B). 

Actually, if we ta> r» the gravitational attraction between B and T (Sect.10.2) 

into account —for simplicity, let us confine ourselves to the case (ii) —, 

we can easily explain the accelerations, probably observed at least for 3C345 and 

maybe for 3C273 (Shenglin and Yongzhen 1983). 

Some calculations in this direction have been recently performed by Shenglin 

et al.(1984) and Cao (1984). But those authors did not compare correctly their 

evaluations with the data, since they overlooked that —because of the finite 

value of the light-speed— the images' apparent velocities do not coincide with 

the sources' real velocities, rh*» values W calculated by those authors, there-
o 

fore, have to be corrected by passing to the values W = W sinoi/(1 - cos<tf) ; only 

the va-lues of W are to be compared with the observation data. 

All_ the calculations, moreover, ought to be corrected for the universe expan

sion. However, let us recall (Sect.12.4) that in the homogeneous isotropic cos

mologies —"conformai" expansions—, the angular expansion rates are not expec

ted to be modified by the expansion, at least in the ordinary observational con

ditions. While the corrections due to the universe curvature would be apprecia

ble only for very distant objects. 
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PART IV. TACHYONS IN QUANTUM MECHANICS AND ELEMENTARY PARTICLE PHY5ICS 

li = Ití|=PQ|§Igk|=BQL|=QE=IÔQtííQN§=IN=|L|^|Ni^BY=EARTiçy|^ 

In th is review we purported (Sect.1.1) to confine ourselves to the c l a s s i 

cal theory of Tachyons, leaving aside t he i r possible quantum f i e l d theories 

(c f . e.g. Broido and Taylor 1968). We have already met, however, many instances 

of the possible role of tachyons in elementary par t ic le physics. And we want to 

develop some more such an aspect of tachyons i n the present Section. 

In Sect.1.1 we mentioned moreover the dream of reproducing the quantum be

haviour at a c lassical l e v e l , i . e . w i th in a c lass ica l physics including t a 

chyons (and sui tab le extended-type models of elementary pa r t i c l es ) . In the 

present Section we shal l put fo r th also some n ints point ing in such a d i>act ion. 

Let us f i n a l l y mention that we noticed ( in Sect.8.2) tachyors themselves 

to be more s imi la r to f i e l ds than to p a r t i c l e s . 

13.1 - Recalls 

We have already seen that ER allows a clearer understanding of high energy 

physics: in Sect.11.4 we derived from it, e.g., the so-called Crossing Rela

tions. 

Actually, the predicting power of the pure SR (even without tachyons) with 

regard to elementary particle physics is larger than usually recognized. Once 

one develops SR as we did in Part I, one succeeds in explaining —within SR 

alone— not only the existence of antiparticles (Sect.2 and Sect.5.14), but al

so of the CPT symmetry (Sects.5.16 and 11.1), as well as of a relation between 

charge conjugation and internal space-time reflection (Sect.11.3). For the 

Interpretation of advanced solutions, see Sect.9.7. 

As to tachyons *nd elementary particle physics, we recall the results in 

Sects.6.3 and particularly 6.13, where we mentioned the possible role of tac-
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hyons as "internal lines" in subnuclear interactions. For the connections / 

between tachyons and Wheeler-Feynman type theori«, see Sect.9.6"2. In 

Sect.11.5, at last, we discussed the relevance of tachyons for a classical 

description of the vacuum decay and fluctuation properties. 

13.2 - "Virtual Particles" and Tachyons. The Yukawa potential 

We already saw in Sect.6.13 that tachyons can be substituted for the so-

-called "virtual particles" in subnuclear interactions; i.e. that tachyons can 

be the "realistic" classical carriers of elastic and inelastic interactions 

between elementary particles (Sudarshan 1968, Recami 1968, Clavelli et al. 

1973; see also all the Refs.(8) and (9) in Maccarrone and Recami 1980b). 

Actually, it is known that the "virtual particles" exchanged between two 

elementary particles (ans therefore realizing the interaction) must carry a 

negative fourmomentum square, for simple kinematical reasons (Review I): 

t =. p^p^i E 2 - p 2 < 0 , (144) 

just as it happens for tachyons (cf. e.g. Sect.6.1, eq.(29c)y. 

Long ago it was checked (Recami 1969a, Olkhovsky and Recami 1969) whether 

virtual objects could really be regarded as faster than light, at least within 

the so-called peripheral models "with absorption" (see e.g. Dar 1964). To eva

luate the effect of the absorptive channels in the one-particle-exchange-mo

dels, one has to cut out the low partial waves from the Born amplitude. Name

ly, an impact-parameter (Fourier-Bessel) expansion of tne Born amplitudes is 

used, and a cut-off is imposed at a minimal radius R which is varied to fit 

the experimental data. While considering —for example— different cases of 

pp interactions via K-meson exchange, values of R were found ranging from 

0.9 to 1.1 fm, i.e. much larger than the K-meson Compton wavelength. The same 

kind of model (at a few GeV/c; with form factors) was also applied to pion-

-nucleon reactions via f-meson excnange; and also for the Q a value (R = 

«0.8 fm) much greater than the 0-meson Compton wavelength was found. Even 

if such rough tests are meaningful only within those models, one deduced the 
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virtual K and Q mesons of the nucleon cloud to travel faster than light: 
2 

for instance, in the first case, for t=-m , one finds ^ v ^ > 1 . 7 5 c . 

According to Wigner (1976), 4< there is no reason to believe that interac

tion cannot be transmitted faster than light travels>>. This possibility 

w«i i-ufisi<Jeteú in dbLõil by Van Com afiu niyiicr { !ÜUJ, i JCC) aii'eody 'in ths 

Sixties. See also Agudin (1971), Costa de Beauregard (1972), Mathews and 

Seetharaman (1973), Flato and Guenin (1977) and Shirokov (1981). 

And any action-at-a-distance theory (see e.g. Sudarshan 1970d, Volkov 

1971, Leiter 1971b, Hoyle and Narlikar 1974) implies the existence of space-

-like objects, since the infinite speed is not invariant (Sect.4.1). 

Moreover, vf hadrons can really be considered as "strong black-holes" (Sect. 

12.2*1), than strong interactions can classically be mediated only by a ta-

chyon-exchange; i.e., the strong field "quanta" should be Superluminal. 

In any case, we ca_n describe at a classical level the virtual cloud of the 

hadrons as made of tachyons (see also Sudarshan 1970b), provided that such 

tachyons, once emitted, are —"strongly"— attractt J by the source hadron, in 

analogy with what we discussed for the ordinary gravitational case (Sect.12.5). 

For the description in terms of a "strong gravity" field^see e.g. Salam (1978), 

Sivaram and Sinha (1979), Recami (1982a,b) and refs. therein, and Ammiraju et 

aj_.(1983). In fact, if the attraction is strong enough, the emitted tachyons 

will soon reach the zero-energy (infinite-speed) state; and afterwards (cf. 

Fig.32) they will go back as antitachyons, till reabsorbed by the source hadron. 

Notice that transcendent tachyons can only take energy from the field. Notice, 

moreover, that classical tachyons subjected to an attractive centra! field can 

move back and forth in a kind of tachyonic harmonic motion (see Fig.34), where 

the inversion points just correspond to the infinite speed (cf. Sect.12.5; see 

also Aharonov et al. 1969). 

Finally, let us consider a hadron emitting and reassorbing (classical) ta

chyons. It will be surrounded by a cloud of outgoing and incoming tachyons. In 

the "continuous" aiiproxim.ition (and spherically symmetric case), that cloud can 

be described by the sphprical waves: 

http://aiiproxim.it
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ioc ^ K £ ± ; V ^ (145) 

Me are of course confining ourselves to subluminal frames only. We can find 

out, however, the results forwarded by ER formally by putting for tachyons 

ni = + iu (u real k It is r.cticoable that from' eo.(145) •.-;? qet, then, the 

Yukawa potential by setting m= + ijt4 for the outgoing and m = - \t\ for the 

incoming waves: 

L 
I o C ._rr.L_/-4_ : (145') 

in other words, at the static limit, the Yukawa potential can be regarded as 

the "continuous" (classical) description of a flux of outgoing tachyons and 

incoming antitachyons: see Castorina and Recami (1978). Se also Adjoannu 

(1966), Ferretti and Verde (1966), Yamamoto (1976), Eriksen and Vtfyenli (1976), 

Flato and Guenin (1977), and Federighi (1983). 

When two hadrons cjme close to each other, one of the cloud tachyons 

—instead of being reabsorbed by the mother hadron— can be absorbed by the 

second hadron; or vice versa (this statement is frame dependent). That; 

would be the simplest hadron-hadron interaction. The actual presence of a 

tachyon exchange would produce a resonance peak in the scattering amplitude 
2 

as a function of the momentum transfer t»(p -p ) (Sudarshan 1969a,b,1970c). 
I L 2 

Precisely, it would produce a "negative t enhancement' , fixed when S3(p. + p?) 

varies, and possibly to be found also in other similar processes (Ohar and 

Sudarshan 1968, Glück 1969, Baldo et al. 1970);unless the tachyons appear to 

possess a very large width (Bugrij et a!.1972;see also Krõlikowski 1969). A 

positive theoretical evidence was put forth by Gleeson et al. (1972a).See also 

Van der Spuy (1973), Jue (1973), Akiba (1976), Enatsu et al .(1978), Review I 

p.266, and Baldo et al.(1970), 

Before dosing this Section, let us recall that long ago (Recami 1968,1969a) 

it was suggested that the unstable particles ("Resonances"), bearing masses 

M «M * u formally complex, might be compounds of bradyons and tachyons. 

We snail come back to to this point in Sect.13.5. (See also, e.g., Sudarshan 

1970d, Edmonds 1974, Keszthelhyi jnd Nagy 1974). 
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More in general, for the possible connections between Superluminal motions 

and the "quantum potential" (Bohm and Vigier 1954,1958), see for instance Vi-

gier (1979,1980). See also Stapp (1977) and d'Espagnat (1981). 

13.3 - Preliminary applications 

If subnuclear interactions are considered as mediated by quanta, no ordi

nary (bradyonic) particles can be the carriers of the tn..sferred energy-

-momentum. We have seen, on the contrary, that classical tachyons can a prio

ri act as the carriers of those interactions. 

As preliminary examples or applications, let us consider the vertex A^""' 

—*' p • 7T_ of a suitable one-particle-exchange diagram, and suppose the 

exchanged particle (internal line) 1TT to be a tachyonic pi on, instead of a 
2 

"virtual" pion. Then, from Sects.6.3 and 6.8 we should get: (1232) -

- (938)2 = (140)2 + 2x 1232x Jc 2|p| 2 - (140) , and therefore (Maccarrone 

and Recami 1980b): 

p| = 287 MeV/c ; E = 251 MeV , (146) 

so that, in the c m . of the A, 1(1232), the total energy of the tachyon 

pion is predicted to be centered around 251 MeV. 

Again, let us consider the decay 7 T — * M + V- under the hypothesis, 

now, that V p be a tachyon neutrino, with m 2,0; v £ c. It has been 

shown by Cawley (1972) that such an hypothesis is not inconsistent with the 

experimental data, and implied for the muon-neutrino a mass m £ 1.7 MeV. 

In the two limiting cases, from Sects.6.3 and 6.8 in the cm. of the pion 

we should get (Maccarrone and Recami 1980b): 

fflu - 0 = * H p | v » 29.79 MeV/c; v u = c ; ' (148a) 

m -1.7 ^ ( p L » 29.83 MeV/c; v = 1.0016c . (147b) 

Let us recall once more from Sect.6.13 that for instance any elastic scat

tering can be "realistically" mediated by a suitable tachyon-exchange during 

the approaching phase of the two bodies. In the c.m.f. (jp I s|fJl|P|) we 
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would obtain eq.(82): 

so that» for each discets va1'."* of the tachyon rest-mas'? m^ (Serf.5.1), 

the quantity V too assumes a discrete value, which is merely a function 

of |p|. We have always neglected, however, the mass-width of the tachyons. 

For further considerations about tachyons and virtual fields see e.g. 

Van der Spuy (197B), and Soucek et al.(1981). 

Tachyons can also be the exchanged particles capable of solving the clas

sical-physics paradoxes connected with pair creation in a constant electric 

field (Zeldovich 1974a p.32, and 1972). 

For tachyons joint probability distributions in phase-space and see e.g. 

Grliger (1978 and refs. therein), where the ordinary formalism was generalized 

to the relativistic case and shown to yield a unified description of bra-

dyons and tachyons. 

13.4 - Classical vacuum-unstabilities 

We saw in Sect.11.5 that the vacuum can become unstable, at the classical 

level, by emitting couples rf zero-energy (infinite speed) tachyons T and T. 

For a discussion of this point (and of the possible connection between the 

cosmic tachyon-flux and the tachyon emittance of ordinary matter) we refer 

the reader to Sect.11.5 (and Fig.31). See also Mignani and Recami (1976a), 

as well as Fig.32 in our Sect.12.5. 

Here let us observe that the probability of such a decay of a vacuum "bubble 

into two collinear transcendent tachyons (T and T) is expressible, according 

to Fermi's golden rule (Fermi 1951), as V dZ m c/(87Th), where m is the 

tachyon rest-mass (both tachyons T and T must have the same rest-mass, due to 

the impulse conservation; remember that for transcendent tachyons fp(»m c); 

but we are unable to evaluate the proportionality constant. 

More interesting appears considering, in two dimensions (Sect.5), an ordi-
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nary particle P = P harmonically oscillating in a frame f around thy 

space-origin 0'. If the frame f moves Superluminally w.r.t. another frame 

f (t,x), in the second frame the world-line of point 0' is a space-like 

straight-line S_; and the world-line of the harmonic oscillator P = P (now 

a tichycr, witr. variable velocity) is depicted ir. I;g.J5. Due tc -..hat ;.c 

saw in Sects.5.12-f5.W, —as well as in SectJl, Sect.12.5 and Sect.13.2—, 

the "sjbluminal" observer f will see a vacuum fluctuation propagating in 

space, with vacuum decays (pair-creations of transcendent tachyons) in cor

respondence with the events C., C ?,
 c

3---»
 and with analogous pair-annihi

lations (of transcendent tachyons) in correspondence with the events A., A_, 

A3-.. (Fig.35). Cf. also Wimmel (1971b), and Catara et ai.(1982). Notice 

that each vacuum unstability C is just a vacuum decay into a tachyon T and an 

antitachyon T, having the same rest-mass and oppositely moving with infinite 

speed; such a process is perfectly allowed by classical mechanics (see e.g. 

Sect.11.5). Analogously, each event A is nothing but the annihilation (into a 

"vacuum bubble") of a transcendent T-T pair. 

This is another example of classical description of a typically "quantal" 

phenomenon, i.e. of a phenomenon usually regarded as belonging to the realm 

of quantum field theory (QFT). See a1r>o, e.g., Nambu (1950), Mannheim (1977), 

Fukuda (1977), Shay and Miller (1978), and Soucek (1981). 

Let us remark, at this point, that in ordinary theories the possible pre

sence of tachyons is not taken into explicit account. It follows that the 

ordinary vacuum is not relativistically invariant, if tachyons on the contra

ry exist (and, let us repeat, if account of them is not explicitly taken): 

cf. e.g. Sect.5.17 and Fig. 13. The fact that in the usual theories the or

dinary concept of empty space may not be Lorentz invariant was particularly 

stressed by Nielsen (1979); who noticed that if some large region in space 

1s empty of tachyons as observed from one frame, there is no guarantie that 

1t will be so seen from another frame of reference. Nielsen et al.(see e.". 

Nielsen and Nlnomiya 1978, Nielsen 1977) also developed non-invariant theo

ries, even 1f independently of the above observations. 
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13.5 - A Lorentz-invariant Bootstrap 

The idea that tachyons may have a role in elementary particle structure 

has been taken over by many authors (see e.g. Recami 1968,1969a, Hamamoto 

1974, ftkib* 197.'.. 3àí"rtrvi;i 1976,1973, Van der r.n..v 197R, f.-.-.rnrina r.r.d Ke-

cami 1978, Szamosi and Trevisan 1978; see also Rosen and Szamosi 19#0, and 

the Refs,.(8),(9) in Maccarrone and Recami 1980b). 

One of the most interesting results is probably the one by Corben, who 

succeeded in building up a Lorentz-invariant "bootstrap" of hadronj 

or of hadronic "Resonances" (Corben 1977a,b, 1978a,b). Let us describe 

his approach by following initially Castorina and Recami (1978). 

Corben started from the known fact that a free bradyon •..'•>'th rest-mass M 

and a free tachyon T with rest-mass m can trap each other in a relativisti-

cally invariant way; if M > m the compound particle is always a bradyon B . 

If the two particles have infinite relative speed, and P,p are their four-

momenta, ther (Sect.11.5): 

• i>" = 0 <£=> pJ.P , (148a) 
i* — 

In such a case the mass M of the compounf brad"on B is (Sects.6.3 and 6.5): 

* f 2 T 
M •- J M - m ; (148b) 

as easily follows from eqs.(58)-(59), or from eqs.(64)-(65). 

Let us now assume that, inside the "composite hadron", the tachyon T feels 

a strong fiftld similar to the gravitational one (see e.g. Recami 1982a and 

refs. therein); let us assume moreover that the trapped tachyon has already 

reached an equilibrium state and is revolving along a circumference around 

the bradyon B (see also Stephas 1983). From Sects.6.14 and 10.1, we then de

rive that any bradyon-tachyon compound —in its lowest energy state ("ground 

state")— is expected to be constituted by a tachyon T having divergent speed 

w.r.t. the bradyon B, so that condition (148a_) is satisfied. T reaches 1n fact 

its minimal potential energy when its speed diverges; i.e., the fundamental 

state of the system corresponds to a transcendent periodic motion of T. One 
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also derives that the trapping force, which holds T on a c i rcu la r o r b i t , 

tends to zero when T tends to have i n f i n i t e speed. In such a case the i n te 

ract ion is neg l i g i b l e , sven i f the "se l f - t rapp ing" keeps i t s e l f . Under con

d i t i o n (148a), therefore, one may consider the B-T compound as a couple of 

tvo free pa r t i c l es ! 

Actual ly Corben (1978a), by using the quantum language, considered two 

par t i c les sa t i s fy ing the equations JM>mj : 

and such that, i f ^ s ^&Tr • 

Eq.(149c) comes from postulat ing the invar iant in terac t ion 7115 U V I T " ^ ' 

which i s nothing but the quantum-field version of condit ion (143a_); in f ac t , 

applied to the eigenstates of energy and momentum, i t j u s t implies eq.(148a_). 

[Cf . also eqs.(149c) and (148bi)J. Plane t ime- l i ke and space-like waves can 

therefore " lock" to form a plane wave, that is t ime- l i ke when M>m. Notice 

that everything s t i l l holds when we subst i tu te 0; =.On~ T^J Í . A M forO*. 

I t would not be possible to combine two t ime- l i ke states in th is way, be

cause applying the condit ion ^ , 4 f c { / u ^ - ^ [or 4< f i A %-~G\ t 0 s u c n 

states leads to imaginary momenta and exponent ial ly increasing (not normali-

zable) wave-functions. This corresponds, c" course, to the classical fact 

that condition (148a_) cannot be sa t i s f i ed by two bradyons. 

On the contrary, a bradyon 8 can combine in a r e l a t i v i s t i c a l l y invar iant 

way with more than one tachyon to y i e l d another bradyon B . Actual ly , due to 

condit ions of the t ipe of eq.(143a), i t can trap no more than three tachyons, 

get t ing eventual ly the mass 

* r 2 2 2 T* 
M -- ,j M - 11̂  - m 2 - m (148c) 

provided that it is real. In such a situation, the three transcendent tachyons 
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T , T , T can be imagined as moving circularly around the axes x, y, z, re-

spectively (the circle centers always coinciding with B). Going back to the 

quantum-field language (Corben 1977a,1978b), the extra conditions' yuii Pt/ft3 

3 0 (i,j = 1,2,3; i iff j) require the functions f)t, ̂  to be orthogonal 

tc each other in space. Merc generally, sottir.g fi - m , the ccncitioni; 

A*H"tAi4ft * ° (^'P =0,1,2,3; ottÇ>) imply that no more than three 

space-like states can be superimposed on one time-like state to yield another 

particle. (Cf. also Preparata 1976, Hoh 1976, Pagels 1976). 

In QFT a bridyon at rest is described, as usual, by a wave-function perio

dic in time and independent of position. A transcendent tachyon, on the con

trary, corresponds to a wave-functior static in time and periodic in space: 

a lattice (cf. also Sect.8). Incidentally, the interaction between a bradyon 

and a transcendent tachyon is therefore, analogous to the scattering of a wave 

by a diffracting grating (Corben 1978a). The three values of the lattice spa-

cings in the three direcstions of space may be regarded as corresponding to 

the masses of the three space-like states that can combine in the above way 

with one time-like state (Corben 1978b). 

By resorting to eqs. (148b,cJ and to suitable quantum number considerations, 

Corben (1977a,b, 1978a,b) found masses and quantum numbers of a host of hadrons 

as composed of other (sub- and Super-luminal) hadrons, thus realizing a re-

lativijtically invariant bootstrap (Chew 1968). There are a number of exam

ples which appear to verify this, especially in the spectrum of the K parti

cles and the s=0 mesons that preferentially decay into KK : we refer the rea

der to the Interesting tables published by Corben in his abovementioned pa

pers, which also contain further details and comments. Corben found also the 

mass-differences among the members of various isospin multiplets by binding 

Superluminal leptons to suitable subluminal hadrons. 

It would be interesting trying to generalize such an approach even to the 

quark level. 

Actually, many authors suggested that quarks —more generally, the elemen

tary-particle constituents— mi<]ht be tachyons (see ».g. Ha.namoto 1972, Migna-
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ni and Recami 1975b p539, Guenin 1976, Soucek 1979a,b; see also Brown and 

Rho 1983). Pafanelli (1974,1976,1973) showed that in class cal relat-ivistic 

physics there exists the possibility for a description of an elementary par

ticle which has constituents, if tnose constituents are tachyons. Free 

spinning tachvons sre then the candidates for elementary particle consti

tuents. And in the range of Superluminal velocities the theory ot a free 

spinning point particle admits uniquely a lineraly rising trajectory, natu

rally yielding the constituent confinement (see also Sect.12.2 and Recami 

1982a). 

Moreover, we shall see —5ect. \S.l— that the duality between electric 

and magnetic charges is possibly a particular aspect of the bradyons/tachyons 

duality; and authors as Tie (1974) and Barut (1978c) underlined the connec

tions between elecromagnetic and dual strings; possibly, a link can thus be 

found between tachyons and hadron structure (Mignani and Recami 1975b). Let 

us add that, more generally, quarks have been identified (Parisi 1978) with 

non-conventional "monopoles", i.e. with the monopoles of the rie'.d which me

diates strong interactions inside hadrons. 

Aside, it stands the "electromagnetic" approach by Jehle (1971,1972), who 

noticed that —while the introduction of a gauge variable single-valued in 

space implies charge conservation but does not change the physical situation— 

a "pseudogauge" transformation (with a variable which is single-valued 

only modulo 2 ) is equivalent on the contrary to the introduction of a quan

tized flux hc/e (see also Bernardini 1982). It is, namely, a transformation 

from A^ = 0, = 0 to Ak, where A^ - (hc/e) = 0 is invariant; and, 

because of (e/hc) Afcdr = t 2 , one may assume the flux line (singularity 

of ) to be a closed loop. A more detailed analysis shows that such singularity 

loops spinning with velocities larger than ic permic a consistent formulation 

of leptons, as well as of quarks and hadrons, in terms of electromagnetic 

fields and their probability amplitude distributions. The topological struc

ture of those fields (toroidal field lies) represents the internal quantum 

numbers In particle physics. 
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13.6 - Are classical tachyons slower-than-light quantum particles? 

We have seen in Sect.8.4 that, if a tachyon P has a very large intrinsic 

(i.e., measured in its own rest-frame) life-time & t ( P R ) , just as it is 

for macroscopic and even more cosmic obiects, then PT can actually be associa

ted with Superluminal motion (beet.8.I). On the contrary, we saw that, if 

the intrinsic life-time At(P n) of PT is small w.r.t. the observation time-

-duration of tachyon P (as it commonly happens in microphysisc), then P will 

actually appear endowed with a slower-than-light "front-velocity", or "group 

velocity", v . Only its "phase velocity" V, will be Superluminal: v V. =1 ; 
g 0 g 0 

cf. eq.(lOO). 

In Sect.8.5 we noticed some formal analogies between these classical ta-

chyons and the "de Brogue particles" met in QFT. The analogies become more 

strict when we analyze the appearance of a tachyonic particle endowed with 

an additional oscillatory movement, for example (and for simplicity) along the 

motion-line (Garuccio 1984). Let us recall that the "shape" of a tachyon 

(Sect.8.2) depends also on its speed V; namely, the semi-angle <* of the cone 

^ is given (Sect.8.2) by: tgc< = (V - 1)~*. In such cases, the microphy-

sical tachyon P_ will really appear as a bradyonic object associated with a 

kind of wave (having Superluminal phase-velocity). Cf. also Tanaka (1960), 

Schroer (1971), Streit and Klauder (1971), Murphy (1971), Naranan (1972), 

Gott III (1974), Strnad and Kodre (1975), Thankappan (1977), and particularly 

Robinett (1978). 

At each time-instant, the real portion —which does carry energy-momentum— 

of such a wave is the one contained inside a certain moving "window" (see eq.(99), 

Sect.8.4): the whole wave may be possibly regarded, in a sense, as a"pilot 

wave". On this respect, it may become enlightening describing the scattering 

of two tachyonic particles P_, P' ; i.e., of two microphysical bradyons P_, P' 

observed from a Superluminal frame. 

-:!:! " AbO"» tachyon sp'.n 

It is known tha*. the* little group of a space-like vector (cf. e.g. Jordan 

i973) is isomorpni-, to SO'!,?;, f\. Lor^nt: group in a pseudo-Eucledean spa-
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ce-time with one time-like and two space-like dimensions (Sect.8.1). Since 

S0(l,2) is non-compact, its unitary (irreducible) representations are infinite 

-dimensional, except for the one-dimensional representation. It was often 

concluded that, thus, either a tachyon has no spin (i.e., it is a scalar par

ticle), or it his an infinite rvj^ber sf polarization state; (Carrtcnzind 1970). 

However, after the results in Sects. 5, 9, and 11 (see e.g. Sect.5.17), we 

are justified in resorting for tachyons to non unitary representations; which 

are finite-dimensional (see also Carey et al.1979). For instance, solving the 

"relativistic wave equations for any spin" in the case of space-like momentum, 

the finite-dimensional wave-functions form non-unitary representations of the 

little group S0(l,2\. Also tachyons can therefore be associated with integer 

and semi-integer spins. This complies better with the philosophy of ER (see 

e.g. Corben 1978a). 

Here we refer, e.g., to Shay (1978); see also Wolf (1969), Marx (1970), 

Fleury et al.(1973), Yaccarini (1975), Pavsic and Recami (1976 p1S4), Camen-

zind (1978), and Tanaka (1979). Wolf (1968) showed moreover that, if a 

3argmann-Wigner equation holds for time-, light- and space-like particles, 

then W-spin conservation holds for all of them, and not only for time-like 

particles. 

Let us mention, at last, that the ordinary relation between spin and stati

stics seem to be valid also fo tachyons (Sudarshan and Mukunda 1970), but con

trary opinions do exist (feinberg 1967, Hamamoto 1972). 

13.8 - Further remarks 

In the present Sect.6 we have met some indications not only of the possible 

role of tachyons in elementary particle interaction (and perhaps even struc

ture), but also of the eventual reproduction of quantum results within classi

cal physics with tachyons. Let us list some more hints: 

(i) Mary relativistic wave equations —based on perfectly valid represen

tations of the Lorentz group (Wigner 1939)— lead to space-like solutions: see 

e.g. B*rut and Nagel (19/7); see also Korff and Fried (1967). For example, 
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in a quantum electrodynamics based on the Joos-Weiberg higher spin wave equa

t i ons , some solut ions fo r integer spin par t i c les correspond to tachyons (Eeg 

1973). 

( i i ) In pa r t i cu l a r , t e inf inite-component r e l a t i v i s t i c equations (Majo

rana 1932) lead also to cpace-l ike solut ions (see e.g. Fronsdal 1968, Crcdsky 

and Streater 1968). I t is noteworthy that the t ime- l i ke and space-l ike 

solut ions of the inf ini te-component Majorana wave-equations, taken together, 

const i tu te a complete set of solut ions (Abers et al .1967, Mukunda 1969). Ba-

ru t and Duru (1973) recal led that a wave equation wi th many mass and spin s ta 

tes can be Interpreted as descr ibing a composite system in a r e l a t i v i s t i c a l -

ly invar ian t way, and then invest igated the composite system corresponding 

to the Majorana equation (by int roducing the in terna l coordinates in the 

c . m . f . ) . They showed that the in terna l motion ot the two const i tuents of that 

composite system can be e i ther osc i l l a to ry - t ype or Kepler-type. While the t i 

me-l ike solut ions of the Majorana equation correspond to bound-states of the 

in ternal motion, the space-l ike solut ions correspond on the contrary to the 

scat ter ing-states o f the const i tuent " p a r t i c l e s " . This matt ia l was put on 

a more formal basis by Barut et a l . (1979) , thus providing a completely r e l a t i 

v i s t i c quantum-theory su i tab le to describe a composite object ; such a resu l t 

being obtained —le t us repeat— only by accepting the space-l ike solut ions too. 

In a fur ther series of papers, Barut and Wilson underlined many other circum

stances in which the presence of those solut ions ,n the inf inite-component 

equations i s good and not e v i l . 

(111) In general , the existence or space-l ike components seem a natural 

and unavoidable feature of in te rac t ing f i e l ds (Stoyanov and Todorov 1968). For 

instance, i t has been proved by DelTAntonio (1961) and Greenberg (1962) t ha t , 

i f the Fourier transform of a local f i e l d vanishes in a whatever domain of spa

ce- l i ke vectors in momentum space, then the f i e l d is a generalized f ree f i e l d -

But space-l ike components seem necessary even to give l o c a l i t y to the f i e l d s . 

( i v ) In connection wi th what we were saying in Sect.13.5 about the f i e l d -

- theore t lca ! models of elementary pa r t i c l es (see e.g. Pari si 1978), l e t us 

reca l l that the dual resmiru.e models led to conceive hadrons as non-lucal ob-
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jects: strings. String models have been widely investigated at both the 

classical and quantum levels. \t\á they predicted the presence of tachyons 

in the spectrum of states. To eliminate tachyons, one had to introduce an 

additional interaction of a particle with the vacuum and spontaneous vacuum 

tran * T t̂  cr*s ^ ÜÍ *z c. ̂ . »^ * f. o • àr^ > ctvjjnin • i \ t i • 

More in general, field theories with tachyons are quite popular (Taylor 

1976; see also Nielsen and Olesen 1978): but, by assuming the vacuum to be 

the ground state, an automatic procedure is usually f^1lowed to get H d of 

tachyons, or rather to turn them into bradyons (see e._. Nielsen 1978). 

Also, in the case of the Salam-Weinberg type of models, the gauge 

symmetry is spontaneously broken by filling the vacuum with tachyons: in this 

case such tachyons are the Higgs-field particles. However, the vacuum is sup

posed once more to adjust itself so as to turn the tachyons into bradyons 

(Nielsen 1978). 

In conclusion, in the conventional treatment of field theories, tachyons 

seem to exist only at a forma] level. But the procede itself to get rid of 

tachyons might be only "formal". In any case, the Higgs particles —yet to 

be observed experimentally— can be considered at least as tachyons which hn.e 

been converted into bradyons. 

(v) The standard theories with positive metric and purely local interac

tion have not been developed in a convincing way; Heisenberg considered the 

efforts in that direction to be largely based on "wishful thinking". He was 

more favourable to Dirac's hypothesis of an indefinite metric in state space 

(He senberg 1972). 

In quantum theory with an indefinite metric complex-mass states are permit

ted, and cannot be ignored (see e.g. Yamamoto 1969, 1970a,b, Gleeson and Su

darshan 19/0, Jadczyk 1970, Yokoyama 1972, Toyoda 1973, Yamamoto and Kudo 1975). 

As we saw towards the end of Sect.13.2 (Recami 1968, 1969a), complex-mass ob

jects may be related to tachyons: see e.g. Sudarshan (1970d,f), Van der Spuy 

(1971), Gleeson et al.(1972b),Marques and Swieca (1972); see also Das (1966), 

and Corben (1975). 
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(vi) Again , Wimmel (1971a,b) noticed that classical tachyons can appear 

to undergo a (classical) "tunnel effect", an effect ordinarily allowed only 

to quantum objects. 

Let us recall that, mere in general, the tunnel effect can be described 

within "classical physics" by extrapolation to imaginary time (cf. Sect.5\6): 

see e.g. McLaughin (1972), Freed (1972), Jackiw and Rebbi (1976), t'Hooft (1976); 

see also Bjorkeen and Drell (1964), p.86. 

(vii) At last, let us mention that two number fields exist that are associa

tive and contain "imaginary units" (both properties being apparently necessary 

in Quantuii mechanics (QM)): the complex and the quaternion number field. Star

ting from the beginning of QM (we mean from the de Brogue wave-particle dua

lism) and recalling the above Hurwitz theorem, Soucek attempted the construc

tion of a| quaternion QM, besides the ordinary complex QM. He seemingly found 

that, as the latter describes bradyons, so the former describes tachyons. Na

mely, in the duality between complex and quaternion QM,there correspond bra-

dyons and! tachyons; the electrodynamic U(l) gauge field ajid the Yang-Mills SU(2) 

gauge field; and so on. See Soucek (1981); see also Weingarter, (1073), Edmonds 

(1977, 1972); fta^Hefc (JÍJ&) > 

PART V: THE PROBLEM OF SLTs IN MORE DIMENSIONS. 

TACHYON ELECTROMAGNET ISM 

Ü * IH§.PB9§kEM_0F_SLTs_IN_FOyR_DIMENSI0NS 

We have already seen various times (Sect.3.2, Sect.6.1, and Sect.8.3) that 

the Lorentz transformations (LT) can be straightforwardly extended to Superlu-

minal frames S only in pseudo-Euclidean space-times M(n,n) having the same num

ber of space and time dimensions. In Sect.5 we developed a model-theory in 

two dimensions, i.e. in a M(1,1) space-time; and those nice results strongly 

prompted us to attempt building up a similar theory also in more dimensions, 

based as far as possible on tho same Postulates (Sect.5.18). In four dimen

sions, M(l,3), the asymmetry in the numbers of the time ans space dimensions 
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carries in very delicate problems (Sect.5.18). And nn_ fourdiTiensional exten

sions of LTs for UÍe Superluminal case exist, that satisfy a}± the properties 

(i)-(vi) listed at the end of Sect.3.2 (cf. also Pahor and Strnad 1976). 

By trials, it is easy to write down "Superluminal" Lorentz transformations 

(SLT) in four dimensions which are real: but they violate one of the remaining 

condiuions (Sect.3.2); see e.g. the interesting paper by ben Gupta (1966; see 

also Saavedra 1970). The first proposal of real SLTs in four dimensions is due 

to Olkhovsky and Recami (1970; see also 1971); such a proposal, soon abandoned 

by those authors, was independently taken over again by Antippa and Everett 

(1971, 1973), who were inspired in part by a belief shown fay us to be probably 

erroneous (see end of Sect.5.14). 

A way out has been already outlined in Sect.8.3; we shall come back to it 

later on. 

Moreover, let us preliminarily observe that (see Figs.5 and 6) in the four-

-momentura space, e.g., the mirror symmetry w.r.t. the light cone is a mapping 

one-to-one almost everywhere, in the sense that the whole plane i=0 should be 

mapped onto the E-axis, and vice versa; but one might restore a one-to-one 

correspondence by associating a direction also with e\iery object at rest (na

mely, the limiting direction of its motion when coming at rest); or, alternati

vely, by identifying all the points of the hyperplane E=0, i.e. by adding to 

the 3-velocity space only one ideal point at infinity. 

14.1 - On the "necessity" of imaginary quantities (or more dimensions) 

Let us start from some elementary considerations, assuming we want to in

troduce Superluminal reference-frames also "in four dimensions". If a light-

-burst springs out from the event 0 (Fig.36), the subliminal observer s =(t,x) 

will observe a spherical light-wave expanding with time. The Superluminal 

observer S^, moving w.r.t. s along the x-axis with divergent speed (having, 

i.e., as time-axis t' the x-axis of frame s ) would not observe a spherical wave 

any more, but a light-wa.e with the shape of a two-sheeted hyperboloid; unless 

the SLT which connects S Q with S leads to imaginary quantities for the transverse 

coordinates, so to transform the hyperboloid back to a spherical surface (Recami 
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and Maccarrone 1980). This shows that, if we want to preserve in ER the main 

characters of SR (e.g., the equivalence of all inertial frames), we have to 

release in part the reality condition by introducing also imaginary quantities 

(Recami and Mignani 1972,1973a, Corber 1974,1975,1976; see also Ra.'-achandran 

et al.1972. and Alaqar Ramanu.jam et_a_!-1973); or —which is in a sense equiva

lent— to increase the number ot space-time dimensions. Actually, Maccarrone 

and Recami (1982a,1984) had to introduce an auxiliary six-dimensional space-

-time M C S M ( 3 , 3 ) as the abstract background in which the events are a priori 
o 

allowed to happen. Later on, they went back —for each observer— to a four-

dimensional space-time M(1,3) by assuming that each observer has access only 

to a suitable fourdimensional slice of Mfi; even if a price has to be paid 

l̂ in a sense, tachyons should then be described by three time-coordinates and 

one spece-coordinatej. as we shall see in the following. 

4.2 - The formal expression of SLTs in four dimensions 

What follows is mainly based on Maccarrone et a!.(1983) and haccarrone and 

Recami (1982a,1984), and refs. therein. Let us start from the Postulates of 

SR as put f 'th in Sect.4; let us recall in particular that we gave the Second 

Postulate the form: <<The space-time accessible to any inertial observer is 

four-dimensional. To each inertial observer the 3-dimensional Space appears as 

homogeneous and isotropic, and the 1-dimensional Time as homogeneous>?. Let 

us recall also that the transformations G,uv> connecting (see eq.(14)) two gene

ric inertial frames f, f', a priori with -oo4|u)<+oo , must (cf. Sect.4.2): 

(i) transform inertial motion into inertial motion; (ii) form a group 6; 

(iii) preserve space isotropy; (iv) leave the quadratic form invariant, except 

for its sign (see eq.(15)): 

dx^dx** = tdx4(dx
M . f u 2 £ c 2 J (15) 

Let us recall at last the whole Sect.4.3, as well as the two-dimensional theory 

(expounded in Sect.5) which, whenever possible, has been already expressed in 

a multi-dimensional language. 
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of col linear boosts (and the GLTs as written in Review I formed a group only 

for collinear boosts). Misunderstanding this fact and overlooking some 

recent literature (0.9., Maccarrone and Recami 1982b), Marchi'don et al.(1983) 

adopted the expression forrj given in Review I also for the case of generic 

(r.cn collinear) SLT:. They were led, of cjur^c, VJ incorrect cere I scions 

about the SLTs 

The groups of the generalized Lorentz "transformations" (GLT), both sub-

and Super-luminal, will be 

z^fajsj^-vs-1]; 
(152) 

this is analogous to what seen in Sect.5.6, but now.T^ . is the fourdimensional 
u«_ 

proper orthochronous Lorentz group. Again we have tha t , i f G£(S, then ( - { / G 6 

£ G) also - G é S and <7Gé(E; c f . eqs.(37) . In pa r t i cu la r , given a cer ta in 

LTãl . (u) and the SLT = + i L ( u ) , one has: f jL (u)J [ i L ^ f u j ] = {_1L(u_U HL(-u)J£ 

= - H , wh i le , on the contrary, i t i s : i L(u)t j - i L (u)J = ML(u)7 Q- i L(-u)J = 
5. + U; th is shows that : 

M ] = - i L ~ \ u ) = - i L(-u) . (153) 
U.U Hi* 

The groupC i s non-compact, non-connected and with d iscon t inu i t ies on the I n h t -

-cone; i t s central elements, moreover, are C = ( + 1 , - 1 1 , + i 1 f , - i 1 f ) . Let 

us reca l l from Sect. 11.1 that : - 11 a P T = CPT € <S, and that £ =''£ (<?*J,CPT,</?). 

See also Sect.11.3. Of course also de t c^= +1 ; j - f - - 1 ; and t ^ E 
t u * 

(cf. eq,(150b)). 

In the particular case of a boost along x_, our SLTs, eqs.(150), can be writ

ten I U * 1/uJ: (see Maccarrone and Recami 1984, Maccarrone et al.1983, and refs. 

therein): 
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Jf= 

d*'= 

1 J 
r i u n 

•+_ 

+ 

í" 

•at- — + 

E T< 

• dx- Wt 

dt-l/d* 

* . v / i 

Superluminal case 

u <1 ; U2>1 

u - 1/U 

L. -J 

(154) 

where we took advantage of the important identities (41): see Sect.5.6. Notice 

that under "transformations" (154) for the fourvelocity (Sect.7.2) it happens 

that ul u'J* = - 0,11A; eqs.(154) are therefore associated with Superluminal 

motions, as we shall see better below. One should not confuse in the follo

wing the boost speeds u,U with the fourvelocity-components u M of the considered 

object. 

Let us underline that our "formal" SLTs, eqs.(154), do form a group, <S, to-

gether with the ordinary (orthochronous and antichronous) Lis. It should be 

noticed that the generalized Lorentz "transformations" introduce only real or 

purely imaginary quantities, with exclusion of (generic) comolex quantities. 

Let us moreover stress that the transcendent transformation"?/ does not depend 

at this stage on any spatial direction, analogously to the transformation 

LT(u=0) = 11. This accords with the known fact (Sect.3.2) that the infinite speed 

plays for Ts a role similar to the one of the null speed for Bs; more gene

rally, the dual correspondence (Sect.5.11) 

ujic/usy, u//u, 

holds also in four dimensions. (See also beginning of Sect.14] 

(155) 

14.3 - Preliminary expression of GLTs in four dimensions 

Sects.5.8 and 5.9 can be extended to four dimensions (see Maccarrone et al. 

1983). First of all 

<G = £> £ 6?l 
IAAA t. i A . . . » 

(156) 
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where <D is the discrete group of the dilations D: x^ = c x^ with <f = t1,ti . 

Then, by using the formalism of Sect.5.8, we can end up with eqs.(45), valid 

now also in four dimensions. 

In terms of the lignt-cone coordinates (46) and of the discrete scale-para-

er ç , the GLTs in the c3-,e of generalized boosts along x can be written 

C4T'= p d v ; d^y^n:1^; of̂ k̂ iy ; ae'^^cJi; 
(157) 

where a is any r e a l , posi t ive number. Eqs.(157) are such that S¥ a\ - ! j — 

—2 *~zz? feX - H — 2r) • f r ° r mny fur ther deta i ls see the abovementioned Maccar 

rone et a i . (T983) . 

I t is more in te res t ing to pass to the scale invar iant l ight-cone coordina

tes (47). Eqs.(157) then become \o(^. a % J kl=ÇiK~~\: 

y^^f j f -±± • ^e[o;-h^)) -o)ci\^i^-hc^j 
(158) 

where, as usual, Q - + 1 yields the subluminal and ?- ii the Superluminal _x_-

-boosts. Now, a_N_ the generalized boosts (158) preserve the quadratic form, its 

sign included: 

^VvT-fVT-^T-ft"!)*. (159) 

Actually, eqs.(158) automatically include in the Superluminal case the inter 

pretation of the first couple of equations in (154), just as we obtained in 

Sect.5.6. In fact they yield fu = 1/u]: 

v U ' Superluminal case 

(154bis) 
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where the imaginary units disappeared from the firsÇ- two equations (cf. Sect. 

5.6). See Mignani and Recami (1973a), and Corben (1975,1976); see also Mac-

arrone et al.(1983), and Pavsic (1971). Moreover, from eqs.(158) one derives 

for the x-boost speed: 

(158') 

in particular in the Superluminal case (?= -i ) , the boost speed follows to be 

faster than light: _, 
a + a 

u = — > 1 . 
a - a 

Actually, in the case of Superluminal boosts and in terms of the light-con? 

coordinates (46), eqs.(158) can be written: 

Z. 2 , ~ *' (158bis) 

which are the transcription of eqs.(154bis) in terms of the coordinates (46); 

now o( is just real. In particular 

dx 'V 'V -1 i *s ~,-l 
so that for the relative boost-speed one has u = — = («x + <* )j{*i - oi ) 

2
 d tdx'-0 

u > 1 . Let us observe that our coordinates V 'M- are so defined that JJ is >ublu-
-1 "" 

minal (Superluminal whenever in eqs. (150) the quantities X and**" have the 

same (opposite) sign. 

The more difficult problem of the velocity composition law will be considered 

below. We shall consider below also the meaning of the aboveseen, automatic, 

"partial reinterpretation" of eqs.(154), —formal, but with good group theoreti

cal properties—, into eqs. {154bis), —which lost, on the contrary, their 

group-properties: see Maccarrone and Recami (1984) — . Incidentally, let us expli 

ciply remind that the reinterpretation we are (and we shall be) dealing with in 

this Sect.14 has nothing to do with the "switching procedure" (also known as 

"reinterpretation principle"). 
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In analogy with Sect.5.7, the "partially" reinterpreted" eqs.(154bisj can be 

combined with the ordinary (ortho- and anti-chronous) LTs in a compact form 

and in terms of a contiguous parameter véjj),^-"^as follows (Recami and Migna-

ni 1973a): 

with - f c Z 
; QtS>Lt* 

l/H-ijV/ ' ' J /«»*l 
Eqs.(160) show, among the others, how the four various "signs" (real or imagi

nary, positive or negative) of dy' and dz' do succeed each other as functions 

of u, or rather of " (notice that -oo<;u4 + f » ) . In brief, it is dy' = 

••• — U€ p~%v °V. Fig.37 just shows it explicitly. (We should remember also 

Fig.12 in Sect.5.15). 

As to eqs.(154bis), let us mention that recently Caldirola et a!.(1980) di

scovered an early derivation due to Somigliana (1922). Somigliana looked for 

the most general linear transformations leaving invariant the electromagnetic 

wave propagation-equation, and found —besides che usual L T s — also eqs. 

(154bis), except for their double signs (actually necessary to the existence 

of the inverse transformations; for its procedure, see Caldirola et a!.(1980). 

14.4 - Three alternative theories 

We preliminarily saw from Fig.36 and from egs.(154bis)that, if we look for 

SLTs satisfying eq.(15) of Sect.14.2 with the sign minus, we end up with 

"transformations" which carry in imaginary numbers for the transverse coordi

nates. As we mentioned many times, this problem disappears in (n,n) dimen

sions, and typically in (1,1) dimensions. 

We deemed that -,ucn problem (the problem of ER) has to be faced; and in the 

following we smll try to clarify its perspectives (even if a lot of tachyon 

physics — a s we viw -•• i.,v\ u>< developed witnout trying to introduce Superluminal 
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frames). We are mainly following, in other words, the approach by Mignani and 

Recami, and subsequent coworkers. 

However other authors preferred to skip that problem, reducing it (even in 

four dimensions) to an essentially two-dimensional problem. Two alternative 

approaches have been proposed in such a direction. 

14.4*1. The fourdimensional approach by Antippa and Everett - A group of 

authors, initially inspired by a belief criticized in Sect.5.14, just assumed 

all tachyons to move exclusively along a privileged direction, or rather along 

a unique "tachyon corridor". In this case the problem for tachyons becomes es

sentially two-dimensional, even in four dimensions.. Such an approach does vio

late, however, not only space-isotropy, but also light-speed invariance. Those 

violations do not show up only for col linear boosts along the tachyon corriodr. 

According to us, this approach avoids considering the real problem of SLTs in ER. 

It would then be better to investigate tachyons from the subluminal frames only 

(i.e., in the "weak approach" only). For details about this theory —which of 

course does not meet imaginaries see Antippa and Everett (1971,1973), Antip

pa (1972,1975), Everett (1976), and Marchildon et al.(1979); see also Lemke 

(1976, 1977a,b), and Teli and Sukar (1978). 

14.4*2. The fourdimensional approach by Goldoni - The third theory is due 

to Goldoni (1972,1973), who developed an interesting approach in which a sym

metry is postulated between the "slow" and "fast" worlds, and the tachyon rest-

-mass is real; he succeeded e.g. in producing the "tadpoles" dynamically (with

out supposing a non-zero vacuum expectation value of the fields). 

Passing from the slow to the fast worlds, however, means interchange time 

with space. And in four Hmensions, which space-axis has the time-axis to be 

interchanged with? The approach mainly followed by us is equivalent to answer: 

<&w1th all the three space-axes!>>, so to get transformations preserving the 

quadratic form, except for its sign (see eq.(15), Sect.14.2); afterwards, one 

has to tackle the appearance of imaginary transverse components. In order 

to avoid such difficulty, Goldoni introduced a different metric-signature for 

each observed tachyon, ending up with the four independent space-time metric-

-signatures: (---•); (+ ) ; (-•--); (-- + - ) . It follows that tachyons 
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are not observable in Goidc.ii's approach, except for the fact that they can 

exchange with bradyocs (only) internal quantum numhers. Some consequences for 

QFT may be appealing; but we deem that t'-is approach too —at the relativis-

tic levei-- avoids facing the re<?l problem by a "trick". 

Nevertheless, rjther val-iahle r.eem thc- considerations developed by Goldoni 

^I97jd,U,c} ii'i ÇiTiã: A i i\_ '• à L" \ ' t', • 

14.5 - A,simple application 

Let us go back to Sect.14.4 and apply it to find out e.g. how a fourdimensio-
2 2 2 2 2 

nal (space-time) "sphere" t + x + y + z = A , that is to say 

\\2 + i\2 * y 2 + *2 = A2 , (i6i) 

deforms under Lorentz transforations. In the ordinary subluminal case (eqs. 

(157) with ? = + 1j, eq.(16!) in terms of the new (primed) coordinates rewri

tes fo<a<+eOj: 

Ja Z ' * ka £"' *• •.''" *• z' - A , subluminal easel (162a_) 

which in the new frame is a four-dimensional ellipsoid. 

In the case of a Super luminal boost ieqs. (7 58bi_s M , eq, (161) become$fin 

terms of the new primed coordinates [o<aO«>]: 
"7 7 7 9 7 7 7 1 I 

Ja £ ! + Já ?"' - y' - z' = A jSuperluminal easel (162b_) 

which in the new frame is now a fourdimensional hyperboloid. 

Notice explicitly, however, that the present operation of transforming under 

GLTs a fourdinensional set of events has nothing to do with what one ordinarily 

performs (in fact, one usually considers a world-tube and then cuts it with 

different three-dimensional hyperplanes). 

14.6 - Answer to the "Einstein problem" of Sect.3.2 

WÍÍ have still the task of interpreting physically the SLTs as given by eqs. 

(1501,(154). Before going on, however, we wish to answer preliminarily the 

"Einstein problem" mentioned in Sect.3.2 (cf. eq.(12)V We have seen in Sect. 

5.6, and later on in connection v/ith eqs.(154bis) [3ect.14.3j, that eq.(12; is 

http://3ect.14.3j
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not correct, coming from an uncritical extension of LTs to the Superluminal 

case. Let us consider an object with its centre at the space-origin ̂ _of 

its rest-frame; be it intrinsically spherical or, more generally, let it have 

the intrin-ic sizes A x = 2x *2r, A y = 2y and Az = 2z„ along the 
—o -o - -o — o -o —o 

three space axes, respectively. Instead of eq.(12), for the size along the 
boost motion-line x thp theory r.f F3 yield" thp rer,l p*pressi'"i." (x a.rl. 

Ax^Ax.jlTM". [uSiJ (163a) 

No problems arise, therefore, for the object size along the_x_-axis. 

Me meet problems, however, for the transverse sizes, which become imagi-

naries according to eqs.(154bis): 

Ay' = ^ A 3 . ; A ? ' = ^ A * „ . (163b) 

But let us go back to Sect.8.° and Fig.19. If the considered object P = Pg 

is ellipsoidal in its rest-frame, then, when Superluminal, P = P , will appear 

to be spread over the whole ipace confined between the double indefinite 

cone 1?: y 2/y 0
2 + z2/z

0
2 = (Ut-x)2/[x 2 ( U 2 - ! ) ] , and the two-sheeted hy-

perboloid *3L: y2/y 2 + z2/zQ
Z = (Ut-x)2/[x 2(U 2-!)] - t (cf. Recami and 

Maccarrone 1980). See Figs.17. The distance 2x' between the two vertices . 

V, and V? of J£, which yields the linear size of PT along _x, is 2x' = 2x yU - 1. 

For instance, for t - 0. the position of the two vertices of ̂ T i s given by 
V 2 1 

V, j = - xo0^ " ̂• Tnis, incidentally, clarifies the meaning of eq.(163a_). 
Let us now turn our attention to the transverse sizes. The quantities y 

—o 

and z correspond to the intersection': of the initial ellipsoid with the ini

tial axes y and z_, respectively (for^t = 0). We have then to look in the tachyo-

nic case for the intersections of '^uwith the transverse axes y and _z. Since 

these Intersections are not real, we shall formally get, still for t_=0, 
y' - i y ; i' * i z Jo Jo o o 

which do explain the mening of eqs.(163b). In fact (see Figs.38), the real 

quantities y'/i =y and z'/i -i have still the clear, simple meaning of 

semi-axes o f ™ . In other words, the quantities (y' (= y'/i and \i' I * 

=t Zg/i just tell us the shape of the tachyon relevant surface (they express 

the transverse •jize of the "fundamental rectangles", i.e. allow to find out 

the fundamental asymptotes of P T). See Recami and Maccarrone (1980); see al

io Corben (1975), iiladkick (1978a,b), Terletsky (1978), Gott III (1974), and 

Fleury et al.f1971). 
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Even if in a particular case onlv, we nave practically shown how to in

terpret also the last tv.o ecuaticns in (lt-bj_s). We shall come back to 

this point; but let us add h»re *>e follov:inn. Eqs. (15'ibi s) seem to tran-

sform each ellipsoidal .or spnerical,. surrace o. into a two-sheeted Hyper-

boloid t)T. Let us now consider the intersections of any surface *K (see 

Fig.39a_) and of the correspondir-a < X (Fig.39b_) with s]_}^ the possible trans

versal planes i = Z- 1" Figs.39, for simplicity, the case of a Super!iwiinal 

boost along x_ with speed V = c,2 and t_=0 is considered; so that OV, = OR, = 

= x =r and all quantities CÍT have t*e sa.'.e value both in Fig. (a) and in (b). 

It is immediate to realize that, when the intersections of c7 with the plane 

x_=7_are real, then the corresponding intersections of <Jl are imaginary 

(with the same magnitude), and vice-versa. Namely, in the particular case 

considered, the intersections of <v are real for ["x(o" and imaginary for 

("x|>• r, while the intersections of r~j are or, tne contrary imaginary for 

l"x|<r. and real for |x|>r. It is easy to understand that egs.(154bis) 

operate in the planes (x,y) and ix,z) a napoing of ellipses^ into hyperbo

l e s ] ^ in such a way that the r--*al part of -T- n^es into the imaginary part 

of h, and vice versa (see Calditvla et ai .1?S0). Cf. also Fig.37. 

14.7 - An auxiliary six-dimensional space-time M(3,3) 

Equations (150), as well as (15-1), call imaginary quantities into play and 

therefore seem to require an o-dimensional space _C_ (i.e. a 4-dirnensional com

plex space-time) as the kirenatical background. However, an essential teaching 

of SR appears to be that the foui^osition is giver; by one real and three imagi

nary coordinates —or viceversa-- r,o that formally (with c = 1): Time - i x Space. 

As noticed by Minkowski (1Ci0P,) hirnself * one might formally write: 1s = 
8 

» i x ( 3 x l 0 )m. As a consequence, to interpret the SLT; it can be enough to 

assume (temporarily, -it I'-.ast} a ^-dimensional space-time M(3,3) as background; 

this was first suggested in Mignani and f'ecami (1976). Ever since, much work 

has been done on such spares, wi*h or without direct connection with the SLTs: 

see e.g. Dattoli and Mignani (197H), VysYn (1978), Pappas (1978,1979,1982), 

Z11no (1979,1983), Strnad (1078.if»/9a,b,1980), Pavsic (1981a,b), Johnson (1981), 

Fronlng (1981), Lewis (19H1), Patty (1932), Conforto (1984) and particularly 

Cole (1978,1979,1980a,h,r,rf,r»); *,e also Tonti (1976), .Jancewicz (1980), and 

Maccarrone and Recami (19'^b). The idea of a possible multi-dimensional time, 

of course, was older (see e.g. Bunge 1959, Dorling 1970, Kalitzin 1975, De-

mers 1975). 
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Alternative z:or:iz".es, that can be premising also w . r . t . tachyon theory, 

may be the ones whic- s tar t from a complexificaticn of space-time, via the 

introduction ab init;."i ei ther of complex numbers (Gregory 1961,1962, Sudar-

shan 1963, Review I , r'accarini 1974, Mignani and Reca-ii 1974c, Cole 1977, 

Kalnay 1973, Kos<ale--c ard Moskalenko 1978; see also Rosen 1962, Das 1966, 

Shin 1966, Kálnay a-c Toledo 1967, Baldo and Recami 1969, Recami 1970, Olkhov-

sky and Recami 1970, Jansen and Newman 1975, Hestenes 1975, Plebanski and 

SchiId 1976, Charcn "577, Imaeda 1979, and Sachs 1932J, or of octonions 

(see e.g. Casalíucni '?78) , cr of twistors (see e.g. Penrose and McCallum 

1973, Hansen anc Ne^an 1975) and quaternions (see e.g. Edmonds 1972,1977, 

1978, Weingarten 19?;, '-'ignani 1975,1978, Imaeda 1979). The most promising 

"alternative" as:roacn is probably the las t one: see the end of Sect.13.8 

(and Soucek 1981). 
3 

Let us rentier,, i<~cidental ly, that transformations in _C_ -space are rela

ted to the group S'J, of (unitary) intrinsic symmetries of elementary parti

cles. It is not without meaning, possibly, that the M(3,3) formalism has been 

used to express the lav; of "trichromatism" (Derrers 1975). 

Let us confire ourselves to boosts along x. 'Ae are left with the problem 

of discussing the for-ial ec?s. (154). 

Let us consicer (Vaccarrone and Recami 1984a} tne GLTs, eqs.(152), as de

fined In M,=M(3,3) = \,y,z,t ,t ,t ); any observer s in M, is free to rotate 

the triad |t^= (t.,.t, ,t ) provided that ft t JLj x Í = (x,y,z). In parti

cular, the initial observer s an always choose the axes t ,t ,t in such 
o J x y' z 

a way that, under a transcendent Lorentz transformation (without rotations: 

Miller 1962 pp18-2i, 45-46) c ^ s ^ , it is: x->t ; y-^t ; z~*t ; 

t„—*x; t — » y ; t ~ » z ; in agreement with the fact that the formal expres-

sion ofe7 = i if (where nov, tl is the six-dimensional identity) is indepen

dent of any space direction. 

. Moreover, _i_f observer s , when aiming to perform a Superluminal boost 

along Xj , rotates /£ I so that t,»t (axis t being his ordinary time-

-axis: see Sect.4 and the following), then any transcendent bopst can be 

formally descried U, opeiat.e ,v_, in rig.(40t>). 

What above means that the imaginary unit i can be regarde*. as a 90°-rota-

tion operator also in MA; from the active point of view, e.g., it carries 

X * (x,y,z)ZÍ (t ,t ,'. J i t. Here the meaning of i, for one and the same ob-

server, is analcgcus to its meaning in SR, where it is used to distinguish 

the time from tre sr^ce coordinates, which are orthogonal to time. Therefore: 
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í » e 
iTT/2 S 

^ 

-b 5±x (two-dimensional case) 

(six-dimensional case) 

(164) 

Notice that in M, the OLTs are actually (linear) transformations, and not 
o ' 

only naopings. What precedes (see e.g. eq.(16^)| implies that 

for IX 
'6 ' 

for SLTs , 

ds;2 = + úil 

ds ,2 . ds 

(165a) 

(165b) 

with obvicus meaning of the symbols. The GLTs, as always, can be considered 

either frcn the active or from the passive point of view (in the latter ca

se, they will keep the 6-vector fixed and "rotate" on the contrary the six 

axes without _chjmginn. —notice— their names durin£ the "rotation"). 

The subluminal LTs in M,, to be reducible in four dimensions to the ordi-
2 2 

nary ones in agreement with SR (dsi = + ds.), must be confined to those 

that call into play one time-axis, let it be t = t- , while t- and t, re-

main unchanged (or change in M, only in such a way that át' + dt' = dt2 + 

+ dt, ). As a consequence, because of eqs.(150), also the SLTs in Mg must 

comply with some constraints (see Maccarrone and Recanii 1984). For instance, 

when the boost speed U tends to infinity, the axis t'= t-j teds to coincide 

with the boost axis x., and the axis x'. with the axix U s t . 

As to the signature in M, two alternative conventions are available. The 

first one is this: we can paint in blue (red) the axes called ti (x.) by the 

Initial observer s , and state that the blue (red) coordinate squares must 

always be taken <is positivo (wnative) for all observers, even when they 

are 'rotated" so as to span the region initially spanned by the opposite-

-color axes. Under such a convention, a transcendent SIT acts as follows; 

I 

\ dt. •dt' - dz 
z 

dt 
y 

.dt' 
y 

dy 

dx 

dx ->dx' - dt. 

dt —>dt' 
x x 

dy ~*dy' 

d i - ^ d z ' 

fit 
y 

/ 
I under «7 J (166) 

dt. 
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Notice that no imaginary units enter eqs.(166). The previous discussion 

on the action of in M, was performed with such a metric-choice. 

The second possiDle convention (still without changing the names —let 

us repeat— of the axes t-, x. during their "rotation") would consist in 

adopting the opposite six-dimensional metric in the r.h.s. of eqs.(156); 

it corresponds to changing the "axis signatures" during their rotation: 

dt i dt i dz 

dty 
dtx 

dx 

dy 

dz 

i dt^ = i dy 

i dt' = i dx 
X 

i dx' ^ i dt 

i dy' = i dt 

i dz' = i dt 

under <s (167) 

Such a second convention implies the appearance of imaginary units (mere-

ly due, however, to change of metric w.r.t. eqs.(166n. 

In any case, the axes called t. by the subluminal observer s , and consi

dered by s as subtending a three-temporal space (_t ,t ,t )-L (x,y,z), are 

regarded by the Subluminal observer S^, , and by any other S', as spatial 

axes subtending a three-spatial space; and viceversa. 

According to our Second Postulate (Sect.4) we have now to assume that s 

has access only to a 4-dimensional slice M. of Mg. When s describes bradyons 

B, we have to assume M.=(t.st; x,y,z) , so that the coordinates t~, t, of any 

B are not observable for s . With regard to SLTs we must e.g. specify, from 

^,e passive point of view, which is the "observability slice" Mi of M' acces

sible to S' when he describes his own bradyons. By checking, e.g., eqs.(166) 

we realize that only two choices are possible: either (i) Mi =. (t';x',y',z'); 

or (ii) Mi = (t',t',t',x'). The first choice means assuming that each axis 

while rotating carries with itself the property of being observable or unob-

servable, so that tie axes observable for S' are the transforms o f the axes 

observable for s . The second choice, on the contrary, means assumir.g the 

observability (or unobservability) of each axis to be established by its 

position in Mg (as judged by one and the same observer), so that two of the 

axes (i.e., t', t') observable for S' are the transforms of two axes 

(i.e., t„, t,) unobservable for s . In othe words, the first choice is Ml J. 
-y -z — o 4 



J_M., while the second choice is Ml = M., (in M,, when it is referred to one 

and the same observer;. Notice that, roughly speaking, the above properties 

of the two choicos get reversed when passing to the active point of view. 

The first choice does not lead automatically, from eqs.(165) in six di-

mensions, to the cs^" i.nvariance (except for the sign) in four dimensions. 

It moreover calls aJJ six coordinates into play, even in tne case of sublu-

nrinal LTs obtained through suitable chains of SLTs and LTs. This choice, the

refore, could be adopted only when whishing to build up a truly six-dimensio

nal theory. The resulting theory would predict the existence in M' of a "ta-

chyon corridor" and would violate the light-speed invariance in Ml: in such 

a sense it would be similar to Antippa's (1975). 
2 2 The second choice, once assumed in Mc that dsé = - ds, for SLTs, does _ x> 6 6 

lead automatically also to dsl = - ds£ in four dimensions (Maccarrone and 

Recami 1984). tforeowr, it calls actually into play four coordinates only, 

in the sense that i'cf. e.g. eqs.(166)) it is enough to know initially the co

ordinates (t;x,y,z) in M. in order to know finally the coordinates (f,t' ,t' ;x') 

in MI. We adopt the second cnoice since we want to try to go back from six 

to four dimensions, and since we like to have the light-speed invariance pre

served in four dimensions even under SLTs. The "square brackets" appearing 

in eqs.(166},(167) just refpr to such a choice. 

To go on, let us start by adopting also the signature —first conven

tion— associated wit'- eqs.(166). If we consider in M, a (tangent) 6-vector 

dv_ lying on the slice f^(t =t; x,y,z) , then a SLT —regarded from the c-ctive 

point of view— will "rotate" dy_ into a vector dyj lying on the slice M.(t , 

t ,t ; x ) : see Fig.41. in other words, any SLT — a s given by eqs.(150) ,(154) — 

leads from a bradyon B with observable coordinates in M(1,3) = (t;x,y,z) to 

a final tachyon T with "observable" coordinates in M'(3,1) 5 (t,,t„,t_; w) , 

where the w-axis belongs to E(3)s (x,y,z) and the t-axis belongs to E'(3).= 

s(tj._t2,t3): see Fig. 40a. Formally: (1,3).SCT >(3,1). From the passive 

point of view, the initial observer s has access, e.g., only to the slice 

(t *i;x,y,z), while the final observer S' (e.g., S ^ ) has access only to 

the slice (t',t',t^; x'); so that the coordinates t , t (and y', z') are not 

observable (see also Poole »>t. al.l9R0, and Sobc/yk 19R1). Notice that _x' 

comes from the "rotation" of the boost axis. 

At this point two observations are in order: 1) Our Second Postulate (Sects. 

4 and 14.2) requires observer S' to consider his space-time (f,t',f;x') as 

related to three space axes and one time axis; actually renaming them, e.g., 
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^1 ^? J^> and ~t'•> respectively. This consideration is the core of 

our interpretation, i.e. the basis for under:landing ho./ 5' sees the tachyons 

T in his Mi; 2) The principle of relativity (Sect.4) requires that also S Q 

describe his tachyons (in M J just as S' describes his tachyons (in M ^ ) ; 

and viceversa. If we understand how S' sees -.is tachyes in Hi, we can im

mediately go back to the initial :-'M,3) and f-rget&bou* six dimensions. 
i 

In connection with M',, the effect of a Sucsrluminal î oost along x will be 

the following: 

dx 

dt. 

•dx' 

dt* = 

dt y->dt; = idy; 

(168) 

-it •df = t z dz . 

In eqs.(168) no imaginaries appear. But our signature-choice (166) implies 

that S' —from the metric point of view, since he uses the signature (+ + + -) — 

deals with t'. as if they were actually time-components, and with x' as if 

it were actually a space-component. 

Me might say, as expected, that a tachyon T will appear in Mi to S' (and 

therefore also to s in M,) as described by the same set of coordinates des

cribing a bradyon B, provi-fed that three out of those coordinates are regar

ded as time coordinates, and only one as a space coordinate. Since we do not 

understand the meaning of such a statement, we may seek recourse to some for

mal procedures so to deal eventually (at least formally, apparently) with 

one time and three space coordinates; we can hope to understand a posteriori 

that meaning, via the latter choice (see e.g. Mignani and Recami 1974c, and 

Maccarrone et al.1983). One of the possible procedures is the following. Let 

us change the signature-choice, by passing from eqs.(166) to eqs.(167), in 

such a way that both (Soct.<1.1'6) s and S' use the signature ( + - - - ) , 

as if S' too dealt with one time and three spac? coordinates. With the choice 

(167), eqs.(168) transform into; 
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+ dx —* i d/. 

dt - ^ i dt' 

dt - * i dt 
y J 

-I-
I 

v"UX-l' (168") 

= ti dy 

dt •i dt1 i dz 

where now "imaginary units': do appear, which correspond to the metric change 

(166>^(167). Eqs.(168') are of course equivalent to eqs.(168). Eqs.(168'), 

and therefore eqs.(168), coircide with our eqs.(15^bis), provided that the 

second one of eqs.(164) is applied to the vector (it',it* ,it' ,ix'). See the 
• i • y x 

following. 

14.S - Formal expression of the Superluminal boosts: The First Step in their 

interpretation 

We reached the point at which to attempt interpreting eqs.(154). At the 

end of the last Sect.14.7, we just saw how to transform eqs.(168') into eqs. 

(154bis). The result has been the same got in an "automatic way in Sect. 

14.3. 

This is a first step in the interpretation of SlTs. But we shall have to 

deal also with the imaginaries remained in the last two of eqs. (154)/,or of 

eqs.(168'). 

The first two equations in (168') —in fact— are true transformations 

carrying a couple of coordinates (t,x) belonging to the initial observabili

ty slice into a couple of coordinates (t'.x1) belonging to the final observa

bility slice. In other words, t' and x' come from the "rotation" of x and t, 

such a rotation taking always place inside both the observability slices of 

S and S'. We can just eliminate the j_'s on both -.ides, getting the reinter

preted eqs.(39')-(33") of Sect.5.6. 

On the contrary, the coordinates t', t' —that S' must interpret as his 

transverse space-coordinates \%.]X\~ sre the transforms of the initial coor

dinates t , t (uncoservable for s ), and not of the initial coordinates y, z. 

~y " 2 i i ° 
Precisely, the axes s T j , ^ derive by applying to the axes t , t a 90° - " ro ta -

tion" which takes place in 'A outside the obse rvab i l i t y - s l i ces of s and S ' . 
ò 0 

As a consequence, in the first two equations in (163') we have to substitute 
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dzr for idt' a m dv' for ; it' so that 
z " y 

/' - * dz' = + i dz f c . . ."1 
l ; " Superluminal x-boost / 

^ - " dy' = t i d y 

The i's remain here; in -2:t, the coordinates y', £' (regarded as spatial 

by S') are considered as temporal by s . 

Notice that, frcni the active point of -new, M and M' intersect each o+>" r 
4 4 

in Mc just {and jnly) alo.n: the plane (x,t) = (f ,x'): see Figs.40, 41. 
O - — — 

Eqs.(168') have been ti.s transformed into eqs.(154bis). 

While eqs.('5J) or (154 for U ~ > o o (transcendent SLT) yield 

td: dt' = íidt; :<'=iidx; dy' = + i dy; d z ' = ! i d z , (169) 

in agreement with the fact that the formal expression of o = i H is direction-

-independent, after tne .partial) reinterpretations of eqs.(154) into eqs. 

(154bis) we get that the t'jnscsndent SLT along x acts as follows 

dt' = t d x ; cx' = tdt; dy* = t i dy; d z ' = ± i d z . 

In this case, in fact, tne '^interpretation follows by regarding j_ as a 90°-

-rotation operator in the c:mplex plane (x,t) = (t',x'), and not in the planes 

(y,t) or Çz,t). Consequently, even if all transcendent SLTs (without rotations) 

^rare formally identical, they will differ from one another after the reinter-

pretation. 

More details on this -interpretation First Step" can be found in Maccar-

rone and Recami (1984, Sect.7). We want to stress explicitly that the ̂ inter

pretation Is a "local" phenomenon, in the sense that it clarifies how each ob

server S' renames the axes and therefore "physically interpret" his own obser

vations. The interpretati:n procedure, thus, is frame-dependent in ER and 

breaks the generalized L?r~",tz-invariance. Eqs.(154), e.g., do form the group 

fi together with the LTs; :jt the "partially interpreted" eqs.(154bis) do not. 

Moreover, the reinterprete.-:on (when necessary) has to be applied only at the 

end of any possible c^ain. :-' OLTs: to act differently would mean (besides the 

others) to use diverse signatures —in our sense— during the procedure, and 
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this is illegal. I Notice once more that the reinterpret.ition we are d'^cus-

sing in Sect.14 has nothing to do with the Stiickelberg-Feynmdn-Sudarshan 

"switching procedure", anso Known as "reinterpretation principle"/. 

14.9 - The Second Step (i.e.: Preliminary considerations on the imaginary 

transverse components) 

In Sects.14.3 and 14.7-14.8 we have seen how to interpret the first two 

equations in (154), so to pass to eqs,(154bis). We are left with the need fo«* 

a second step in the interpretation of SLTs, to understand the geormetrico-

-physical meaning of the last two equations in (154) or in (168'). 

How to perform this second step has been already discussed in Sect.14.6, 

whenanswering the Einstein problem. Namely, when applying a SLT in the chro-

notopical space, the presence of the "i's" in the transverse components 

causes the shape of a tachyon (e.g., intrinsically spherical) to appear 

essentially as in Figs.l9d, 18 and 17 (see Sects.8.2 an-i 14.6). To be honest, 

we know how tc interpret the last two equations in (154) only in some relevant 

cases (cf. Sect.14.6). This is a problem still open in part; we want at least 

to clarify and formalize that reinterpretation procedure at our best. This 

will be accomplished in the next Section 14.10, for a generic SLT. 

Here let us make a comment. The "Lorentz" mappings (154) —after their in

terpretation— do not seem to carry one uny more outside the initial Minkowski 

space-time M.. Only for this reason we always used the convention of calling 

just "transformations" the SLTs (a use well justified in two, or six, dimen

sions), even if in four dimensions they seem to transform manifolds into 

manifolds, rather tha.i points into points; on this respect, the critical 

comments in Sect.8.3 ought to be attentively reconsidered (see also Smrz 1984). 

14.10 - The edse of the generic SLTs 

Let us extend the whole interpretation procedure (of the whole set of four 

equations constituting a SLT) to the case of a generic SLT "without rotations" 

(Miller 1962), i.e. of a Super luminal boost L(U) along a generic motion-line *., 
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Ir terras of the ordinary coordinates x/\ according to eqs.''50) we shall 

hi/e fu/CU; u=.l/U; </< 1; U2> 11 : 

( i / n . . . . ^ _ . 1 A . * > U 4.,' ? " _ - " / » . 1 (169) 
' ^ u 

r^M-
wrere L(u) ̂ s the dual (subluminal) boost along the same I' . Quantity n is 

tr» unit vector individuating £ : n n =-1 - -Inj ; it :oints in the (con-
— — r- (u« I 

veitionally) positive direction along t . Notice that u.'J -ay be positive or 

nejative. Eqs.(169) express L(U) in its formal, "original' form, still to 

be interpreted. 

L(U;xM) can be obtained from the corresponding Superlu^inal boost j. (x,U)=. 

= 3(x) along x through suitable rotations I L (x,U) = iL ( X , J ) ; r,s = 1,2,3 1? 
(i o c o \ 

f 
I' 

O 

O 

O -n2 -An,^ d-An£ 

(170) 

where j}(x) is given by eqs.(154). Till now we dealt with tre interpretation 

of eqs.(150) only in the case of Superluminal Doosts along a Cartesian axis. 

To interpret, now, also the L(U;x^) of eqs.(169), let us ccmpare L(U) with 

l['J), where 
— «a 

L(U;x^) = R_1B(x) R (171) 

ard B(x) is the (partially) reinterpreted version of eqs.(154), i .e. is given 

by eqs.(154bis). 

From eqs.(171) and (lS4bis) we get (Haccarrone et aj_.l?33): 

L^;*j= 
-Jr - Vç K 

(172a) 

wrere J ' a ( U - l ) with n - 1/u; u < 1 ; u > 1 . E'j. (172?., can also be wr i t ten 
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where ^f is defined in eqs.(169), with |u|<1. Notice explicitly that the 

tn»ir-rt-.itií»n<;tünal ÍLÍs in their oriairiji mathematical form are always pure 1 y 

imaginary; this holds in particular for a generic SLT "without rotations". 

It will seem to contain complex quantities only in its (partially) reinter

preted form. But this is a "local" fact relative to the final frame, and 

due to a trivial effect of the relevant space-rotations: its interpreta

tion is partly related to Fig.42 (in the following). 

Let us also recall that in the case of a chain of GLTs the interpretation 

procedure is to be applied only at the end of the chain (the reinterpretation, 

being frame-dependent, breaks the lorentz invariance}. 

We have just to compare the matrix in eq.(172) with the matrix in eq.(169), 

including in it its imaginary coefficient, in order to get the interpretation 

of eqs.(169). Such a reinterpretation will proceed, as usual, in two steps; 

the first consisting now in the interpretation of the time coordinate and of 

the space-coordinate along v ; the second one consisting in the interpreta

tion of the Imaginary space-coordinates transverse to £ . For instance, let 

us compare eq.(169) with eq.(172b), apart from their double signs: 

(169) 

FIRST STEP; recipe: 

You can eliminate the imaginary unit in all the addenda containing Jj as a 
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SECOND STEP: in the second equations in (169) and (172b) if we put^r«xs 

(xyz) and r'=x' = (x'y' z'), we can write J^Vtt + -rJL * w n e r eJIll- ^rll ii 

and r , = r- r„ n = r- tr-n\ n. Then eq.(l72b) can be written in integral form 

as r' - r* + r\ = )T(t-ur. In + i r . ; and —after having applied the "first 
*. «"II — -L * -:\ M. -r-•*-

step" recipe— we are left «nly with r', = ir, ; i.e. only with the imaginary 

terras (not containing )f as a multiplier): 

f 

which enter only the expression dx' . (Of course r , is a space vector ortho-

gonal to C and therefore corresponds to two further coordinates only). Since 

eqs.(173) refer to the space-coordinates orthogonal to the boost d'.-ection, 

their imaginary "signs" have to be interpreted so as we did (Fig.19) in Sect. 

14.6 (and H.9) for the transverse coordinates y' and z' in the case of Super-

luminal x-boosts: see Fig.42. 

This means that, if the considered SLT is applied to a body PQ initially at 

rest (e.g., spherical in its rest frame), we shall finally obtain a body PT 

moving along the motion-line (? with Superluminal speed V = U, such a bodtf P_ 

being no longer spherical or ellipsoidal in shape, but appearing on the contra

ry as confined between a two-sheeted hyperboloid and a double cone, both having 

as symmetry axis the boost motion-line C . Fig.42 referes to the case in which 

P_ is intrinsically spherical; and the double-cone semi-angle </ is given by 

tgo(* (V - 1) . More in general, the axis of the tachyon shape will not coin

cide with £ (but will depend on the tachyon speed V = U). 

More precisely, the vector JR'j_ , apart from its imaginary "sign", —i.e. the 

vectorR .— can be described by the two coordinates R , ' = Y ; R v ' = Z such 
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as in Sect.14.6 and 14.9: see Figs.38 and 42. 

We see once more that this reinterpretation "secondstep" works only in par

ticular special cases. To clarify a bit more the present situation, Maccar-

rone et al.(1983) emphasized the following points: (i) one is ncrt supposed to 

consider (and reinterpret) the GLTs when they are applied just to a "vacuum 

point"; actually, we know from 3" that each observer has a right to consider 

the vacuum as at rest w.r.t himself; (ii) one should then apply —and eventual-

/ly reinterpret— the GLTs, in particular the SLTs, only to transform the 

space-time regions associated with physical objects; these are considered as 

extended objects (Kainay 1978), the point-like situation being regarded only 

as a limiting case; (iii) the extended-type object is referred to a frame 

with space-origin in its center of symmetry. 

Many problems remain still open, therefore, in connection with such a "se

cond step" of the interpretation (cf.Sects.14.14-fl4.16) 

14.11 - Preliminaries on the velocity composition problem 

Let us apply a SLT in the form (17ZaJ along the generic motion-!me JL 
2 2 

with Superluminal speed U= 1/u (U > 1 ; u < 1 ) to a bradyon P_ having initial 
— — — — B 

fouwelocity \tf* and velocity v. Again, one should pay attention to not confuse 

the boost speeds u, U with the fourvclocity components u^*of PD . For the pur-
— — — D pose of generality, v and U should not be parallel. We get 

Í 
where u„ a-u n ; Ui iu +u n u = u -u„n , and n is scill the unit vector 

=.long€, while J*a (U - 1 ) " * so as in cq.(172a). Notice that u' is real, while 

""* r ~ — ~ ° 
the second equation in (174) rewrites u'»-

where u* is real too and only u', is purely Imaginary; u , u' (u. , u', ) are 

the longitudinal (transverse) components w.r.t. the boost-direction. 

if we define the 3-velocity V for tachyons in terms of the '-velocity uM 

http://Sects.14.14-fl4.16
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[j-i.2.3l: 
/ 

« , J f 
M J 

i—z—' 
\ V -1 

u'°5 
/V -1 

Ü70 

eqs.(175) yield: 

•J 

(177) 

It may be noticed that: V 
it VZ Vi 1 vl/vl. where v is the transform 

of v under the dual (subluminal) Lorentz transformation L(u) with u-1/U; ui/U. 

Again V? is real find Jf' pure imaginary. However, jT is always positive so that 

JV'I is real and even more Superluminal; in fact : 

u.2 
'II -JL 'II l-xl ̂  • (178) 

More in general, eqs.(177) yield for the magnitudes 

which, incidentally, is a G-covariw»t relation. Let us recall that eqs(l74), 

(175) and (177> have been derived from the (partially) reinterpret form of 

SLTs; therefore they do not possess group-theoretical properties any longer. 

For instance, eqs.(177) cannot be applied when transforming (under a bLT) a 

speed initially Superluminal. 

Eq.(179) shows that under a SLT a bradyonic speedy goes into a tachyonic 

speed V. But we have still to discuss the fact that the tachyon 3-velocity 

components transverse to the SLT motion-line are imaginary (see the second 

equation in (177)V 

We shall proceed in analogy with Sects.14.6 and 14.10. Let us initially 

consider, in its c m . frame, a spherical object with center at 0, whose exter

nal surface expands in time for t^O ("symmetrically exploding spherical bomb"): 

0 £ x 2 • y2 * z 2 ^ (R f vt) 2 [ t e o ] O®) 

where R and v are fixed quantities. In Lorentz-invariant form (for the sublu-
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mindl observers), the equation of the "bomb" world-cone is (Maccarrone et al. 

1983): , . 1 Z i 

U / « u / < (180') 

*H >-Of 

where xA =, (t,x,y,z) is the generic event inside the (truncated) world-cnne, 

vector u^ is the "bobra" center-of-mass fourvelocity, and b^^u^/v- One can 

pass to Superluraina1 observers S' just recalling that (Sect.8.2) the SLTs in

vert the quadratic-form sign (cf. however also Sect.8.3). If S' just moves 

along thejc-axis with Superluminal speed - U, the first limiting equality in 

eq.(180') transforms, as usual, into the equation of a double cone symmetri

cal w.r.t. the x_-axis and travelling with speed _V-_U along the axis .xsyj. The 

second inequality in eq.(180') transforms on the contrary into the equation 

A-^v'K- (vl-'W\-ill)-it'v(<- v-V- «v-Wv^Vs ,,81, 
U(VJ-<) P£- H'f?Wv^7 -tfM*'*. lx'9 ty) 
When it is vV<1, the equality sign in eq.(181) corresponds to a two-sheeted 

hyperboloid whose position relative to the double cone does change with time 

(Fig.43). The distance between the two hyperboloid vertices, e.g., reads 

V 2-Vj = 2(1 -v
2V2)"1ft,v(V2-l) + R|/vZ- 1 J. When in eq.(181) it is vV>1 

the geometrical situatijn gets more complicated. 

But, in any case, the "bomb" is seen by the Superluminal observers to explo

de remaining always confined within the double cone. 

This means that: (i) as seen by the subluminal observers s a (bradyonic) 

bomb explodes in al! space directions, sending its "fragments" also —e.g.— 

along the y and z axes with speeds v and v respectively; (ii) as seen by 

the Superluminal observers S', however, the (tachyonic) bomb looks to explode 

in two "jets" which remain confined within the double cone, in such t way that 

no "fragments" move along the y' or z' axis. In other words, *he speeds V , V 

of the tachyonic bomb fragments "moving" along the y', z' axes, respectively, 

would result to be imaginary (Maccarrone et al.1983; see also Corben 1974,1975). 
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14.12 - Tachyon four-velocity 

Let us refer, for the particular case of Superluminal x_-bcc3ts in four di

mensions, to eqs.(154) and (154bis). Let us recall that in this particular 

case the SLTs —after their partial interpretation— coincide with the ones 

proposed by Mignani and Recami fReview I). 

We want to reconsider ab initio the problem of introducing tr? 3- and 4-velo-

city vector* for tachyons. 

In agreement with cqs.(150) we have seen that, if a sub'iuminal LT carries 

from the "rest-frame" s to « frame s endowed with velocity u relative to s , 
o >•"» o 

then the dual SLT must carry from s to the frame S' endowed with velocity 
2 2 2 ° 2 2 U * u / u ; U « u / u ; U = u / u , such that U = 1/u . By refering to the au--x -x — - y -y - - z - z - — — 

xiliary space-time M, and to the names attributed to the axes by the initial 

observer s, the second observer S* is expected to define the 3-velocity of 

the observed object as follows (Sect.14.6): 
Superluminal 

boost 
(182) 

where the tilde indicates the transformation accomplished by the dual, sublumi- / 

nal LT (actually, at = dt ; and dt = dt ); the t i l de disappears when the 

considered SLT is a transcendent Lorentz boost: V • dt /dx; V = dt /dx; 
x x y y 

V' s dt /dx. However, due to our Postulates, S' in his terminology w i l l of 

course define the 3-velocity of the observed tachyon in the ordinary way 

V/'r i i i ; V' * ̂  ' Vis sb! (183) 

where dx', dy', dzj are a priori yiven by eqs.(154). 

Identifying eqs.(183) with (182), on the basis of eqs.(154bis) we getj see 

Fig. 44*1? 

w*"!?"^' 3 -dp - ^ ; v ^ ^ éx ' 084) 

where, ii the present case, ú~- dy; dz - dz^. Namely, apart from the signs, 

the SLTs yield the final relations (dt 2dt): 



, du v/i^IT^ 

. r , / (184') 

* * d t ' cU-M<itr J 

relating the observations made by s on P with the observations made by S* 
D 

or. P̂  í t ransfer i of P ^nder the ,-onnrfp>vrt r..;n^»-ii.r..;...-,'. iinos :; 7«e :ma-

ginary units in the transverse-components mean a pr ior i that the tachyon 

P_ moves,w.r.t. S'. with velocity V in the M' space-time (see the fol lowing). 

From eqs.{184') one immediately sees that 

V ' T » 1 (185) 
x x 

and 1n particular V'v =1 when SLT=cA Notice,therefore, that the dual cor-
pX X 

respondence V'^c /v holds only for tho velocity components along the SLT 

direction; that correspondence does not hold for the transverse components 
/even if V* /v and V / v ), nor for the magnitudes ' and v. In fact 

(v = |^|; v , u < 1 ) 

^x-a TÇ ^ - M * (186) 

/ 

cf. also Sect.14.11. That is to say, the transverse components V , V are 

connected with the longitudinal component V in the same way as in the ordina

ry sublumlnel SR (Maccarrone and Recami 1984). Eqs.(186), as well as eqs.(158'), 

confirm that eqs.(154) are actually associated with Superluminal motion, not

withstanding their appearance. Eqs.(186) can be written, in terms of the Suoer-
2 

luminal-boost speed (U > 1 ) : 

V ss J vw - — a / W ' • , — j — (186') 

which express the velocity-composition law in the case of Superluminal boosts. 

Let us stress, again (see eqs.(178) and Sect. 14.1l), that from eqs.(186)-

-(186') one can veri fy that always 

V , 2 >1 (186") 
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even i f V*<0 and V '<0 , so that 1<V'X.V ' . This means that V'.= 

=|y ' | is always real and Superluminal. See also eq.()V9). 

In terms of four-velocities, the composition of a subluminal generic 

fourvelocity * with a Superlumii-al x-boost fourvelocity U will yield 

r 
V : = V ,U + V U, i • IV II +- «/ H I 

O 1 O 0 1 " % I l 0 0 

V! = v u + v.u, - - (v U, + v,U ) 
1 0 0 1 1 - l 0 I 1 0 

Superluminal boost 
v^v^ + 1 ; ^ u " = - t (187) 

V L 2.3 i v 
2,3 

v»hi;h do coincide with eqs.(186'). The£-boost Superluminal speed is -JJ, 

with U»l /u . Let us repeat that eqs.(186)-(187) should not be applied, when 

starting from a Superluminal speed i^v|>1, since applying the (partial) inter

pretation broke the groop-properties. 

We shall come back to the problem of the imaginaries in the transverse com

ponents of eqs.(186),(186') in Sect.14.15. 

14.13 - Tachyon four-momentum 

Let us apply the SLTs to the fourmomentum, defined in a G-covariant way as 

follows: 

^ m v, ,w 
v„ z. dx.,/dv r/*i] (188) 

The Then pu is a 6-vector, and we can apply to it eqs.(154), or (154bis) 

latter yield, for the tachyon fourmomentum /obtained by applying a Superluminal 

boost along x to a bradyon B with 3-velocity v; I v I = v<1 J : 

m* 
j / l - H v ' U - 1 

(189) 

h'i'h; M^>*. 
- f i m v . wherefom, among the others, pi . - . , . „ ,„ . 

~i,i - -o-z,3 
Do not confuse the fourvelocity components v 

- i m v J\l --o-y,yv 1 -v 
V . + i m v 

2,3 

-y,yv --- -y>Z 

with the three-velocity compo

nents v ; and so on. Attention must be paid, moreover, to the fact that 

V, v refer to the initial bradyon (in the initial frjme), while U and its dual 
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velocity u refer to the SLT. , 
* / 

Eqs.{189) can be rewritten (Maccarrone and Recami 1984): / 

\r°" 

.J i *. 

| ) j r \ \l'ò = ± t 'u i VJ ^ £ | Uf0 V»3 . 

Notice that, even if these equations express the fourmomentum of the final 

tachyon T s P , nevertheless m and _y ,_y , j represent the relativistic mass 

and the 3-velocity components of the initial bradyon B= PQ (in the initial 
o 

frame), respectively; in particular 

% f 2 2 ~ 
m = -, ._- -.iT t v = v C I 

1 - V 

By comparing eqs.{189; with the velocity-composition law (186y{ 186*), i t 

follows even for tachyons that 

V *%]° • k' ^° ^» ' 

|_V'lV2>i] (I 
,l >,/ 

SinceJT and_V' are imaginary, V' and_V* are imaginary as well, in agreement 

with the relations V' = tiy 2; V' = ij v . 

Finally, comparing eqs.(190) with (188), one derives that even in the ta

chyon case the 4-velocity and the 3-velocity are connected as follows: 

when V • V . In conclusion, the eqs.(188)-(191) that we derived in the ta-

chyonic case from eqs.(!54bis) are self-consistent and constitute a natural ex 
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tension of/the corresponding subluminal formulae. For instance, it holds in 

G-covariamt forra 

Since v , like x and p. , is a G-vector, we may apply the SLTs directly to 

V . Hy applyinn a Super luminal hnn«;r. one net* 

I 

i/ir-*. « i t F ^ 

%r± + *i? = * 5± 
fc v 

ru2> i 

. I v-V: 1 J 

(192) 

14.14 - Is linearity strictly necessary? 

We might have expected that transformations £ : *M~*XL m aPP i n9 points ! 

2 2 

of M- into points of M (in such a way that ds — > - ds ) did not exist. Other

wise real linear SLTs: dxu-»dx' of the tangent vector space associated with 

the original manifold map 6 •.. lould have existed (Windier 1966, Smrz 

1984). But we saw, already ct the end of Sect.3.2, that real linear SLTs 

[meeting the requirements (ii)-(iv; of Sect.4.2 J do not exist in four dimen

sions. 

On the contrary, the results in Sect.8.2, as well as in Sects.14.6 and 14.11, 

seem to show that in the Superluminal case in M. we have to deal with mappings 

that transform manifolds into mar.folds (e.g., points into cones). In Sect.8.3 

we inferred the SLTs: dx. >dx' to be linear but not real; just as we found in 
r* — — — _ 

the present Section 14. 

We may however —and perhaps more soundly— make recourse to non linear (but 

rea\) SLTs. 

If we consider SLTs: dx„-*ix^ real but not linear, then Superluminal maps 

G: M 4 ~ * M 4 (carrying points into points) do not exist. We already realized 

this. The important point, in this case, is that the "Superluminal mappings" 

'b (transforming then manifolds into manifolds) be compatible with the Postu

lates of SR; in particular (Sect.4.2): (i) transform inertial motion into 
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inertial motion; (ii) preserve space isotropy (and homogeneity); (iii) pre

serve the light-speed invariance. 

To meet the group-theoretical requirements, we have to stick to eqs.(154) 

and to their integral form. But their reinterpretation —accomplished in this 

Sect.14 and anticipated in Sect.8- does comply with conditions (i)-(iii) 

above. For example, it IcõJa fro»; a point-like b.iuyori Moving with corotant 

velocity to a tachyon spatially extended, but still travelling with constant 

velocity. The problem is now to look for real, non-linear SLTs (i.e., mappings 

of the tangent vector spa».?), and substitute them for the the linear non-real 

eqs.(154bis); with the hope that the new (non-linear) SLTs can yield more ri

gorously the same results met before, thus solving the problems left open by 

the previous "second step" reinterpretation. For a discussion of such topics 

see also Smrz (1984). 

14.15 - An attempt 

A temptative approach to real, non linear SLTs can be suggested by in

vestigating the difficulty mentioned at the end of Sect.14.12 (i.e., the still 

present difficulty of the imaginaries in the transverse components of eqs.OSô/, 

(186')). 

The 3-velocity W of the tachycn"barycenter", i.e. of the vertex of the 

"enveloping cone" O (Figs.18 and 42), must be real, in any case. For exam

ple (see Sect. 14.12), in the trivial case in which v =v - 0 , it is simply 

W «JT »V' »V'. More generally, when concerned with the overall velocity 

W of th» considered tachyon T, the imaginaries in the transverse components 

essentially record the already mentioned fact that, by composing U with v, one 

gets a velocity V whose magnitude V is smaller than V (Sect.14.12). In the 

particular case when U and v are directed along x and y, respectively, and 

|v « 1 , one may conclude that (Fig.45): _ 
*.i — 3 / r—5 ' wl-j^W,^.*...* 
which yield also the direction / o f W (Maccarrone and Rkcami 1984). Notice 
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t h a t W * | W ) coso< and W = | W ' l s W , but W j< ¥' and W j*V'. 
_x <IM* ' _y [•«./ -x - x - y _y 

The second equation in (193) can be obtained from the following intuitive 

analysis. Let us recall what seen in Sects.8.2 and 14.6 for an (intrinsical

ly) spherical objete P, initially at rest w.r.t. a certain frame s and with 

its center C at the soace-oriain 0 of s . When travelling along x with Super-
> " /• 

luminal speed I W'l = W's-W it will appear to s as in Fig.i9d iwhere tor 
I ««• I •— - x o * 

simplicity only the plane (x,y) is shown). It is trivial to extend the previous 

picture by requiring that, when <íj<0, for instance £s. (0,y), the shape of P 

will be obtained by shifting the shape in Fig.l9d along y by the quantity Ay = 

» y (if the laboratory containing P travels again with speed W parallel to 

the x-axis). 

If P is now supposed to move slowly along y in the lab, and the laboratory 

travels parallel to x with speed W_' w.r.t. s , it is sensible to expect that 

P will appear to s with a shape still similar to Fig.l9d_, but travelling 

along a (real) line inclined w.r.t. the £-axis by an angle»' . It is what 

we showed in Sect.14.10: see Fig.4if. 

The "reinterpretation" of the cone-vertex velocity (i.e. of the overall 

tachyon velocity) suggested by the previous intuitive remarksfis, then, the 

one shown in Fig.45; where we consider for simplicity W = V = 0. Recall 
" " " 7 " o o 

that the magnitude of the tachyon overall velocity is W = ÍW j = W + W = 

» V -|V'| , since V =iv [U -1 /(Uy -I) is imaginary. According to 

the interpretation here proposed for the velocity transverse components, the 

direction of W is given by t g ^ = W'/W' = (V7i)/V f see eq.(188)1 . 

14.16 - Real, non-linear SLTs: A temptative proposal 

The interpretation proposed in the previous Sect.14.15 has been shown by 

Maccarrone to correspond to the real, non-linear transformations Iw'j = |vl : 

where (Sect.14.12) v is given by the dual, subluminal Lorentz transformation 
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In terms of the 4-velocity, eqs.(194) write [c f . eqs.(191 )J 

\/4-\r v -i - v W iv' = - J-

4. J ' -" L i » " — 

(195) 

Eqs.(195) should then hold for all tangent vectors. We are therefore led to 

the real SLTs: dx —»dx' 

(196) 
I 

2 2 L 

which are non-linear, but carry ds — > - ds , transform inertial motion into 

inertial motion, and preserve space isotropy (and homogeneity) since they do 

not explicitly depend on the space-time position nor or any particular space 

direction. Notice, moreover, tha/t df' = dfj W -1 = d f / (1-7 j/v"' . 

Since any kind of real, non-linear SLTs, so as eqs.(196), constitute a 

reinterpreted on of eqs.(154), we do not expect them to possess group-theore

tical pre rties (which still seem possessed only by SLTs in their mathemati-

cil, formal expression (154)V 

14.17 - Further remarks 

Let us recall here the following further potnts: 

(i) At the beginning of Sect.14.7 we menticned the possibility of introdu

cing ab initio a complex space-time. 

(i1) At the end of Sect.13.8 we stressed the possible role of c.uaternlons 

in the description of tachyons (see also Soucek 1981, Mignar.i 1978, Edmonds 

1978). 
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(iii) Ka'lnay (1978,1980, Ka'lnay and Toledo 1967) showed in particular how 

to describe the four-position of e/tended-type objects (cf. e.q. Santilli 

1983) by complex numbers (see also Glkhovsky and Recami 1970). According to 

that author, genuine physical information goes lost when physics is exclu

sively constrained to real variables. 

pv) Further considerations on the issues of this Sect.14 can be found 

(besides in the quoted literature Maccarrone et al.1983, Maccarrone and Re

cami 1984) in Smrz (1984). 

!§ • QOAÇHYÇNJLEÇTROMAGNETISM 

We preliminarily introduced the "generalized Maxwell equations" (in terms 

of the four-potential) already in Sect. 10.5. The method followed there is no

ticeable since it does not depend on thp explicit form of the SLTs. 

If we row make recourse, however, to SI Is in their form (154bis), we can 

generalize Maxwell equations in a more convincing way for the case in which 

both sub- and Super-luminal charges are present. It is noteworthy that, even 

if imaginary quantities enter the last two equations in (154bis), nevertheless 

the generalized Maxwell equations can be expressed in purely real terms (see 

e.g. Recami and Mignani 1974a, Corben 1978); we already mentioned, actually, 

that this seems to happen for all the fundamental classical equations for ta-

chyons (Review I). Therefore, it is not strictly necessary to pass to a mul

ti-dimensional space-time for exploiting tachyon electromagnetism; but inte

resting work has been done for example in six dimensions (see e.g. Dattoli and 

Mignani 1978, Cole 1980e, Patty 1982). 

Before going on, let us recall that the ordinary Maxwell equations read 

[ A U * « 0,1,2,3]: 

°y^ - J / JV V - U ; (197) 

where j'4 i (<j\ , j) and F is the tensor dual to the elctromagnetic tensor 
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r,„ — TT <-jn*r ' • (197') 

2* 
Notice that F *_F . Typically, the present duality effects the exchanges 

E-^iH; H — » - i E . (198) 
«*M Ufc* U.M H*" 

In terms of the autodual electromagnetic tensor (Review I) 

L - F + T ; T = T , (199) 

which is invariant under the "duality exchanges" (198), the eqs.(197) write 

(200) 

When in presence also of ordinary magnetic monopoles (Dirac 1931), i.e. 

also of a magnetic curreqt g/W= (P , g), eqs.(197) and (200) get "symme-

trized": 

Eqs.(200),(201) are covariant , besides under the iorentz group, also (among 

the others) under the duality transformations: that is to say, under eqs.(198) 

and under more general rotations in the space J'- E + iH (see e.g. Amaldi 1968; 
HU UV UW 

Amaldi and Cabibbo 1972, Ferrari 1978). 

At last, let us recall that under subluminal x-boosts the electric and mahne-

tic field components transform as followsfU ^ ^ J ! 

(202) 

15.1 - Electromagnet!sm with tachyonic currents: Two alternative approaches 

Let us suppose the existence of slower >nd faster than li<jht electr ic char-
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ges, corresponding to the two fourcurrents j"(s) =j9(s), j(s)( and j/*(S) = 

In analogy with what we mentioned in Sect.10.5, the electromagnetic tensor 

R1*" may not be any more a ter.sor under the SLTs; i.e., it cannot be expected 

a priori to be a G-tensor (Sect.7.2). According to the way one solves this 

problem, different theories foiluw ('see Recami and Migncrti 19/4,1). 

It is then sound to pass and investigate how the E and H components are 

expected to transform under SLTs. Let us confine to Superluminal x-boosts. 

(i) If one wishes ordinary Maxwell equations (197) to be G-covariant, one has 

to postulate (with a unique choice for the signs, for simplicity's sake) that 

with (jfs 1/jlT-l. Notice that eqs.(203) leave G-covariant also eqs.(201aj. 

(201b); see Recami and Mignan! (1974a). 

This choice xas adopted by Corben. In his approach, let us repeat, Maxwell 

equations hold in their ordinary form also when in presence of both sub- and 

Super-luminal currents (i.e., when uu in eqs.(20l)y 

sJ / (203bis) 

[ TB fe wM; ^ ^ = ± 1 
for details on such an interesting theory —which correspond to assume F/*to 

be a G-tensor— see Corben (1975,1976,1978a). 

(ii) On the contrary, one can try to generalize the subluminal transformations 

(202) for the Superluminal case, and only a posteriori deduce 1f F^^is a G-

-tensor or not, and finally derive how Maxwell equations get generalized. In 

eqs.(202) each couple of components E ,H and E ,H transform just as the 

couple of coordinates x,t (cf. Fig.7a); and the components E ,H both trans

form just as the coordinate y or z, 
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Substituting the plane (E.H ) f or the plane (E ,H ) / for the plane (x,t), 

it is then natural (CT. Fig.7b) to extend the subluminal transformations by 

allowing the axes E'.H" (or E'.H') to "rotate" beyond 45°, untill when E" 
* -y -2 v z -y' J y 

coincides with H and H' with E tor [)-*•<*: see Figs.46. This corresponds 
• ~z -z -y -

to extend the two-dimensional Lorentz transformations so as in Sect.5.6, 
* *\ 0S »» » 

«M.(JÍ ;. 

Then, we may extend the transformations for E (and H ) by analogy with 

the last two equations in (154bis) or in (160); that is to say: Z - \Z' \ 

H = i H' ; where tor simplicity we confined ourselves to -?£<'drc+'E. . In 

such an approach, the quantities T/"\ F'", k^y are not G-tensors, since 

under SLTs they transform as tensor except for an extra i (see e.g. Review I, 

and Recami and Mignani 1976,1977). Notice that, due to the invariance óf 

Thunder the "duality" transformations, we may identify iE' = -H ; i H' s. 

a E , In Heavlside-Lorentz units (i.e., in rationalized Gaussian units). 

In Review I it has been shown that the assumption of the previous Superluminal 

transformations for the components of E and H leads to generalize eqs.(200) 

in the following (G-covariant) form 

0̂ 1 (204) 

• 1 

which constitute the "extended Maxwell equations" —valid in presence of both 

sub- and Super-lumlnal "electric" currects— according to Mignani and Recami 

(1975b,c,1974d), and Recami and Mignani (1976,1974a,b). 

If we confine to subluminal observers, eqs.(204) easily write (Recami and 

Mignani 1974a): 

cJ.v g, = - ^ s ) ; 
^ t f r - ^ i A t ' + j / 5 ) ; 
«wtü- *°^k +J^- Ls"vMJ 

Therefore, according to the present theory, if both sub- and Super-luminal 

"electric" charges exist, Maxwell equations get fully symmetrized, even if 

(ordinary) magnetic monopoles do not exist. 

(205) 
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Actually, the generalization of eq.(202) depicted in Figs.46, as well as 

the extended Maxwell equations (204)-(205) seem to comply with the very spirit 

of SR and to "complete" i t . 

15.? - Tachynns and magnetic monopoles 

The "subluminal" eqs.(201b) seem to suggest that a multiplication by j _ 

carries electric into magnetic current, and viceversa. Comparison of eqs.(201^) 

with the generalized equations (204) suggests that: 

( i ) the covariance of eqs.(201b) under the duality transformations, e.g. 

under eqs.(198), besides under LTs, corresponds to the covariance of eqs.(204) 

under the operation <J*u (Sect.14.2), i .e. under SLTs. In other words, 

the coveriance of eq.(201£) under the transition charges-£monopoles corre

sponds to the covariance of eqs.(204) under the transition bradyons^^tachyons; 

( i i ) when transforming eqs.(201bj under SLTs (in particular under the Super-

luminal transformations previously defined for the electric and m?nn t̂ic field 

components) electric and magnetic currents go one into the other. Eqs.(205) 

show, more precisely, that a Superluminal "electric" positive charge will con

tribute to the field equations in a way similar to the one expected to come 

from a magnetic south pole; and analogously for the currents. This does net 

mean, of course, that a Superluminal charge is expected to behave just as an 

ordinary monopole, due to the difference in the speeds (one sub-, the other 

Super-luminal!). Since eqs.(205) are symmetric even if ordinary monopoles 

would not exist, ER seems to suggest —at least in its most economical ver

sion— that only a unique type of charge exists (let us call i t the electromag

netic charge), which, if you like, may be called "electric" when subluminal, 

and "magnetic" when Superluminal (Mignani and Recami 1975b_, Recami and Migna-

n1 1976,1977). The universality of electromagnetic interactions seems the

refore recovered even at the classical level ( 1 . e 7 i n SR). 

Let us exploit point ( i i ) , by finding out the conditions under which the 
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generalized equations (118)-(U8') of Sect.10.5, written there in terms of 

four-potentials, are equivalent to the present extended Maxwell equations 

written in the form (204): 

(V= 
/>~/ 1 7 1 - J / 1r\c \ 
1 _ — .. w — - 1 . 1 / . — i t W l 

^ ) V. • - ' J 

where J^ = j j s ) - i jJS) . From the identity Q Ã A = ~ r ^ ^ \ fcf^h \ 

+ ^to^^oQ^O? A y we can derive that eq.(206) holds provided that we 

set [vVJ: 

" V = Ay, - Z ,̂,, + 2„^T A y '? . (207) 

I t is remarkable that eq.(207) can be explicited into one of the two following 

conditions 

Kv "=- K/h - hr]y-A *ut,çT B ' (208a) 

where l £ p 2 ^ fM F ^ . t ?fiv, (so that Tft„ i F U K - i F*„ , in agreement 

with eqs.(118')V Eq.(208b) is a consequence of the identity (Finzi and Pasto-

rl .96,,: B y . 3„ , ,+ . ^ ^ / A ^ A ^ ( f a - f i t f - ^ B ^ s Ç 

Eq.(208a) is nothing but the Cabibbo and Ferrari (1962; see also Ferrari 1978) 

re la t ion. In fact , those authors showed that the electromagnetism with ordina

ry charges and monopoles can be rephrased in terms of two 'ourpotentials A/" 

and B ^ ; and, in particular, gave the "Dirac term" the form of the last adden

dum in the r.h.s. of eq.(208a_). 

We gave a ^ew physical interpretation of the Cabibbo-Ferrari relat ion. 

Moreover, while the ordinary approach with the two four-potentials 

meets d i f f i cu l t i es when confronting the gauge requirements, such d i f f i cu l t ies 

disappear in our theory since B is essentially the transform of Asunder a 

suitable SLT. 
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15.3 - On the universality of elecromagnetic interactions 

Eqs.(205) say that, grosso modo, a "tachyon electron" (electric charge -_e ) 

will behave as a (Superluminal !j north magnetic charge (+g), and so r.n; in 

the sense that the tachyonic electron will bring into the field equations a 

contribution exactly at tr.c piucc v.-ncrc ccr.tr'. sunon v:as on the contrary expec

ted from a magnetic charge. 

Since when passing, in the four-momentum space,on the other side of the light 

cone the topology dees change (see e.g. Shah 1977), it is not easy to find out 

the relation between + g and -e_. Mignani and Recami put forth the most naive 

proposal: 

g - - e ; (209) 

in such a case (when quantizing) we expect to have 

eg = V H c (209') 

where» is the fine-structure constant, instead of the Dirac-Schwinger relation 

eg = tHc_. But this point needs further investigation (on the basis, e.g., of 

Singe's work). In any case, in the present approach, SR itself is expected to 

yield a relation between <j and e, so to provide a theory with a unique inde

pendent coupling constant. In ordinary classical electromagnet!sm with mono-

poles two coupling constants, on the contrary, do appear: and this violates 

at a classical level the universality of electromagnetic interactions, at 

variance with what one expects in SR (only at the quantum level the universa

lity gets recovered, in the ordinary theory without tacchyons). 

As a work-hypothesis, let us assume eqs.(209)-(209') to be valid in our "ta

chyonic" theory; that is to say, in gene-al, ge = nofHc. 

We know that, quantizing the ordinary tneory with subluminal monopoles, we 

end up on the contrary with the different relation eg - Jnflc (Dirac 1931), or 

eg«nHc (Schwinger 1966). To avoid contradiction, we have at least to show 

that, when quantizing the present approach (with "tachyon monopoles"), we end 

up rather with Oirac's, nor with Schwinger's relation. 

http://ccr.tr'
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In fact (Recami and Mignani 1977), le t us quantize this theory by using 

Mandelstara's method, i .e . following Cabibbo and Ferrari (1962). In that ap

proach the f i e l d quantities describing the charges ( in interaction with the 

electromagnetic f ie ld) are defined ÍO that 

\ ^ >• •> - t i > ^ • r* \_ 2. J*? ' , J ( 2 1 ° ) 

where <-is a surface delimited by the two considered space-like paths P and 

P', ending at point ju In other words, the field quantitiesyarc independent 

of the gauge chosen for the fourpotential j t b u t are path-dependent. When only 

subluminal electric charges are present, then ? v = A v ^ - A, u and eq.(210) 

does not depend on the selected surfaceII (it depends only on its boundary 

P - P ' ) . If also subluminal magnetic monopoles are present, then F = A -

" K.v " 1'^*uy«rB * wnere B^ is a second fourpotential, and the following 

condition must be explicitly imposed: 

' L z Jr-2; J 
wherefrom Dirac relation eg = nflc/2 follows. 

However, if "magnetic monopoles" cannot be put at rest, as in the case of 

"tachyon monopoles", then eq.(2I0) is again automatically satisfied, without 

any recourse to Dirac condition. 

15.4 - Further remarks 

(i) It may be interesting to quote that the possible connection between 

tachyons and "monopoles" in the sense outlined above (Recami and Mignani 1974a) 

was first heuristically guessed by Arzeliés (1958) —who predL-cted that 

E2£H for U > c — and later on by Parker (1969),in its important and pioneering 

two-dimensional theory (see also Weingarten 1973). 

(ii) As to the first considerations about the motion of a charged tachyon in 

an external field, see Bacry (1972) and Bacry et al.(1974). Notice, incidental

ly, that even a zero-energy charged tachyon IMV radiate (Rhee 1969) subtracting 

energy to the field. 

(Iii) The interactions of tachyon soli ton charges have been stuoied, e.g., 



by van der Merw» (1978), by means of Backlund transformations. 

(iv) If we consider the quanta inside the Cauchy-Fresnel "evanescent waves" 

since the momentum component normal to the reflecting olane is imaginary» 

the one parallel to that plane is larger than the energy. Such partial "ta-

chyon properties" of those quanta have been studied oarticularly ó> Costa 'ie 

Scaurpgard ;:J?3; sep also Costa de Beauregard et al.1971), whose esearch 

group even performed an experimental investigation (Huard and Imbert 1978). 

Further experimental work is presently being performed for example by Alzetta 

at Pisa. 

15.5 - "Experimental" considerations 

The very first experiments looking for tachyons, by Alva'ger et al. (1963, 

1965,1966), have been alredy mentioned in Sect.3.1. Let us add that a major 

research for charged tachyons was first carried on by Alva'ger and Kreisler 

(1968). 

Most experiments (see Hanni and Hugentobler 1978; see also, e.g., Perepe-

litsa 1977a) looked for the Cherenkov radiation supposedly emitted by char

ged tachyons in vacuum. In Sect.10.3 we have however seen that we should not 

expect such a radiation to be emitted. 

Searches for tachyons were performed in the cosmic radiation (see e.g. Ra-

mana Murthy 1971), and in elementary particle reactions (see e.g. Baltay et 

aJU970, Oanburg et al .1971, Ramana Murthy 1973, and Perepelitsa 1976). 

Also tachyonic monopoles were looked for (see e.g. Bartlett and Lahana 1972, 

Perepelitsa 1977b, and Bartlett et al.1978). 

We indirectly discussed many experimental topics in Sect.13, were the pos

sible role was shown of tachyons in elementary particle physics and quantum 

mechanics; and v. refer the reader to that Section. 

Let us add here that —even if one does not stick to the conservative at

titude of considering tachyons only as "internal lines" in interaction pro

cesses— any sound experimental project ought to take account (Corben 1975) 

of the drastic "deformation" caused by the huge velocity of the observed ob-



jects w.r.t. us: see e.g. the results on the tachyon shape presented in Sects. 

8.2 and 14.6. As noticed by Barut (1978), one may wonder if we have really 

correctly looked for Tachyons so far. 

Within the classical theory of tachyons, it would be important to evalua

te how charged tachyons would electromagnetically interact with ordinary mat-

*.*•••' *"'_•: =fSt»rce, v.:th ar, electron. :."c calculations car> be made On L'ne 

basis of the generalized Maxwell equations, either in Corben's form or in 

Mignani and Recami's (Sect.15.1). If we take seriously, however, Sect.8 on 

the shape of tachyons, we have to remember that a pointlike charge will appear 

—when Superluminal— to be spread over a double cone c ; it would be nice 
2 

(see Sect.10.3) first to know the L -function of the space-time coordinates 

yielding the distribution of the tachyon charge-density over c. 

16 =» CONCLUSIONS 

Most tachyon classical physics can be obtained without resorting to Super

luminal observers; and in such a classical physics extended to tachyons the 

ordinary causal problems can be solved. 

The elegant results of ER in two dimensions, however, prompt us to look 

for its multi-dimensional extensions (i.e., to try understanding the meaning 

and the possible physical relevance of all the related problems: Sect.14). 

Tachyons may have a role as objects exchanged between elementary particles, 

or between'black-holes (if the latter exist). They can also be classically 

emitted by a black-hole, and have therefore a possible role in astro

physics. 

For future research, it looks however even more interesting to exploit the 

possibility of rept iucing quantum mechanics at the classical level by means 

of tachyons. On this respect even the appearance of imaginary quantities in 

the theories of tachyons can be a relevant fact, to be further studied. 
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